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ABSTRACT 

Effective and efficient training is a key factor in detennining the success of 

end user computing (EUC) in organisations. This study examines the influences of 

two application interfaces, namely icons and menus, on training outcomes. The 

training outcomes are measured in tenns of effectiveness, efficiency and perceived 

ease of use. Effectiveness includes the keystrokes used to accomplish tasks, the 

accuracy of correct keystrokes, backtracks and errors committed. Efficiency includes 

the time taken to accomplish the given tasks. Perceived ease of use rates the ease of 

the training environment including training materials, operating system, application 

software and associated resources provided to users. 

In order to facilitate measurement, users were asked to nominate one of two 

approaches to training, instruction training and exploration training that focussed on 

two categories of users, basic and advanced. User category was determined based on 

two questionnaires that tested participants' level of knowledge and experience. 

Leaming style preference was also included in the study. For example, to overcome 

the criticisms of prior studies, this study allowed users to nominate their preferred 

interfaces and training approaches soon after the training and prior to the experiment. 

To measure training outcomes, an experiment was conducted with 159 users. 

Training materials were produced and five questionnaires developed to meet the 

1.equirements of the training design. All the materials were peer reviewed and pilot 

tested in order to eliminate any subjective bias. All questionnaires were tested for 

statistical validity to ensure the applicability of instruments. Further, for 

measurement purposes, all keystrokes and time infonnation such as start time and end 

time of tasks were extracted using automated tools. Prior to data analysis, any 

'outliers' were eliminated to ensure that the data were of good quality. 

This study found that icon interfaces were effective for end user training for 

trivial tasks. This study also found that menu interfaces were easy to use in the given 

training environment. In tenns of training approaches, exploration training was found 

to be effective. The user categorisation alone did not have any significant influence 
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on training outcomes in this study. However, the combination of basic users and 

instruction training approach was found to be efficient and the combination of basic 

users and exploration training approach was foun<l to be effective. This study also 

found out that learning style preference was significant in terms of effectiveness but 

not efficiency. 

The results of the study indicates that interfaces play a significant role in 

determining training outcomes and hence the need for training designers to treat 

application interfaces differently when addressing training accuracy and time 

constraints. Similarly, this study supports previous studies in that learning style 

preferences influence training outcomes. Therefore, training designers should 

consider users' learning style preferences in order to provide effective training. While 

categories of user did not show any significant influence on the outcomes of this 

study, the interaction between training approaches and categories of users was 

significant indicating that different categories of users respond to different training 

approaches. Therefore, training designers should consider the possibility of treating 

differently those with and without experience in EUC applications. For example, one 

possible approach to training design would be to hold separate training sessions. 

ln summary, this study has found that interfaces, learning styles and the 

combination of training approaches and categories of users have varying significant 

impact on training outcomes. Thus the results reported in this study shollld help 

training designers to design training programs that would be effective, efficient and 

easy to use. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

For a business organisations to operate successfully, the Information 

Technology (IT) potential of an organisation needs to be examined, which includes 

software resources, hardware resources, the capability of users in developing IT 

applications, the capability of Infonnation System (IS) development, vendor off-the 

shelf applications used in organisations and applications developed by outsource 

companies (Shah & Lawrence, 1996). The examination of software resources 

typically involves the operating system platforms used in the organisation, the number 

of users using these systems, the software development capability available within the 

organisation, and now-a-days the World Wide Web (WWW) platform and access, 

resources associated with Internet and Intranet applications (Beekman & Rathswohl, 

1999). An examination of hardware resources consists of type of computer hardware 

including memory, hard disks and other peripheral resources, and the network 

capability (Williams et al., 1995). An examination of vendor off-the shelf 

applications and outsourcing includes the appropriateness of software applications 

procured from external sources and issues associated with integration of these 

applications with the existing systems and training needed to integrate user operations 

arising from these new systems with existing systems (Beekman & Rathswohl, 1999; 

Shayo etal., 1999). 

The capability of an organisation to exploit the above hardware and software 

resources is dependent on the capabilities of Infonnation Systems (IS) professionals 

following traditional approaches and development perfonned by users who may not 

have professional knowledge in developing computing applications (Shayo et al., 

1999). Among these, the capability of users without professional computing 

background developing systems is usually known as 'End User Computing' (Blili et 

al., 1998). This End User Computing (EUC) domain has emerged strongly as one of 

the organisational success factors because of its contribution to the use of IS in 

organisations (Compeau, 2002). 

The proliferation of EUC in organisations has been widely reported in the past 

two decades (J awahar & Elango, 2001 ). A survey of senior Information Systems 
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professionals has found that organisational learning and use of Information 

Technology (IT) by users rank fifth in a Hsi of the top 20 critical management issues 

(Chancy & Wills, 1995). Agganval (1998) and Finley (1996) highlighted the need and 

high priority in preparing the workforce to use IT productively in an organisation by 

rcfcning to the increase in IT trnining budgets. Bowman ct al. (1994) reported the 

escalating growlh in computer literacy requirements for clerical and support staff. 

Olsten (1993) reported the necessity for acquiring computer literacy for middle and 

senior management in organisations. Bostrom ct al. (1990) and Rivard & Huff 

( 1988) reported the success or failure of EUC within an organisation. 

It appears that the lack of skills possessed by end users is a major restriction in 

the dcvelopmenl of end user applications (Compeau, 2002). This lack of development 

skills prompted lhe creation of training programs and encouraged human resources 

departments to focus on end user training issues such as what is the best method to 

train users (Shah & Lawrence, 1996). Furthermore, it si suggested that basic and 

advanced training should be integral elements of any strategy designed to enhance end 

user efficiency and effectiveness (Tang & Cheung, 1996). It is estimated that the 

cost to train an end user is about Australian$ 2,000 per year and the cost to maintain 

an end user in an organisation varies from$ 7,000 to $12,000 (Ridge, 1999). 

User training has been identified as one of the key factors responsible for 

ensuring the success of EUC and this has resulted in EUC training becoming an 

important phenomenon in organizations (Sein et al., 1999). Researchers have 

continually sought to improve the delivery of training programs by employing new 

methods or by improving existing methods. Through the improvement in design and 

conduct, for example, Aggarwal (1998), Blili et al. (1998) and Bohlen & Fcrrat 

(1997} have endeavored to make training more effective and efficient. Improvement 

in training ensures that end users interact more effectively with software programs 

and applications. In endeavouring to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of 

training programs, EUC studies have focused on aspects such as user skills (Davis & 

Bostrom, 1993), user satisfaction (Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1995), use of application 

interfaces in order to quickly complete a given task (Sein et al., 1993), training 

materials (Carrol & Rosson, 1995), motivational factors on computer usage (Barker, 

1995), performance and job satisfaction (Blili el al., 1998) and quality of end user 

developed applications (Cheney et al., 1986). 
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Studies in EUC that have measured aspects of user skills investigated how 

users transform their knowledge acquired during training to accomplish a given task 

in a specified settings. Studies that have measured user satisfaction investigated 

factors detennining user satisfaction in a given training environment. Studies that 

have considered interfaces have examined how a specific type of interface is superior 

to another type in accomplishing tasks. Issues associated with training materials such 

as task complexity have been examined in studies that have investigated aspects of 

training materials. Motivational factors leading to the use of application software 

were investigated in EUC studies. 

In spite of previous research there is still little agreement about how to design 

end user training programs that would yield efficiency and effectiveness. The 

literature indicates that problems associated with EUC training remain such as over

extending experience gained in manual systems that arc not suitable for computer 

systems (Moran, 1981 ), inability in recalling and using application command syntax 

(Sein et al., 1993), difficulty in applying soflwarc packages to specific tasks (Carrol 

& Rosson, 1995), unstructured training materials and hence negative influences on the 

user (Gustafson & Branch, 1997), and confusion about how to recover from errors 

(Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1995). 

While attention has correctly been focussed on training program design, an 

important factor is the computer interface itself. Interfaces (specifically the usage 

aspect) can spell the difference between systems that are comprehensive and easy to 

use and systems that are frustrating, confusing and in the end may not be used at all. 

Bostrom et al. (19l)0) related the cognitive aspects underlying computer use with the 

effectiveness of computer interfaces. The cognitive makings of end users in addition 

to the design of training programmes therefore need to be investigated in EUC 

research. 

End user training programs can be addressed in a variety of ways. For 

example, Nelson et al. (1995) distinguished between how quickly an end user can 

complete a given task and how accurate the completion is. In other words, the time 

component and the accuracy component arc considered critical for successful training. 

The time component is referred as efficiency and the accuracy component is identified 

through allocation of some points gained in accomplishing tasks, similar to practical 

examination score. In addition, studies have investigated the ease of the training 
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environment (Bohlen & Ferrat, 1997) and the motivational factors (Olfman & 

Mandviwalla, 1995; Sein et al., 1999) which influence end users in choosing software 

applications and Continuing to use them. These issues have provided the impetus for 

this study. 

Therefore this study was commenced in order to detennine the influences of 

the usage of specific types of interfaces and training approaches on categories of end 

users in terms of training outcomes efficiency, effectiveness and perceived ease of 

use. With this scope in mind, this chapter gives an introduction to this study by 

providing an overview to EUC studies condllcted since 1980. The starting point was 

chosen as 1980 because this is when the tenn EUC was generally accepted by the 

information systems community (Mayer, 1981). This introduction then leads to 

research objectives followed by significance of the study. Then an initial research 

framework to meet the research objectives is provided. The chapter concludes with 

an outline of the thesis. 

Research objectives 

The objectives of this study can be encapsulated in the following five points: 

1. It can be seen from the previous paragraphs that while EUC studies have 

provided information regarding the usage of interfaces, little information is 

available as to the suitability of interfaces for varying levels of knowledge and 

experience. Therefore, there is a need to determine the most appropriate 

interface usage for different categories of end users to learn application 

software packages. 

2. EUC studies have provided details of training approaches as a result of 

investigation into instructional design elements. While training approaches 

have been dealt with in EUC studies, the relevance of these training 

appronches on different categories of users is not fully established in EUC. 

Further, how these training approaches influence user's ability to use an 

interface for the purpose of communication with applications is not fully 

understood. Therefore, there is a need to detcnnine the most suitable training 

approach and interface combinations for various levels of end users. 
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3. EUC literature provides limited information on classifyinE; users based on both 

their knowledge and skills. Some studies have classified users based on their 

skills and some others have done so based on knowledge. However, there are 

references in the literature that both knowledge and experience help users to 

understand the given information in a specific context and that this knowledge 

and experience combination helps the user to process information in novel 

situations. This is especially true when users are given a choice of interfaces 

with which to accomplish tasks. Certain interfaces are easier tC' use than other 

interfaces. Therefore, there is a need to determine the most suitable 

application software interface to facilitate efficient and effective training 

outcomes based on varying skills and experience. 

4. Training outcomes depend upon the combination of interface usage and 

training approaches. While certain training approaches such as the instruction 

approach are better suited to certain groups of users, other training approaches 

such as exploration provide freedom to explore and learn on a trial and error 

basis. Therefore, there is a need to investigate the interaction between the 

training approaches and interface combination in determining training 

outcomes. 

5. Finally, prior EUC studies have highlighted the need to consider the role of 

individual differences in training programs because user learning preferences 

and other traits such as motivation influence training outcomes. While prior 

studies have provided details of motivational aspects, there is limited 

information available on learning styles and their influences on EUC training 

outcomes. Therefore, there is a need to determine the role of individual user 

differences in determining training outcomes. 

Significance of the study 

The significance of the study lies in its ability to remedy some of the 

weaknesses found in previous EUC training research. This can be achieved by 

addressing five unresolved issues (I) application interfaces. (2) varying levels of 

users, (3) differences in terms of users' learning and cognition, (4) the design of 

training including training material development, such as the consideration of tasks 
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and (5) approaches to outcome measurement. In addition, development in the field of 

Human Computer Interaction 1 (HCI) has seen changes in the way interfaces are 

designed and used. In the EUC domain, users apply knowledge obtained from 

training to use these interfaces. However, how the given information is processed 

using a specific interface based on the training provided is not fully studied in EUC. 

The concepts of learning style and cognitive style will play an important role in 

understanding how information is processed using interfaces, and how users interact 

with applications via interfaces. Such infonnation is vital in order to foster 

development in HCI. It is essential to know how these interfaces are used, what are 

the influences on training outcomes and how the acquired knowledge is utilised 

(based on the training provided) in tenns of recalling a particular interface when 

completing a given task. Thus, any knowledge gained from this study would assist 

the development of EUC training. 

The result of this study will be presented in terms of the suitability of types of 

interfaces on varying levels of users' skills mid experience because there is little 

evidence available in EUC to determine the suitability of interfaces for particular 

categories of users based on their skills and experience. Further the interaction of 

interfaces and training approaches will also be discussed in this thesis as users learn to 

operate application software based on the training provided and in the current climate 

these operations are performed using application interfaces. The outcomes of this 

study would enable organisations to determine the approach taken in training their 

employees. 

Another dimension to the study is the planned rigorous framework in 

designing the training materials. There is a general view that past training materials 

and the tasks have been subjective in nature and that training aspects and evaluation 

aspects have not been strongly supported by theoretical frameworks. The framework 

developed for this study will not only provide a rigorous training design but will also 

incorporate some recent methodologies from the instructional design domain which 

address principles of quality. 

As an additional benefit, this study will help in addressing the skills shortage 

in Australia. According to Ridge (1999) the IT skills shortage in Australia can be 

1 HCI is another broad area of study and only relevant issues from HCI are covered in this thesis. 
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temporarily resolved by providing IT training to users in order for them to become 

skilful. The time and cost factors are crucial in the rapidly changing IT environment 

and to produce IT professionals that meet the increasing demand, training programs 

should address efficiency and effectiveness criteria. That is, the training programs 

should concentrate on factors that influence outcomes such as how users' interact with 

applications, the composition of training materials, measurements of outcomes, users' 

learning preferences and the design of training to minimise resources and maximise 

outcomes. The outcomes of this study will provide valuable infonnation to people 

involved in designing and conducting training programs. 

Research framework 

The discussion provided so far indicates that a study in EUC training requires 

further investigation. This includes consideration of interfaces, users and their 

individual differences, training approaches including training materials, and 

measurement aspects. The objectives of the study are presented in an earlier section 

and essentially aim to detennine the effects of interface usage, the training approaches 

adopted and the effects of different groups of users on the outcomes of the training 

itse1f. The factors interact with each other and have an impact on training outcomes 

which this study aims to discover. The factors and interactions are presented in 

Figure 1.1 below which is followed by a brief discussion for each of the factors 

concerned. An elaborate discussion on these factors and their interaction is provided 

in a later chapter. 

INTE iACEUSAOE 

. END USER 

~~6~:~~ 
CATEGORIES OP 

TRAINING END USERS 

TRAINING 
APPROACH 

Figure 1. 1 Conceptual Framework 
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Bostrom et al. (1990), for example, found that command-based interfaces are 

dependent upon typing command strings using an editor and any typographic errors 

committed by users result in erroneous commands. This led to user frustration and 

hence impacts training outcomes. Icons, the pictorial representation of commands, on 

the other hand appear to be restrictive in their representations and hence the user may 

nbt be able to represent all user commands in pictorial forms. This restricts the tasks 

that can be accomplished using only icons. Menus are test strings and easy to 

understand by users as they represent user commands in a naturananguage fonn. It 

therefore appears that menus could reduce the load placed on cognitive dimensions 

while processing information thereby increasing the likelihood of successful training 

outcomes (Shneiderman, 1982). Previous studies in EUC that have examined the 

impact of interface usage on training outcomes stated that due to the limitations on 

icons in representing various actions facilitated by computer systems, menus appear to 

be a natural choice for users who want to navigate the system to perform novel tasks. 

Only a few studies in EUC have identified different categorisation of users 

(examples are Carrol (1984), Olfman & Madviwalla (1995)). However, it is evident 

from research in the education domain that user experience plays a crucial role in 

comprehending the infonnation provided during training successfully (Riding, 1991; 

Sadler-Smith, 1996; Schmeck, 1988). Ausubel & Robinson (1968) argued that prior 

knowledge and experience have a role to play when new infonnation is processed. 

According to Davis & Bostrom (1993) EUC studies have been questioned for treating 

users as if they have the same ]eve! of knowledge and this has been seen as one of the 

reasons for their contradictory training outcomes. The need to study the impact of 

user individual differences such as learning styles on training outcomes has been 

stressed by Bostrom et al. (1990), Davis & Bostrom (1993) and Bohlen & Ferrat 

(1997). Therefore, this study considers two categories of users, basic and 

experienced, based on their knowledge and experience and associated learning style 

issues. 

Training approaches cover aspects such as how to introduce users to a given 

application software and how to structure tasks to meet specific objectives (Carrol & 

Rosson, 1995). While accomplishing given tasks, users behave differently, for 

instance, certain users understand given training materials easily and certain users 

take more time (Sein et al., 1999). A distinction in training approach can be made by 
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identifying instruction and exploration approaches (Davies et al., 1989; Davis, 1985; 

Davis & Bostrom, 1993; Sein et al., 1993). The former is the execution of training 

materials in a sequential, step-by-step manner where users are provided with little 

freedom. The exploration approach on the other hand provides skeleton training 

material with the option for users to explore freely the given software application. 

The impact of interface usage, categories of end users and training approach is 

measured and referred to as training outcomes in this study. The measurement 

comprises of quantitative and subjective outcomes. The first component, quantitative, 

consists of effectiveness and efficiency parameters. The quantitative outcomes 

capture training activities such as how many keystrokes have been used in performing 

a task (Davis & Bostrom, 1993). Effectiveness is a measure of score and the 

efficiency is a measure of t\me. Effectiveness and efficiency measures are derived 

from hands-on experiment conducted. The next component, subjective, is a measure 

of perceived ease of use. Perceived ease c.,f use is measured through an opinion 

survey. The subjective outcomes measure users opinion of a given training 

environment and measure aspects such as the level of perceived ease of using the 

training environment (Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1995). 

Based on the three main variables - interfaces, end users and training 

approaches - the research framework in this study will examine the effects of training 

approaches on the types of interfaces most commonly used by the categories of end 

users. The investigation will determine which combination of interfaces, training 

approaches and categories of end users will achieve the maximisation of training 

outcomes. Such outcomes will be measured in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and 

ease of use. A detailed discussion of the research framework will be provided Chapter 

3. 

Need to study EUC Training 

The need to study EUC training can be highlighted by the existing and 

continuing unresolved research issues found in the field ofEUC and the escalating 

costs in providing EUC training. These unresolved research issues can be categorised 

into five broad areas. These are (1) application interfaces, (2) varying levels of users, 

(3) differences in terms of users' learning and cognition, (4) the design of training 
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including training material development, such as the consideration of tasks and (5) 

approaches to outcome measurement. 

A study that focuses on these areas would contribute new knowledge about the 

impact of varying levels of user skills and their preferences for interfaces and training 

approaches. To identify these, one should design and develop a suitable framework. 

It appears that the instructional design domain can offer solutions to existing issues in 

EUC. So, EUC training supported with instructional design domain principles would 

provide a rigorous training design framework in tenns of the identification of tasks, 

the consideration of complexity levels, the evaluation of training materials and the 

successful implementation of these training materials for knowledge acquisition. 

From an academic point of view, the outcomes of such a framework would add to the 

existing body of knowledge. From a management point of view, this would minimise 

the cost of training by providing insights into elements that need to be controlled. The 

essential components of such a framework are discussed below, 

Interfaces 

Computer interfaces facilitate interaction between humans and computers 

(Gentner & Nielson, 1996). Previous studies in EUC have considered command

based interfaces and Direct Manipulation Interfaces (Davies et al., 1989; Bostrom et 

al., 1990). Command-based interfaces facilitate users to enter English-like commands 

using text editors to activate a command (Bostrom et al., 1990). If errors are 

committed while entering these commands, a computer system will not understand the 

command. Therefore, users need to re-enter the command string. Studies that have 

investigated the effect of command-based interfaces have asserted their superiority 

over Direct Manipulation Interfaces (DMI) in detennining training outcomes (Davis 

& Bostrom, 1993). 

Direct Manipulation Interfaces facilitate interaction between users and 

computers directly with objects (Gentner & Nielson, 1996). These objects are 

usually graphical symbols representing an action. For example, a 'floppy diskette' 

symbol on a comp_uter screen may represent a 'saving' action of data from the 

computer memory to the diskette. These graphical symbols are collectively known as 

Graphical User Interfaces or GUI (Neesham, 1990). 
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In computer applications, these GUis are represented in the fonn of icons, 

menus, dialogue boxes, pointers and other optional buttons (Neesham, 1990). Users 

use their mouse keys to operate directly these GUis to perfonn an action and hence 

the tenn Direct Manipulation Interfaces (DMI). ·Previous studies have highlighted the 

effectiveness of DMI when there are a small number of objects to represent actions 

(Sein et al., 1993). As the number of actions increase, so do the number of objects 

and DMI quickly becomes difficult to manage (Gentner & Nielson, 1996). The down 

side of direct manipulation is that users have to directly manipulate every action using 

objects and hence are restricted in actions that can be performed otherwise, as it is 

possible with command-based interfaces (Goonetilleke et al., 2001). Another problem 

with direct manipulation is that users may not be able to group a related series of basic 

actions into one higher-level action (Nielsen, 1990). In command-level, this can be 

achieved using a simple scripting language. Further, the precision of eye and hand 

coordination is also mentioned in previous studies in the area ofDMI (Gentner & 

Nielson, 1996). Another problem found with DMI is that users need to be involved in 

every action but sometimes the user may not be aware of what needs to be done next 

(Gentner & Nielson, 1996). This is particularly true when the applications become 

more complex and users with limited knowledge may find operations with DMI to be 

difficult. 

In the EUC domain, icons and menus can be considered as components of 

DMI because these two interfaces represent actions directly perfonned by users with 

mouse keys. While dialogue boxes and optional buttons also enable users to perfonn 

actions, these tools are predominantly used to interact with users to understand their 

scope of choices and not necessarily actions. Menu based interfaces group English

like commands and presents them to users through a hierarchical sequence of 

interdependent levels (Gentner & Nielson, 1996), while icon based interfaces 

represent various commands in a pictorial fonn. The hierarchical levels found in the 

menu interfaces are not usually found in icon interfaces (Bevan, 2001). In today's 

Windows applications, the menus and icons are bundled on the tool bar of the 

application, usually found on the top layer of the application as in Microsoft Word. 

While the role of interface usage in determining training outcomes was studied 

extensively in the late SO's and early 90's (Bostrom et al., 1990; Davies et al., 1989; 

Davis & Bostrom, 1993), not many studies have taken place subsequently. This is 
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despite fundamental changes to the configuration of operating systems and application 

software packages, where most of the interaction with the applications is facilitated by 

interfaces. This issue is significant because end user apply interfaces while 

performing activities in their daily tasks. How they use interfaces and which 

interfaces yield significant improvement in determining training outcomes would 

provide important insights into training design. 

End users 

EUC literature provides details of user classification based on users level of 

interaction with technology. For instance, McLean's (1979) end usei categorisation 

resulted in Data Processing Professionals, DP Users, DP Amateurs and non-DP 

trained users. The Reckart & Flannery's (1983) categorisation of end users resulted in 

six categories namely non-programming users, command-levc::l users, end-user 

programmers, functional support personnel and DP programmers, Cotterman & 

Kumar (1989) specified a framework for defining and classifying end users and 

provide taxonomy based on functions performed such as operation, development and 

control. This taxonomy is referred to as the 'User Cube'. A further discussion on 

these categories is provided later in the thesis in Chapter 2. 

The suitability of EUC categorisation for the modern environment needs to be 

assessed according to skill complexity in the job (Barker, 1995). Given that there are 

increasing levels of complexity ofEUC activity, end users would experience different 

expectations of job outcomes due to the use of more ski Us, greater task identity, 

greater task significance and more autonomy (Barker, 1995). Therefore, there is a 

necessity for due consideration required of the various activities performed by users in 

determining classifications and hence training outcomes (Sein et al., 1993). However, 

many EUC training studies have arbitrarily selected users and their categorisation and 

this negJigence has caused contradictory results in reporting EUC training outcomes 

(Davis & Bostrom, 1993). 

From a practical perspective, it is apparent that computer training books are 

targeted at varying levels of users. Moreover, the software learning tools also have 

recognised the importance of varying levels in user activities such as simple word 

processing and complex report generation arising from databases. They have begun 

releasing software to accommodate a range of skill levels in their help files and 
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software manuals. Therefore, the categorisation of users for detennining training 

outcomes in EUC studies should be considered carefully and reflect today's 

application requirements2
• 

User differences 

Literature from the field of education has established that the learning habits 

are unique and individuals follow their own styles (Riding, 1997). This is also true 

for using interfaces to accomplish a task. While certain users prefer a specific 

interface, such as icons, others may prefer other interfaces, such as menus. In addition 

to this, users can understand information-given during training in different ways 

(Schmeck et al., 1977). This understanding will enable them to make their own 

mental models of the software application structures, which are often necessary for 

the successful completion of tasks. Therefore, studies in EUC recommend extracting 

individual differences. 

With the advent of new applications, the way information is accessed and 

u11derstood has changed. The accessibility of information in an online environment 

varies but many users now have experience with some computing technology. User 

experience, or existing knowledge about a particular operating platform, their 

acquired knowledge during training, and these cognitive skills play a crucial role in 

determining outcomes. Therefore, there is a need to study the individual differences 

associated with information processing by creating categories of end users. 

Training design 

Previous studies in EUC training have investigated a number of issues ht the 

training design area and provided useful suggestions. For instance, Guimaraes & 

Igbaria (1996) established the specific importance of management support and control 

in EUC training. Nelson et al. (1995) stressed the need for a coherent strategy to link 

various training elements in order to achieve success in EUC training. Moad (1995) 

evaluated the benefits of training investment and stressed the need to involve users in 

the development of training goals and training programs. Harp (1995), while echoing 

2 In this study, MS Project application is used, which is a good example of today's application 
software. 
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similar thoughts, recommended a comprehensive need<i assessment to establish skill 

deficiencies in critical areas before training programs are designed. Barron (1996) 

highlighted the importance of evaluation of training programs in order to verify the 

objectives set prior to training were being achieved. 

A re-occurring criticism that has emerged from past EUC training studies is 

the lack of rigor used when evaluating the effectiveness3 of training design (Davis & 

Bostrom, 1993; Filipczak & Picard, 1996; Sein et al., 1987). The training settings, 

materials to support the training, tasks incorporated in training materials, objectives 

set for measurement purposes and other associated elements appear to have bee·n 

arbitrary and subjective in EUC studies (Wiebe et al., 1993; Webster, 1996). This has 

resulted in researchers struggling to explain why a particular result has been obtained. 

In the current 1.::timate, this has been interpreted as a failure to meet the objectives. 

Possible insights into these problems may be gained by the study of the instructional 

design in terms of setting up a training framework. 

In the scope of this study, training design will focus on the impact of training 

approaches to determine training outcomes. For instance, choice of an appropriate 

training approach, the appropriateness of tasks, time allocation etc. will be considered 

to avoid some of the criticisms found in previous studies. The training design will 

follow guidelines provided in the instructional design field .. Therefore, this study will 

investigate some of the material available in the instructional domain to establish a 

more rigorous research framework to facilitate training. 

Outcome measurement 

Due to considerable difficulties in the methodology of previous research, it is 

difficult to rely upon the results of EUC available to hand. Therefore, one needs to 

establish a systematic mechanism for selecting parameters to accurately measure EUC 

training outcomes. This study intends to do this. Prior studies will be examined in 

terms of their outcome measurements in order to arrive at an outcome parameter, 

which will determine EUC training outcomes more accurately. This will then confirm 

or reject the outcomes of previous studies. 

3 The term effectiveness is used as a general term here. This should not be confused with 
"effectiveness" outcome measurement used in this study. 
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Finally, this study will overcome the problems noted in previous studies by 

considering an appropriate instrument to categorise users' learning styles; it will 

follow unifonn definitions in describing tasks and their complexity; it will overcome 

problems of defining levels of users by assessing their skills by a validated 

instrument; and it will consider appropriate approaches to deliver training prior to the 

measurement of outcomes. This combination of features will add to the existing body 

of knowledge in EUC training. 

E5sentially, the need for the present study has been encapsulated into a 

number of themes. These include: 

• the consideration of modem application interfaces that were not available in EUC 

ten years ago; 

• the development of training materials taking into account suggestions drawa from 

instructional design theory; 

• the accurate detennination of individual learning differences in order to explain 

training outcomes; 

• the categorisation of end users based on their prior knowledge and experience 

which is essential to analyse information processing behaviours; 

• the measurement of training outcomes in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and 

ease of use; and 

• the use of theoretical frameworks from the field of education to explain why 

certain training outcomes will be obtained. 

Outline of the thesis 

Chapter 2 of this thesis presents a literature review. This chapter traces 

development in EUC training in detail. It covers the various trends in EUC training 

studies, the models followed, how the research framework has developed and the 

outcomes have been obtained. This section provides a synthesis of salient features 

derived from previous studies in order to develop the specific research methodology 

for the present study. The literature review comprises eight sections. The first section 

provides definitions of End User Computing and End Users. The second section 

recaps the focus areas emerging from the literature. The third section provides details 
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of training outcomes and includes details on quantitative and qualitative approaches 

used to measure training outcomes. The fourth section provides details of training 

materials and tasks. The fifth section provides infonnation on individual differences 

and includes learning styles and cognitive styles. The sixth section focuses on 

application interfaces. This includes the design of interfaces, their treatment in 

previous EUC studies and the results obtained and problems encountered with their 

use. The seventh section in this chapter addresses end user typologies and the 

categorisation of users in EUC. The last section deals with EUC studies that have 

investigated management aspects of training. 

The research methodology is presented in Chapter 3. The first section covers 

the refinement of the initial framework depicted in this chapter. This is followed by 

the research questions and a discussion of research variables. The chapter includes 

the hypotheses posited for this study. In addition, the chapter includes sections on 

research method, the developm~nt of instruments and the experimental procedure. 

The analysis of the quantitative and qualitative infonnation is presented in 

Chapter 4. Essentially this section will describe how the research design was 

developed, how the training materials were developed, how the experiment was 

conducted, the procedure followed to collect data and how the data entry was 

organised. This chapter will describe the types of analysis conducted to verify the 

accuracy of data and the various statistical analyses to test hypotheses. The chapter 

includes sections on reliability estimates, descriptive data analysis and hypothesis 

testing. 

Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the statistical data analysis. The outcomes 

of the study are explained with supporting materials and the shortfalls of the study are 

also outlined. This chapter is concluded with a summary of significant findings. 

Chapter 6 presents the limitations of the study and future directions. The 

limitations are discussed in terms of instrument limitations and operational 

limitations. Chapter 6 concludes with a discussion on future directions in EUC 

research. 

Appendixes 1 through 9 include SPSS outputs, questionnaires used in the 

study, samples training materials and visual basic code used to extract learning style 

preferences. 
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CHAPTER 2 - REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This chapter reviews the literature available in the end user computing (EUC) 

field since 1980 because this is when the term Euc gained pol)ularity; The purpose 

of such a literature review is to provide an ·overall understanding of events that have 

taken place in EUC research. This is essential because of the extensive range of 

components of EUC such as interface usage, measurement approaches, training 

materials, task complexity, motivational aspects, learning styles, outcome 

measurements, training approaches and other management issues. The literature 

review will therefore provide a general framework to enable understanding of a 

number of issues discussed in Chapter 1. The review in this chapter will then lead to 

the research methodology in Chapter 3. 

Preliminary definitions 

End User Computing 

End User Computing has been defined in a number of ways which reflect the 

extensive nature of EUC activities. Davis (1985) defines EUC as the ability of users 

to have control over their own computing needs. The concept of control is also used 

by Hackathorn (1988) who sees EUC as an infonnation processing activity in which 

users have personal control over the technology. Barker ( 1995) extends this 

definition by including access to computer resources, data and support services. This 

can be compared to Cronan & Douglas' (1990) broad definition which includes 

development, interaction and the utilization of application systems. The definition 

provided by Brnncheau & Wetherbe (1985) includes the optional development of 

computer applications and models by personnel outside the-Management Infonnation 

Systems (MIS) department, while Benjamin (1982) defines EUC to include all 

applications developed outside the data processing or the fonnal Information Systems 

(IS) department. The definition provided by Hutchinson & Sawyer (1996) refers to 

EUC as an end user's decision to adopt the software, their extent of usage and 

subsequent effectiveness in using the software which is dependent upon factors such 

as available interfaces, trnining, readability of training materials, motivation, 

organizational support and management. 
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End User 

The term "end user" has been defined in a number of ways. The definition 

provided by Benjamin (1982) defines an end user as 

A person without much technical knowledge of computers but who uses computers to perform 

professional or personal tasks, enhance learning, or have fun. The end user is not necessarily 

a computer expert and may never need to become one. Most companies, for example, prefer 

to train their employees in the specific computer uses applicable to their job and these 

applications may never require the user to have much technical knowledge (p. 12). 

Hutchinson & Sawyer's ( 1996) definition refers to end users as people 

... not usually technically trained computer professionals such as computer programmers or 

operators. Rather, they are non-technically oriented people who gain some benefit from using 

computers in their personal work or lives (p. 26). 

While both definitions refer to training, Benjamin's definition is specific to 

employment related training. This type of training has its focus on skills development 

and is dependent upon specific industry settings. Hutchinson & Sawyer's definition, 

on the other hand, refers to the generic use of computers. Therefore, Hutchinson & 

Sawyer's definition is suitable for this study because this study examines the 

influences of application interfaces, training approaches and prior knowledge of non· 

computing personnel in determining training outcomes. 

Background Theory on EUC Training and Aspects of Learning Relating 
to EUC Training 

Encompassed under the investigation of EUC have been a range of studies, 

such as those investigating the design of training programs (Sein et al., 1993), 

guarantee for success (Davis & Bostrom, 1993), specific outcomes and the 

measurement of these outcomes (Bostrom et al., 1990), how to classify end users 

(Rockart & Flannery, 1983). Other studies have investigated training mateiials 

(Carrol, 1984; Carrol & Mazur, 1986; Olfman & Bostrom, 1991; Olfman & 

Mandviwalla, 1994), where the focus has been on the sequencing, complexity;Jevel 

of difficulty, content, information cues and the cognitive demand of these materials. 

Further research has been directed at users' preferred learning and cognitive styles 

and the way they process infonnation (Bostrom et al., 1990; Sein & Bostrom, 1989). 

Yet others have studied management and-controls in EUC including costs, return on 

investment, need for corporate participation, achievement of objectives and resolving 
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issues arising out of incompetence (Filipczak & Picard, 1996; Fitzgerald & Cater 

Steel, 1995; Harp, 1995). 
( 

An initial examination of previous studies indicates that it is possible to fit 

EUC studies into one of the three broad categories based on the issues investigated 

and mentioned in Chapter l. These three broad categiroes are (i) end users and their 

general problems with EUC training; (ii) problems associated with training design, 

training approaches, outcome measurement and controls exercised during training; 

and (iii) the learning and cognitive aspects of information processing associated with 

end users. 

As far as the general problems associated with end users are concerned, EUC 

studies indicate that EUC training suffers from weaknesses because of users' relative 

inexperience in making critical decisions when using applications (Barron, 1996; 

Douglas & Moran, 1982); users' inability to recall and use command syntax 

(Borgman, 1986; Davis & Bostrom, 1993; Fitzgerald & Cater Steel, 1995; Michard, 

1982); users' difficulties in applying software packages to specific tasks (Bowman et 

al., 1994; Carrol, 1984; Filipczak & Picard, 1996; Nelson et al., 1995); understanding 

how to classify users based on their ability to perform a job (Rockart & Flannery, 

1983) and user's inability in understanding training materials because of technical 

complexity and confusion about how to recover from errors (Carrol & Mazur, 1986; 

Chaney & Wills, 1995), 

Studies that have examined user levels indicate that relative inexperience often 

prompts users to take inappropriate actions when using applications (Carrol & 

Mazur, 1986; Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1995). For example, inexperienced users in 

spreadsheet applications may not be aware that when a column or row in a 

spreadsheet is deleted by accident, the reference to another cell in the spreadsheet can 

also disappear without warning and this can generate erroneous data at a later point. 

Further, studies by Davis & Bostrom (1993) and Sein et al. (1993) have also 

found that users are not always capable of recalling and using command syntax and 

highlight the need to understand user characteristics. These studies point out that 

users prefer to see infonnation in different fonns such as images and text strings and 

hence instructions and training materials should reflect these differences. Other 

studies (Mayer et al., 1995; Olfman & Bostrom, 1991) have also pointed out that the 
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inherent complexities of applications and associated training instructions result in 

users not being able to recover from errors. 

As far as the problems associated with training design are concerned, research 

indicates that EUC training suffers from a lack of consideration given to training 

design (Carrol, 1984; Craig & Beck, 1993; Fitzgerald & Cater Steel, 1995); a lack of 

front-end analysis needed in establishing training needs which subsequently leads to 

inappropriate needs assessment (Marsick, 1988; Nelson et al., 1995; Webster, 1996); 

improper use of tasks and complexity of tasks (Carrol & Rosson, 1995; Craig & 

Beck, 1993; Mayer, 1981); problems with inappropriate evaluation methods (Barron, 

1996; Black, 1995; Cheney et al., 1986); and the suitability of measurements used in 

determining training outcomes (Brancheau & Wetherbe, 1990; Chrisman & Beccue, 

1990; Lee et al., 1995), 

It can be inferred that these studies have examined sufficient aspects of 

training design to indicate that the area of training design in EUC needs more work 

and these studies have found that there is a need to develop a front-end analysis to 

determine training needs accurately. This determination would then establish training 

objectives. The training objectives would lead to training evaluation. In between 

training objectives and evaluation, issues relating to instructions, tasks, complexity of 

tasks, how to sequence these tasks and how to deliver these tasks should be 

considered. Finally, the production of training materials should involve the 

combination of activities mentioned. Thus, prior studies have recognized the 

importance of activities and have concluded that these activities influence training 

outcomes. In other words, 'training design' plays a major role in determining training 

outcomes. 

While user problems and EUC training design problems have been endorsed 

by a number of studies in EUC (Fitzgerald & Cater Steel, 1995; Guimaraes & 

Igbaria, 1996; Holton & Bailey, 1995), the problems associated with learning and 

cognition have been identified only in certain EUC studies (Davis & Bostrom, 1993; 

Holton & Bailey, 1995; Mayer, 1981; Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1995; Sefton, 1993; 

Sein et al., 1993). These studies highlight the need to categorise end users based on 

their learning style preferences (Davis & Bostrom, 1993); the need to understand how 

end users process information as a result of their cognitive traits (Mayer, 1981; 

Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1995); the need to recognise cognitive traits in order to 
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understand motivation, satisfaction and ease of use (Sein et al., 1993); and the 

importance of learning style preferences for infonnation processing sequences and the 

development of associated mental models to understand the software (Holton & 

Bailey, 1995). Information derived from investigating aspects of learning and 

cognition in EUC studies may be useful in the produc;Uon of training tasks, training 

materials, sequencing of tasks and other aspects related to training design. In addition 

general understanding of how infonnation is processed while accomplishing tasks 

would assist EUC .. training in tenns of structuring the training design. Hence the need 

to study learning style preferences. 

Overall, due to the fact that only few EUC studies have investigated aspects of 

learning and cognition, it appears that EUC research has not given full attention to 

aspects or learning and cognition. While certain studies have stressed the need to 

study learning and cognition, the vast majority of research has failed to pay any 

attention to these two aspects. Studies that have taken learning and/or cognition into 

aceount have emphasised the need for accommodating user style preferences and their 

influence on infonnation processing. Evidence can also be found of some studies that 

have considered cognitive aspects of infonnation processing to explain their outcomes 

(See Davis & Bostrom (1993) for a discussion on this). 

Therefore, it can be inferred from a brief overview of the literature that future 

research in EUC should also focus on the role of learning and cognition in delivering 

efficiency and effectiveness outcomes where the effectiveness factor should capture 

users' ability to understand and correctly apply the infonnation provided during 

training when completing specific tasks, whereas, the efficiency factor should capture 

users' ability to accomplish tasks in a given time span as a result of available skills or 

knowledge. For instance, Sein & Bostrom (1989) argue for the proper analysis of 

user characteristics such as individual learning preferences, before commencement of 

training, in order to construct attainable objectives that can lead to effectiveness and 

efficiency. 

Further, most previous studies such as Davis (1985) have focused on one type 

of end user, namely beginners. However, studies (Cottennan & Kumar, 1989; 

Davies et al., 1989) have indicated the need for categorising users based on their job 

functions. Further, Some of the assumptions made in previous EUC studies were 

based on the training model of the 1960s where paper and pencil were used as tools 
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whereas the current classroom approach involved interaction with the instructor. On 

the other hand, when computers are used as a tool for learning, the interaction is with 

the interfaces available in the application, in addition to the instructor and the aspects 

of computer interfaces and their usage assume importance in current EUC studies. 

Therefore, it can be assumed that the validity ofEUC training research based on the 

training models of 1960s is questionable4 in the current climate. 

While previous studies have provided valuable infonnation on how to train 

end users, little infonnation is provided on the combined influences of interfaces, 

training approaches, training materials and learning preferences. This has led to the 

criticism that the outcomes reported by some prior studies are not conclusive because 

of lack of detail. This has resulted in Barron (1996) stressing the need for the 

accurate identification and definition of training needs and scope for designing 

training programs to achieve success. 

Therefore, it appears that previous studies in EUC training have not addressed 

in depth the form in which different levels of users recognise information, how 

information is processed while completing a task, how technical information is 

comprehended while training, and how the learning is utilised after training. While 

studies such as Sein et al. (1993) and Olfman & Mandviwalla (1995) have highlighted 

the need to investigate the education domain to understand the learning and cognitive 

aspects of EUC training, very little evidence can be found to ascertain that research in 

this area has actually done so. Therefore, there is a need to understand how end users 

use interfaces while accomplishing tasks, how the interfaMs assist users to complete a 

given task, how training materials can help users to understand and to remember 

various operational sequences and finally how all these can be achieved in an efficient 

and effective manner. 

While a range of activities are considered in EUC, the scope of this · .. tudy is 

restricted to training outcomes arising from the use of training materials on an 

application software by end users. This is because end users 'learn by doing'5 in the 

sense that software applications are mastered by end users by actually perfonning 

4 see Ruble & Stout (1993) questioning of the statistical significance of the Bostrom et al. (1990) 
framework and Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) suggesting that the framework used by Davies et al. (1989) and 
Davis & Bostrom (1993) were unrealistic with respect to their training methods. 
5 The concept 'learn by doing' has been briefly introduced in Chapter I. Hutchinson's definition also 
indicates this. 
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activities using them (Kirton, 1974). Hutchinson & Sawyer's definition provided 

earlier, mentions this as "people who gain some benefit from using computers". End 

users typically undergo training to understand how to use computers and associated 

software applications. Training helps them to understand the commands and 

operations of software applications and the interfaces help them to interact with 

applications. In other words, the interaction between the application software and the 

users is facilitated via the interfaces available in the software. This combination -

interfaces, training and users knowledge, either acquired through training or through 

prior experience detennine outcomes. The literature is further reviewed with this 

scope in mind. 

Categories of End Users 

Despite the growth of EUC, opinions still diverge as to the constructs used to 

describe categories of end users. There are few typologies available to categorise end 

users. McLean's (1979) classification is based on user's data processing activities. 

Rockart & Flannery's (1983) typology identifies end users based on the activity 

sophistication. This typology is based on the type of activity, such as wordprocessing, 

performed by users. Davis' (1985) typology identifies users based on their usage 

sophistication. This typology is based on reasons for the use of computer system i.e. 

for wordprocessing purposes without specific attention paid to applications. Rivard & 

Huffs (1988) typology categorises users based on their application sophistication. 

Cotterman & Kumar's (1989) typology categorises users based on their interaction 

with computer based information systems in three dimensions resulting in a user cube. 

A brief discussion is provided below to introduce these typologies. Once these 

typologies are introduced, the consideration of users in EUC training studies is 

discussed. 

McLean's Classification 

McLean's (1979) broader classification of end users, based on the information 

provided, consisted of four categories, data processing professionals (DPP), data 

processing users (DPU), data processing amateurs (DPA}, non-data processing trained 

users (NTU). The DPP wrote programming code for others' use. DP Users were 

further divided into DPA and NTU based on the programming code was used. The 
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DPA wrote programming code for their own use. NTU used programming code 

written by others. According to Cotterman & Kumar (1989), McLean introduced the 

concept of DP producers who produce infonnation for the purpose of interaction with 

the system. The classification may not apply to the current climate because end users 

now perfonn a variety of functions such as writing macros available in applications. 

Rockart and Flannery's typology 

While Mclean introduced the concept of user classification based on 

infonnation produced by users, the categories developed by Rockart & Flannery 

(1983) appear to be the first attempt in defining end users based on their activities. 

This categorisation defines six levels of end users. Non-programming end users 

utilise icon or menu-based applications developed by others. Typically, they use 

application software in their nonnal daily activities. These end users are not 

conversant with various fonns of dialogue and pseudo-programming languages such 

as 3GLs or 4GLs. Comma11d level end users can manipulate available infonnation 

with the help of non-procedural query languages. The reference to non-procedural 

query languages is important as this highlights the lack of discipline followed by these 

users in terms of languages. These users use these query languages to produce 

reports. They may have functional knowledge of report generators, however, such 

knowledge is generally limited. E11d user programmers are conversant with 

programming languages. They develop applications for their own use or for other end 

users' use. The main difference between end user programmers and infonnation 

systems (IS) programmers is the concept of a structured team. The end user 

programmers develop applications without following the principles of "developing a 

system". Most often these programmers develop ad-hoc systems and systems auditors 

may not audit these systems. Functional support end users develop applications in 

their functional area. They differ from end user programmers because of their 

knowledge in the domain area where they are working. They are sophisticated in 

their access to resources and are usually involved in decision making. They develop 

applications to support the various fllnctional elements of their domain area. 
' ' 

Information centre support end users aie computing professionals from the IS area 

but are al1ocated to an end user support role. For example, they may provide training 

to other users. Usually these end users are allocated to an administrative department 
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to provide a range of support to users in that department. Data processing 

programmers use fourth generation languages to develop tools for other end users. 

They follow the traditional development methodology and develop systems for other 

users. However, while such systems are developed, they will employ fourth 

generation languages because the systems will be maintained later by the end user 

programmers. The maintenance component in a system's life cycle forces them to use 

fourth generation languages, which are easy for others to understand. 

Davis' typology 

Davis' (1985) typology is based on usage sophistication. This typology 

categorises end users into three categories. Indirect users act as intermediaries to 

applications developed by others. They have comprehensive functional knowledge 

but possess no application development techniques. So, they act as human 

"interfaces" in explaining the problem while applications are developed. These users 

have derived their knowledge by working in the domain area. Direct users use the 

online and offline applications developed by others, Through their usage they gain 

comprehensive knowledge of working versions of the applications in their working 

domain, although they may not possess functional knowledge6
• Autonomous users 

develop applications for th~ir personal use or for group use. They act independently 

in their development. 

Rivard & Huff's typology 

The typology developed by Rivard & Huff (1988) is based on application 

sophistication in an organisational setting. The- three categories created include 

opportunity seekers, staff analysts and micro-IS department. Opportunity seekers 

develop applications using "macros" and other tools available for their own use in an 

applications environment. These users are familiar with software application concepts 

and they are able to perform "what if analysis" using applications such as 

spreadsheets. However, these end users do not test their applications and the 

component modules developed by them may not be reliable. Stqff analysts develop 

6 Functional knowledge refers to knowledge of system functions while conducting a task. This 
knowledge involves knowledge of files for processing, control sequences, startup functions of specific 
modules etc. On the other hand, working knowledge involves how a specific task is conducted 
manually, for example how a financial report was generated using a spreadsheet software and how 
computer reports are processed for manual cross checking etc. 
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modules to solve organisational problems using a technique called 'prototyping' or 

they provide infonnation to other users. Once the problem is solved, the modules are 

discarded or developed using fonnal development methodologies. These users 

provide documentation for others to use the application, but in most cases, there is no 

documentation generated as the module is developed to solve a specific user problem 

rather than an organisational problem. Most often these users have limited access to 

organisational data. Micro-IS department end users have extensive comp~ting skills. 

They develop applications for others in their departments and hold special positions in 

their departments because of their expertise. These users have a good level of access 

and control over the department's data and other resources. 

Cotterman & Kumar's User Cube 

Cotterman & Kumar (1989) classified users based on their interaction with the 

computer-based infonnation systems as a consumer or producer of information. The 

classification by Cottennan & Kumar (1989) produced a user cube with operation, 

development and control as three axes. Operation in the user cube included systems 

operations including initiation, tennination, monitoring and the execution of manual 

tasks necessary for the operations of a computer based infonnation systems. 

Development in the user cube refers to the perfonnance of tasks during the systems 

development process. The development includes various phases of the systems 

development such as requirements, design and implementation. Control in the cube 

refers to the activities needed to develop and operate the computer based infonnation 

systems. 

Cottennan & Kumar (1989) used a unit cube concept to map the end users 

with other typologies found in the EUC literature of their time. For instance, they 

mapped the indirect end users of a Codasyl categorisation with their cube concept at 

node (0,0,0). Similarly mapping of end_users from other classifications such as 

McLean could also be found in Cottennan & Kumar's (1989) user cube. 

Barker's Classification 

Barker (1995) discussed end user classification based on job characteristics 

such as experienced meaningfulness of work, responsibility for work outcomes and 

knowledge of work results. The characteristics, according to Barker (1995) arise from 
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five specific factors of a job, namely, skill variety, task identity, task significance, 

autonomy in the job and feedback about result from work efforts. Skill variety is the 

degree to which the job requires different talents from users. Task identity is the 

degree to which the job requires the completion of a whole piece of work from start to 

finish. Task significance refers to the degree to which the job has an impact on others 

in the workplace or outside the organisation. Autonomy is the degree of fo:edom 

given to the user to exercise control on the job. Feedback is the amount of 

infonnation the job provides about work effectiveness. Barker (1995) argues that 

these five factors enable end users to experience higher degree of job outcomes 

including motivation and satisfaction. 

A further loose classification can be extracted from EUC literature. This 

classification is based on experience and includes basic end users, intennediate end 

users and advanced end users (Carrol & Mazur, 1986). Few studies in EUC have 

referred to this categorisation (Bostrom et al., 1990; Carrol & Mazur, 1986; Davis & 

Bostrom, 1993; Sein et al., 1987). This classification is generally ascertained by 

administering a reliable instrument to extract users' level of experience and prior 

knowledge. It is argued that users' prior knowledge aids in understanding an 

application and helps in developing a mental model. These studies further argue that 

prior knowledge helps users to solve tasks in novel situations. However, it should be 

noted that this classification of users has often been based on self-reported 

infonnation which means that the categorisation is not necessarily reliable. 

In general, despite the avililability of EUC classification typologies, there 

appears to be no unifonn guidelines for the selection of subjects in EUC training 

studies. For instance, Davis & Bostrom (1993) considered users who reported that 

they had no knowledge of operatmg system commands and were selected on the basis 

of having had little or no previous experience with personal computers. In the study 

conducted by Barki et al. (1993), users were selected based on the fact that they had 

had either hands-on experience with computers or had made use of some output 

produced by a computer system. The users ranged from managers to secretaries. The 

study by Blili et al. (1998) considered users who were involved with EUC activities. 

These were non-programming end users, command level end users and programmers, 

who were categorized based on their computing utlilisation and hence the variety of 

end users. 
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Olfman & Mandviwalla (1995) used students from a tertiary background for 

his study. They were enrolled in an infonnation systems course and all had previous 

computing experience, ranging from some basic commands to sophisticated 

programming. The students self-reported their average computing experience. 

Marcelin et al. (1997) involved users who had college training, held either a technical 

or a professional position, and used computers at least once a day. These users were 

drawn from the general operations, accounting, marketing, human resources and 

engineering sections of an organization. 

Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) used tertiary students who had little or no previous 

experience with word processing software applications, which were the focus of the 

experiment. Bostrom et al.1s (1990) study involved tertiary students. These students 

were first year introductory computing students in a business course and had basic 

knowledge of an operating system (VAX), but were not highly experienced. 

Brancheau & Wetherbe (1990) recruited users familiar with spreadsheet 

concepts in their study. They included managers, supervisors, technicians, 

professionals, clerks and secretaries in a num1,,. .. of organizations in the US. 

However, there is no evidence that these users formed a homogeneous group in terms 

of their qualifications or experience, 

Sein et al. (1993) used students from the introductory computing course of a 

Business program for his study. These students had acquired fundamental computing 

concepts in their course but prior to enrolment they did not possess any computing 

experience. 

Therefore, while typologies to classify users .exist, it appears that studies in 

EUC training have seldom considered these typologies. One reason appears to be that 

these typologies are applicable to organisational settings and not to study 

measurement of training outcomes. However, that selection of users could 

incorporate some aspects of these typologies. For instance, Reckart & Flannery's 

non-programming end users are comparable to users in many EUC training studies. 

But, despite this accidental similarity, some of the studies in EUC training have 

selected users based on their knowledge alone and have ignored the fact that 

knowledge is dependent upon experience (Bohlen & Ferrat, 1997; Bostrom et al., 

1990; Sein et al., 1993). While these studies have argued that prior knowledge (as a 
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result of experience) is essential in problem solving in novel situations, in respect of 

the studies reviewed in the thesis, studies in EUC appear to have omitted to include 

the experience component7 while categorising end users. Finally, the users selected in 

EUC studies do not fonn a homogenous group and hence the results reported by these 

studies were not always comparable. This study will aim to alleviate this problem by 

properly classifying users based on both knowledge and experience. 

Key Issues in EUC Training 

In the past decade, key issues in EUC training centered on training and its 

outcomes and studies have dealt with issues such as interface:; usage (Bostrom et al., 

1990; Davis & Bostrom, 1993); training approaches (Carrol & Rosson, 1995; Olfman 

& Bostrom, 1991); learning styles (Davis & Bostrom, 1993; Sein et al., 1993); 

motivational aspects (Simon et al., 1996) and learning success (Nelson et al., 1995). 

These aspects include investigation such as the construction of training materials 

(Olfman IL Mandviwalla, 1995); the construction of tasks (Campbell, 1991); 

sequencing of tasks and incorporating these tasks in different training approaches 

(Mayer, 1981); motivational aspects such as why a specific software application is 

found to be easy (Carrol et al., 1987); control and management of training programs 

(Fitzgerald & Cater Steel, 1995); and to some extent how infonnation is processed in 

order to accomplish given tasks (Davis & Bostrom, 1993). 

These studies have measured training outcomes in tenns of number of 

keystrokes used to complete a given task; percentage of errors; scores allocated to 

tasks; accuracy; time taken to complete given tasks; satisfaction and ease of use. Past 

research in EUC training can therefore be classified into studies that have 

quantitatively measured training outcomes where scoring schemes and/or 

measurement of time components have been used and studies that have subjectively 

measured training outcomes where opinion surveys have been used to ex.tract user 

opinions. These two types are referred to as quantitative measurement and subjective 

measurement in this thesis. 

7 Studies reviewed provided limited information as to how the experience component is considered 
while considering subjects for training and experiment. 
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Quantitative measurement or training outcomes and problems associated with 

this measurement in previous EUC studies 

EUC studies that have measured training outcomes quantitatively have 

presented their results in terms of scores, accuracy, and errors (Barker, 1995;,0lfman 

& Mandviwalla, 1995). For instance, scores are traditionally measured in terms of 

keystrokes while using appHcation software packages {Davis & Bostrom, 1993). 

Accuracy is measured as a composite total of keystrokes and the errors (Bohlen & 

Fem1t, 1997). 

Score 

Various EUC studies have used quantitative measures of outcomes to evaluate 

hands-on training exercises. For instance, training outcomes have been measured in 

terms of scores allocated to the various steps involved in completing a set of hands-on 

tasks based on the users' understanding of training instructions (Davies et al., 1989). 

Bostrom et al. (1990) expanded the study by Davies et al. to include the 

characteristics of target system, training approaches and characteristics of trainees in 

order to measure users' interaction with the system. Scores were allocated for users' 

success in a hands-on experiment conducted in a laboratory setting. A further similar 

study is that of Davis & Bostrom (1993) which measured the outcome of two types of 

training (instruction and exploration) but omitted the trainee characteristics included 

in the Bostrom et al. 's study. Davis retained the number of tasks but modified the 

target system component to include an additional interface-direct manipulation to 

reflect the operating system functions at that time. The operating system in use was 

based on either the Apple Macintosh or the DOS. Use of the Apple Macintosh system 

is facilitated by icons representing the interface. However, not all functions are 

represented by icons, so users need to type in commands using a keyboard entry and 

hence the inclusion of two types of interface in the study. Thus, while Bostrom et al. 

evaluated training outcomes based on scores alone, Davis included an accuracy 

component, which is discussed later. 

While Bostrom et al.'s (1990) study concluded that interfaces play a crucial 

role in determining training outcomes, Davis & Bostrom (1993) reported that one 

si,ccific type of interface - direct manipulation interface - yielded better performance 

for novice users. Additionally, Davis & Bostrom reported that training approaches 

were not significant in determining training outcomes. 
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Sein et al. (1993) measured subjects' understanding through interactions with 

the system using software applications such as electronic mail (email), 

wordprocessing and spreadsheet under two training types - analogical and abstract. 

The analogical training represented the computer system in tenns of another sys.tem 

and the abstract training is the synthetic representation of the computer sy_stem. For 

instance, in the analogical training type, a filing cabinet and its operations are used to 

represent file operations such as move, trash and copy in a computing environinent. 

Both analogical and abstract systems help to develop mental models of the computer 

system. 

Sein et al. reported integrated findings from five studies8 measuring users' 

knowledge of software. The first study involved two sessions of training with an e

mail application using training manuals followed by a hands-on experiment to 

measure user's ability to manipulate email messages stored in the system and a 

comprehension task to test users' understanding of the system. Each user's 

interaction in the hands-on tasks was recorded using an online log. However, Sein et 

al. felt that this study was not well organised and expanded it in order to generate 

more robust results. This resulted in a second study conducted in the same year and 

consisting of eleven training sessions where the earlier comprehension test was 

modified to include questions asking subjects' to determine the system's response to a 

series of commands. 

The third study consisted of a financial planning software application and 

subjects were provided with training to solve a practice task. The main difference in 

this study was the absence of training materials. The software was demonstrated and 

instructions were displayed via examples using a overhead projector. The 

measurement involved a practical budget building exercise recorded using on-line 

logs, to assess correctness and completeness, followed by a comprehension test. 

Little evidence is available regarding the nature of the comprehension questions. 

The fourth study consisted of a Lotus 1-2-3 application and 12 training 

sessions were provided to managerial staff in order to develop users' ability in 

performing hands-on tasks. Users were then asked to develop a financial budget 

8 The five studies were reported in one journal article but !here is limited information avr:ilable onjusl 
when each study was carried out. II is reported thal results from one study were used to refine the next 
study and lhe lerm 'integrated findings of five studies' is used by Sein et al. when discussing this 
research. 
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using the spreadsheet application and the measurement of the training outcomes 

involving the correct identification of variables, relationships between variables, 

formulae and syntactic accuracy. A solution template was prepared for this purpose 

and the users' responses were matched with this template in order to anive at a score. 

Sein et al.'s last and fifth study involved measuring users' ability to 

understand the Apple Macintosh and DOS operating systems for which training 

materials and necessary instructions were supplied. The assessment consisted of 

tasks that involved the manipulation of files and directories. This was followed by a 

comprehension test which consisted of four two-part problems. Part one of each 

problem asked users to examine a series of commands and then supply the output that 

would result from them and part two asked each user to explain each command in the 

series. As in the previous cases, a solution template was developed to determine 

scores. 

As a result of these five studies, Sein et al. reported that interfaces and 

conceptual models play a determinant role in training outcomes. While user 

interactions with the system were not statistically significant in the integrated study, 

Sein et al. noted that there is support for the role played by interfaces in determining 

learning outcomes. He also found that direct manipulation interfaces were superior to 

command interfaces in terms of performance because of the more comprehensible 

representation of the system provided by these interfaces. 

Olfman & Bostrom (1991) measured training outcomes via a scoring scheme 

which was based on hands-on tasks completed using pencil and paper9 to demonstrate 

understanding of Lotus 1-2-3 Spreadsheet application software. The rationale for the 

pencil-and-paper model was based on comments received when subjects expressed 

their inability to complete the tasks using computers during a pilot study. 

Understanding was measured in terms of language understanding and problem 

understanding. The measurement of language understanding includes knowledge of 

syntax and functions oft.he software which were measured using quiz scores. The 

quiz consisted of short answer questions that were designed to test knowledge of 

9 This aspect is mentioned here lo denote the ways in which hands-on tasks are handled in EUC studies. 
However, this study will use a computer ror this purpose, as discussed in the Research Methodology 
chapter. 
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software architecture, syntax and functions as covered in the training. The quiz had 

no time limit. 

Problem understanding involved measuring users' knowledge of how to utilize 

the software to solve a particular problem and was measured using task scores. Each 

task consisted of one short problem designed to test simple model building in a 

spreadsheet environment which was saved onto a floppy diskette. Olfman & Bostrom 

(1991) concluded that previous experience helped subjects to understand tasks better 

and also resulted in better performance. 

A second study conducted by Olfman & Mandviwalla (1994) examined the 

training outcomes resulting from two different software training manuals using a 

groupware software package. Olfman & Madviwalla measured subjects' 

understanding of the software using written questions and established that training 

manuals should consist of task sequencing, appropriate choice of tasks and associated 

text elaboration to properly introduce conceptual information in software training. 

Olfman & Mandviwalla (1994) found little to no support for the previously held belief 

that rich conceptualisation and usage information would positively affect 

understanding of software applications. While Olfman & Mandviwalla measured 

subject's understanding of the software using a scoring scheme, it appears that partial 

credit was given for some answers. However, there was no explanation as to how this 

partial credit was determined and hence appears to not be unifonn. In other words, 

when a subject could have scored a partial credit for an incomplete answer, there is no 

guarantee that another subject would also have scored partial credit for a similar 

answer. Scores were also reported in terms of percentages and this made it difficult to 

follow how subjects' were allocated with raw scores. 

The training outcome measurement used in Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) research 

consisted of test scores, practicum scores and assignment scores. Subjects included 

110 voluntary tertial'y students enrolled in an introductory computing course. A word 

processing environment (Word.Perfect 5.1) was simulated by another software 

application in order to determine the accuracy of user actions in accomplishing tasks. 

Subjects were given training sessions to complete the tasks and the potential range of 
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this score was measured by a special software program called the "Judd Test"10
• The 

study found that method of instruction (practicum or lecture) has an impact on 

training outcomes. 

Accuracy 

In addition to scores, EUC studies have used the notion of accuracy to 

detennine the success of training outcomes. A combination of score and errors 

detennined accuracy. For instance, in Carrol & Mazur's (1986) study, accuracy was 

measured in terms of errors committed in word processing tasks and the error 

taxonomy included mechanical errors, manual errors, menu errors and typing errors. 

Users' actiom were compared using a solution template to compute the number of 

errors. 

Bostrom et al.'s (1990) study, on the other hand, measured accuracy by 

manually analysing the solution provided by users. Sein et al. (1993) in their 

integrated study of five experiments measured accuracy by manually matching users' 

actions with a solution template for correctness. Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) measured 

training outcomes in terms of accuracy using the "Judd Test", which simulated a word 

processing environment. The Judd Test measures the accuracy of software skills 

demonstrated by users while using a software application. 

Many EUC studies have used a time component to measure training outcomes. 

Two approaches - the self-reported survey and the automated computing log- have 

been used. While the automated logs have been accepted as reliable, self-reported 

surveys have been used as an alternative when there was difficulty in implementing 

automated logs. 

In calculating the time taken by users to interact with the system, Bostrom et 

al. (1990) used a computer log showing time recordings. Sein et al. (1993) used a 

similar computer generated session log for certain tasks in a hands-on exercise task. 

The subjects in Sein et al.'s study were asked to perform one task at a time so that this 

10 Judd Test is a computer program to measure subject's knowledge in using WordPerfect software 
application. This program was designed based on the US federal guidelines in measuring 
understanding of a given task. 
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measurement could be isolated for each task, compared to the combined time noted by 

Bostrom et al. 

Davis & Bostrom (1993)11
, on the other hand, asked subjects to notify them 

when they had completed the hands-on exercise for which a maximum of 30 minutes 

was allowed. While Davis & Bostrom did not place any restriction on the time limit 

for individual tasks, Sein et al. limited these tasks to 3 minutes. Blili et al. (1998) 

used a time component to assess user computer usage which was reported in number 

of hours per day. 

Carrol & Mazur (1986) used a 20 minute limit for subjects to boot the system 

using system diskettes, load application diskettes to perform tasks and to get to the 

typing area and to recover from any errors while doing these tasks. This approach 

facilitated to distinguish between the 'system state' and the 'training state'. Carrol & 

Mazur followed this approach in order to study only training related infonnation and 

not how users behaved while starting a system because this was not part of the 

training provided by Carrol & Mazur . However, Carrol & Mazur considered the 

influence of initial preparedness on the experiment and mental state of subjects and 

hence provided this 30 seconds limit to recover from any errors committed by users. 

This exercise has Jed to an error taxonomy developed by Carrol & Mazur which 

included a list of the common errors committed by users and the amount of time to 

recover from errors while starting a system in a DOS environment which was used for 

the study. This error taxonomy was not found in other studies and appears to be 

unique in end user studies. 

Self-reported time was included as an outcome measure by Olfman & 

Mandviwalla (1994), however, Olfman & Mandviwalla do mention the possibility of 

inaccuracies because of manual errors in the reporting process. While using a 

computer to capture 'time' information, it is possible to accurately measure the time 

because of the computer clock. However, when users report time, they may not be 

precise and this may introduce inaccuracies in the reporting process. Further, if it is a 

computer clock based time recording, it is possible to revise the log to ascertain the 

accuracy, which is not possible in a self-reported time report. Nonetheless, Olfman & 

11 It is worth noting that the hands-on tasks consisted of individual sub-tasks. While Davis measured 
time for the total hands-on tasks, Sein el al, measured time for individual sub-tasks. 
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Mandviwalla used the method of self-reported time because it was the best alternative 

available at that time for machine-based methods. 

Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) used self-reported time for assignments and the Judd 

test for practicum tasks to obtain the time taken to complete tasks. For example. 

subject's recorded their working time to complete the five tasks in the assignment on 

a paper form. The Judd Test was used to detennine the time taken to complete each 

task for the practicum component in the study. 

The training outcomes studied by Cronan & Douglas (1990) were expressed in 

terms of users' self-reported times. While Cronan & Douglas's study provides little 

information about the nature of tasks involved in the experiment, the study indicates 

that the time component was applied to the development of applications rather than to 

the time taken to complete a given task. In the proposed study, the time component 

will be used to measure only given tasks and not the development activity because 

development includes analysis, design, programming, testing and implementation as 

end users are not usually involved in these traditional computer science development 

cycle. 

It can be seen from the above review that while some studies have used time 

measurements on the total experiments (where individual tasks are not distinguished), 

other studies have used a time component with individual tasks clearly distinguished 

within the experiment. Individual tasks have been distinguished in order to avoid 

measurement of the time spent in switching from one task to another, so as to anive at 

a more accurate measure of time. Some studies have used both self-reported surveys 

and automated logs for capturing the time component in the same experiment. One 

study has used a composite of minimum of strokes and time, to derive a measure of 

efficiency, and, as such, two completely different factors have been integrated to 

determine efficiency (Bohlen & Ferrat, 1997). This is not entirely desirable. For 

instance, if somebody reports the sum of height and weight to represent an outcome of 

a person's characteristic, despite the acceptable mathematical operation, the result 

would be meaningless. Bohlen & Ferrat's study, for example has used a composite of 

minimum keystrokes and time in measuring outcomes which is of questionable 

reliability. 
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Validity of quantitative measures used in previous studies 

The quantitative outcome measurements outlined above include a range of 

methods for EUC skills assessment. However, the measurement schemes followed in 

Davies et al. (1989), Bostrom et al. (1990) and Davis & Bostrom (1993) are flawed 

for two reasons. First, the scores allocated to users' work were open to subjectivity. 

Thus, while these studies reveal that independent reviewers assessed users' work and 

allocated scores they were not guided by a solution template. The second flaw was 

in the allocation of partial scores. While the studies mention that the scores were 

allocated partially, the circumstances for this are not fully described. Again, there is 

some risk of subjectivity. Additionally, userli were provided with instructions 

developed in an ad-hoc fashion i.e., without any structured approach. For instance, 

the instructions developed to perform similar tasks were not closely matched in these 

studies. Thus, while Davis & Bostrom used instructions such as "Select a file by 

clicking on it once", Bostrom et al. used different instructions for a similar task. 

Additionally, the tasks varied in their complexity. These shortcomings have also been 

identified by Ruble & Stout ( I 993). 

While Sein et al. (1993) produced a solution template to evaluate users' 

interaction with the system, they failed to control the experiments unifonnly. For 

instance, training manuals were provided for only certain components of the 

experiment. While justification for this approach was the use of the same subjects, 

there was possibility of bias as subjects learn the software functions when moving 

from one study to another. Another aspect is the use of online logs to avoid the 

subjective bias introduced in the allocation of scores and the detennination of errors. 

It should also be noted that Sein et al. were careful in using an online log and not a 

'floppy diskette' to track users' interaction with the system as online logs record most 

printable actions compared with writing to a diskette. Olfman & Mandviwalla (1994) 

followed a similar approach by using an online log and called the log an "audit file", 

While Olfman & Mandviwaila's (1994) study included explicit tasks, the 

scoring scheme for the quiz was problematic. Olfman & Mandviwala assigned 9.5 

points for 9 questions and provided no details about the allocation of these points. 

Additionally, the scoring was arbitrary with the allocation of scores across the six 

basic tasks which were not clearly defined. Another problem was the allocation of 

additional bonus points. The circumstances in which these were allocated are not 
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given in the study. Further, the study mentions that the instructors assessed the tasks 

for problem understanding giving an impression that there was no independent 

assessment. The same flaw was encountered in Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) study in 

terms of assignment scores. However, the use of a computer~based program12 would 

have generated valid results for practicum scores in Bohlen & Ferrat's study. 

The studies reviewed have a common problem, that is, where training 

outcomes were assessed without any valid assessment guidelines, subjectivity could 

have been introduced. It seems that this subjectivity component has not been taken 

into account. The failure to provide any guidelines could mean disparity in the 

allocation of scores, introducing a general flaw in the scoring scheme. While it is not 

possible to completely eliminate subjectivity, it is possible to minimise it. 

Assessment scoring schemes and other measurement schemes by peers can do this. In 

addition, there are guidelines available in instructional design on how evaluations can 

be conducted in assessing skills and by following these guidelines, subjectivity can be 

minimised. 

12 This study will follow this approach of using a computer based tool in recording the operations 
performed by subjects to determine scores and errors. 
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Subjective measurement of training outcomes and prot,lems associated with this 

measurement in previous EUC studies 

EUC studies have measured training outcomes subjectively in terms of 

attitudes and motivation for using a system after training. While attitudes provide an 

opinion, motivation provides reasons for actions based upon such an opinion (Sein et 

al., 1999). For example, a user may have the attitude 11 don't like this software 

package', the motivation behind such an attitude may be 'the system is difficult to 

use'. Both attitude and motivation outcomes are traditionally measured using an 

opinion survey or a questionnaire. For example, Bostrom et al. (1990) measured 

users' attitudes towards a system with a five point Liken scale. As a consequence, 

Bostrom et al. suggested that positive attitudes enhanced understanding and hence use 

of the system. Barki et al. (1993) measured user attitudes using a questionnaire that 

consisted of 'yes' or 'no' type responses. Olfman & Mandviwalla (1994) used a 

seven-point Liken scale to measure user attitudes towards a computer system. 

However, while measuring users' attitudes, the instruments extracted only general 

opinions about the system. 

On the other hand, EUC studies have considered motivation in terms of ease 

of use, satisfaction, involvement and usefulness. Instruments have measured 

components of motivation, such as satisfaction. While measuring such motivational 

aspects, users were asked to fill in a survey form or a questionnaire to express their 

opinions with respect to a specific motivational item, such as satisfaction, as a result 

of the training provided. Davis & Bostrom (1993) measured the perceived ease of 

using a system with a five point Liken scale, with regard to the learning of a specific 

software package and to users' expectations in terms of becoming skillful in its use. 

Davis & Bostrom (1993) found that perceived ease of use is positively correlated with 

training outcomes. Training outcomes have been measured via a motivational score 

in Olfman & Mandviwalla's (1995) study, which consist2d of perceived usefulness, 

ease of use and intention to use the software. While perceived usefulness and ease of 

use consisted of four-question items on a seven-point Liken scale, intention was 

measured with two items on the seven-point Liken scale. The items were averaged in 
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order to report a standardised score 13• Olfman & Mandviwalla (1995) did not find 

any significant difference in perceived usefulness before or after training in using 

spreadsheet software. But ease of use and intention were positively correlated with 

the use of software. 

End user involvement was detennined by measuring the degree of perceived 

risk. and the degree of pleasure incurred in using the software by Barld et al. (1993) 

with a questionnaire where users were asked to respond about their expected 

participation in infonnation systems. Users answered yes or no rather than 

responding to a Likert scale because they had either participated in an activity or not. 

Barki et al. (1993) found support for the hypothesis that user involvement is positively 

correlated to motivational aspects in using software applications. 

Success was measured in tenns of satisfaction by Blili et al. (1998) because 

they felt that it was difficult to measure success with existing instruments. While Blili 

et al's study provides detailed infonnation about the type of statistical tests 

perfonned, the study combined different questions belonging to the same construct in 

order to establish reliability. For instance, while measuring competence, usage 

frequency and usage duration have been combined. This is not desirable as frequency 

and usage represent two different units of rr,easurement. 

EUC training outcomes have also been evaluated using a questionnaire by 

Cronan & Douglas (1990). These consisted of questions on usefulness and user 

satisfaction as a measure of success of training. While most of the other studies did 

not perform tests of validity on questionnaires, Cronan & Douglas statistically tested 

questionnaires before results were analysed. Cronan & Douglas (1990) reported a 

positive correlation between usefulness and satisfaction. 

Validity of subjective measures used in previous studies 

Despite all these measures and procedures, it appears that subjective 

measurement of training outcomes lacks consistency in EUC studies. For instance, 

while certain studies have used yes/no type questions to measure usage, other studies 

have used a frequency scale. Therefore, it can be concluded that while EUC studies 

13 This appears to be a common practice in most of the studies. This study will aJso follow this 
approach. This is discussed in the Research Methodology chapter. 
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have subjectively measured training outcomes, some of the approaches taken to 

measure these outcomes have not been uniform. 

Further, certain studies have statistically validated the data obtained from 

users and others have not. This lack of validation questions the reliability of the 

questionnaire items and the inter-relationships between questions in the survey or 

questionnaire. Therefore, there is a need to carefully consider the way in which these 

survey or questionnaire instruments are developed and validated. 

In addition to this, some studies have asked a range of questions and have 

simply summed up user responses to arrive at an average. This average has then been 

used in statistical tests. The method of averaging different elements in a questionnaire 

or survey does not provide useful guidance in terms of what is being measured. 

Training materials and tasks 

Training materials typically reflect training approaches and instructions are 

provided in order to learn given software applications. Training materials in EUC 

have been organized in terms of tasks that need to be accomplished in order to 

understand application software packages. These tasks are in turn provided to users in 

the form of instructions. EUC studies have dea1t with tasks in terms of task sequences 

and task complexity. Instructions are dealt with in terms of text elaborations, training 

approaches and design of instructions. 

Training materials in EUC studies have focused on practica1 tasks such as the 

activities involved in using a word processor. These studies have recognised the need 

to involve users and hence the tasks are targeted at getting hands-on expCrience. For 

example, in the training materials developed by Carrol et al. (1987) learning 

objectives were broken down into a number of tasks and labeled for users to refer to 

them quickly. Each task included open-ended exercises to enable learners to plan and 

carry out certain activities to address the learning objectives. 

Carol's study a1so recognised that users commit errors while learning and 

therefore included error recovery details to assist users. Carrol et al. (1987) found that 

commercia1 manuals (at that time) did not include error recovery. Training materials 

have since been constructed in such a way that potential errors are identified well in 

advance and instructions are given to users to avoid these errors, for example, when 

users are asked to check the availability of a file in a floppy diskette. Before such' a 
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check is conducted, users are reminded that the floppy diskette should be available in 

a specified drive. This has been done by properly coordinating system resources such 

as identifying the correct hardware drive for operations and then sequencing the tasks. 

Task complexity is also dealt with in EUC training materials. Malhotra (1982) 

has studied the characteristics of task complexity and has identified it as an 

independent variable which is affected by time pressure, increases in data, 

information overload and user uncertainty. Payne (1976), Olshavsky (1979), and 

Corcoran (1986) support the hypothesis that task complexity increases demands on 

the user's information processing ability and affects training outcomes. Mayer (1981) 

has justified the importance of task complexity by distinguishing tasks into near

transfer tasks, which need just recalling information from short-term memory and far

transfer tasks, which need infonnation accessed from both short-term memory and 

long-tenn memory, and he subsequently established their influence on information 

processing. There is support for the argument that task itself needs to be clearly 

defined and there is a need to take into account the processes by which users 

assimilate information via tasks (McGuire, 1985). Tanner (1987) states that a 

description of the nature of the task and an understanding of how its characteristics 

influence cognitive strategies should be included in any investigation of task 

complexity. 

Wood (1986) developed a theoretical model of tasks and task complexity. This 

model describes three components of tasks: products (i.e. the measurable results of 

acts), acts (i.e. the pattern of goal-directed behaviours), and information cues (i.e. the 

stimuli that can be processed to make judgments). Task complexity, acs.prding to 

Wood, represents the relationship between task inputs and helps determine 

perfonnance by the demands it places on the knowledge, skills, and resources of the 

decision-maker. Wood's model of task complexity includes three types of complexity: 

component, coordinative and dynamic complexity. Component complexity refers to 

the number of distinct acts that need to be canied out and the number of information 

cues presented. Coordinative complexity describes the form and strength of the 

relationships between task inputs and between inputs and task products. Dynamic 

complexity includes variations in these relationships such as sudden change, 

continuous change, and predictable or unpredictable change. 
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Campbell's (1988) model of task complexity relates directly to task attributes 

which increase the information load, diversity, or rate of change. Campbell describes 

task attributes as (i) multiple potential paths to desired outcomes, (ii) as multiple 

desired outcomes to be attained, (iii) as conflicting interdependence am9ng paths to 

multiple outcomes, and (iv) as uncertain or probabilistic links among paths and 

outcomes. Campbell (1991) further organised these task attributes into three groups 

identified as "how-to-get-there" (path) tasks, "which to choose11 (choice) tasks, and 

"prediction" Gudgment) tasks. According to this typology, complexity is determined 

by the degree to which a task includes each attribute and by the total number of 

attributes contained in the task. 

Both Wood's and Campbell's models are limited to the characteristics relevant 

to what Markus & Zajonc (1985) describe as the immediate processing act, that is, the 

cues or infoll11ation taken into account while processing and which may be considered 

as the content of the infoll11ation-processing task. In training, the effects of the 

surrounding milieu and prior knowledge play a significant role in the decision-making 

process. 

While task complexity is characterised as the number of attributes or 

dimensions to be considered, other characteristics include number, uncertainty (or 

ambiguity), conflict and change. Task has been investigated in instructional theory in 

tell11s of five characteristics: number, irrelevance, ambiguity, conflict, and change 

(Dick & Carey, 1990; Edmonds et al., 1994). Number is the total amount of 

information (e.g., cues) in the content component of the task or the number of 

variables (e.g., family members) in the context of the task. Time pressure is a 

specialized example of number where a decreased amount of time is available to 

make decisions. Irrelevance is information in the content of the task that is not 

pertinent to the decision making, or that diverts attention away from the task at hand. 

Ambiguity is lack of clarity, obscurity, unreliable evidence, incomplete information, 

vagueness, or the possibility of assigning multiple interpretations or meanings to data. 

Conflict is the mutual interference of opposing forces or information. Change is 

difference, fluctuation, or variation in form, quality or state. According to Edmonds 

et al. (1994) task complexity plays a crucial role in training and training materials 

should contain tasks which users can easily understand. A task that is well designed 

would allow the smooth transition of acquired knowledge into daily practice. 
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Training materials in Olfman & Mandviwalla (1995) explore the relationships 

among components of skill learning in software training through three types of 

instruction sets 14• The first set consists of rich procedure based instructions (referred 

as rich-P manuals). This set contain instructions to support procedure elaborations in 

terms of tasks but contain-sparse conceptual and usage elaborations. The procedure 

elaborations describe the procedures needed to perform an operation in the software 

environment. For instance, the description of a MOVE command is limited to 

procedures explaining how to move a number from one cell in a spreadsheet to 

another cell. The second set consists of procedures and concepts and is referred to as 

rich P-C set. This set includes rich procedural and conceptual elaborations to 

highlight how tasks are conducted and the underlying concepts to facilitate 

understanding but sparse usage elaborations. In this manual, the MOVE command's 

concept in the environment is detailed along with the procedures. The third set of 

instructions include procedural, conceptual and usage instructions and called the P-C

U. This set of instructions consists of rich procedural, conceptual and usage 

elaborations to demonstrate how tasks are handled, the underlying concepts and their 

usage in a given environment. The MOVE command and its variations are elaborated 

in this instruction set. The inclusion of rich procedure based manuals stem from 

Reder et al. (1986) who established that these procedures increased the initial learning 

of command-based operating system software as compared with the sparse 

elaboration. While Reder et al. did not separate conceptual and usage concepts, 

Olfman & Mandviwalaa considered these in their study. 

Davis & Bostrom (1993) reported on two types of training approaches -

instruction and exploration. The instruction-oriented approach consists training 

instructions that are highly programmed and allows users little digression from the 

materials given to them. They must follow the sequences provided and are required 

to deduct infonnation from previous sequences in order to understand instructions. 

Instruction material is feature focused, because the training is provided to understand 

particular features of the product. 

Exploration training materials, on the other hand, consist of instructions that 

follow an inductive approach where users learn by trial and error methods by 

1• In lhis case it is Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet environment. 
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exploring the product. Hence, little control is placed on the users and they can freely 

explore the product in a way that is not possible with task-based training. These 

training materials are organised based on the notion that the sequence of learning is 

not important. 

Further studies have examined the influences of two types of instructions 

featured in EUC training: process features and structural features (Black, 1995; Carrol 

& Rosson, 1995; Davis & Bostrom, 1993). Process features describe the mechanisms 

by which individuals carry out learning instructions and structural features refer to the 

organisation of training instructions. 

Olfman & Mandviwalla1s (1994) study examined the effectiveness of training 

materials in EUC training specifically looking at the environment in which training is 

offered and use of the system, based on the training instructions provided. In this 

study, concept-based training instructions and procedure-based training instructions 

were produced. The concept-based training emphasised software syntax and 

encompassed a set of instructions to describe and define the functions of objects, such 

as icons found in th~ application software. To introduce the concept-based training, 

the tasks were sequenced using a task hierarchy in order to 'move from basic tasks to 

complex tasks. Procedure-based ~raining, on the other hand, focused on the 

connection of high-level tasks and actions encompassing a set of instructions and 

syntax. The procedure-based training provided instructions to construct complex 

tasks from simple tasks: 

Wiebe et al. (1993) discussed training materials in tenns of the sequence and 

order of instructions and the need for instructions to match tasks. Wiebe et al. 

highlight three major aspects in any training materials based on tasks, i.e. steps, key 

points and comments, and argues that these help users to avoid any potential errors. 

Wiebe et al's study emphasised the need to define the steps involved in accomplishing 

a task, the need to eliminate user interpretations, and the necessity to easily modify 

and update materials. In addition, the study explored the need for presenting readable 

training materials. 

Craig & Beck (1993) highlight the need to define learning objectives before 

the production of training materials and Nelson et al. (1995) also support this concept. 

Studies from the instructional design, such as Dick & Carey (1990), argue strongly 
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for this approach, as instructional designers should be able to specify what needs to be 

measured once the instructions have been given to subjects. Dick (1990) has provided 

a sequence of steps for designing instructions for short training programs which 

begins with definitions of learning objectives and concludes with formative and 

summative evaluations. 

The studies reported in this section have considered aspects of training 

materials for instructions to be imparted for learning purposes. While some studies 

have just focused on how to present instructions to perform a task, others have 

concentrated on the type of training approaches. Some studies have also focused on 

the features of training instructions. While the training materials in EUC have 

predominantly focused on instructions to handle tasks in an application, studies in 

instructional design have investigated various aspects of tasks themselves. This 

investigation has included task characteristics such as complexity. Therefore, to 

prepare instructions for EUC training, in addition to what is reported in EUC studies, 

one should also consider instructional design elements. 

Individual differences 

While learning, individuals react differently. For instance, some individuals 

learn quickly and some others slowly. This is because of the'influences of learning 

styles and associated cognitive styles on the process of learning. While learning 

consists of other factors, it is believed that these factors - learning styles and 

cognitive styles- influence the way in which individuals' process given information 

in order to understand and hence learn. This is discussed below. 

Learning styles 

Honey & Mumford (1992, p. l) defines learning as follows: 

/JJ our view 011e has /eamed sometlii11g wlte11 either or both of the fo/lowi11g 

descriptio11s t1pply: 

i. He knows something he did not know earlier, and can show it. 

ii. He is able to do something he was not able to do before. 

The term learning is traditionally vieWed as being mediated both socially and 

cognitively and in classroom setting~ (Sadler-Smith, 1996) where pedagogical 
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practices and learners' characteristics meet. The interaction between students and 

teachers also influences learning outcomes. 

Typically learning involves five major components: learning preference (Dunn 

& Dunn, 1989), leaming strategy (Ernest, 1995), leaming style (Keefe & Monk, 

1986), cognitive strategy (Riding & Cheema, 1991) and cognitive style (Curry, 

1991). Leaming preferences are individuals' preferred modes of learning and include 

the type of teaching, surroundings, materials and the delivery modes. Leaming 

strategies refer to the :ictions which enable an individual to acquire the knowledge or 

skills through traditional education or training module. The distinctive and habitual 

manner with which one acquires knowledge is referred to as Leaming style. It 

involves individuals' attitudes to the learning process which are developed through a 

combination of acquired knowledge and experience. This component deals with 

preferred styles of learning such as collaborative learning, type of interaction and 

other styles of communication. In addition, the way in which infonnation is 

organised and processed results from Cognitive strategy. This cognitive strategy 

refers to the way the human brain perceives infonnation in various forms, allocates it 

to various components in the brain such as short-term and long-term memory 

modules, and executes tasks using this infonnation when stored on memory modules. 

Cog,zitive style refers to influences which affect cognitive processing such as focus of 

attention, approaches to problems, development of conceptual relationships, and 

information processing. 

The above five components differ in tenns of the degree to which each may be 

observed and described. While learning preferences are readily observed, other 

constructs such as cognitive style may need some form of psychometric test for 

observation (Sadler-Smith, 1996). A fundamental feature is "individual difference" 

which consists of unique learning styles and cognitive styles and which have been 

identified as two important aspects for the accurate measurement of learning 

outcomes. 

During the process of learning, individuals construct meaning from what is 

presented to them in a variety of ways. Some people prefer to learn by active 

experimentation, others prefer to learn by interpreting theoretical concepts and yet 

others learn by inductive reasoning. However it is generally accepted that a learner 
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uses all these styles in the process of learning (Ernest, 1995; Philips, 1995; Prawat, 

1992). 

Eritwistle's (1979) work on learning styles is centred on levels of learning 

reflected either as surface or deep engagement with a task. These concepts are also 

discussed by Ausubel & Robinson (1968)15 who identified two main types of 

contrasts in learning: rote-meaningful-learning and passive-active- learning. The rote 

learning is surface learning because learners just recall information from memory 

without understanding why such information is used. On the other hand, meaningful 

learning is deep because learners can connect information from various parts of 

memory to create a meaningful context. Similarly, in passive learning, learners 

process given infonnation without really engaging in a task. In active learning, 

learners engage themselves in the task and understand the context. 

Entwhistle linked instructional preferences to information processing and 

developed a model of learning styles which consisted of four aspects: meaning 

orientation, reproducing orientation, achieving orientation and holistic orientation. He 

also developed an integrated concept of the learning process which links learner 

actions to specific learning strategies. For example, a learner who is engaged in 

reproductive learning will adopt a surface approach and will achieve a learning 

outcome with surface level understanding. Entwhistle's model was further refined to 

incorporate learner orientation and specific styles of learning into the learning 

interface. Biggs (1985) extended Entwhistle's work to develop a new measure of 

learning incorporating the motivational elements underlying learning. Curry (1987) 

subsequently described Bigg's work as incorporating motive-strategy dimensions 

involving surface, deep and achieving orientations. 

Schmeck et al. (1977) proposed a theory of learning based upon the notion of 

quality in thinking. Schmeck et al. argued that quality of thinking affects the 

distinctiveness, transferability and durability of memories that result from the learning 

event. This work was further developed to produce a style construct, which consisted 

of four subscales comprising synthesis-analysis, elaborative processing, fact retention 

and study methods. 

"The work of Ausubcl & Robinson is discussed in a later chapter 
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Curry (1991) and Grigerenko & Sternberg (1995) have both commented on 

the close similarity between this model and the work of Entwistle (1979) in tenns of 

style constructs. For instance, it can be seen that the synthesis.,analysis dimension is 

similar to meaning orientation in Entwhistle's work. Similarly, fact retention is 

similar to the reproducing orientation in Entwhistle' work. 

Reinert (1976) study aimed at identifying an individual's natural perceptual 

modality in learning. The study consisted of 50 one-word items which were ·used to 

characterise a respondent's reaction on four possible levels: (i) visualization or 

creation of a mental picture, (ii) alphabetical letters in written form, (iii) sound, and 

(iv) activity as an emotional or physical feeling about the word. The purpose of this 

experiment was to provide teachers with information to ascertain a student's strengths 

or preferred learning stimuli. 

Gregorc (1982) argued that an individual learns through concrete experience 

and abstraction either randomly or sequentially. Gregorc's Style Delineator is a self

reporting measure made up of 40 words which the respondent is asked to rank to 

describe their self-perception as a thinker and learner. The measure indicates the 

position an individual occupies in the bi-dimensional channels of learning preferences 

for making sense of the world through the perception and ordering of incoming 

information. The Style Delineator identified four types of learners: (i) concrete 

sequential learners who prefer direct, step-by-step, orderly and sensory based 

learning; (ii) concrete random learners who rely upon trial and error, intui~ive and 

independent approaches to learning; (iii) abstract sequential learners who adopt an 

analytic, logical approach to learning and prefer verbal instruction; and (iv) abstract 

random learners who approach learning holistically, visually and prefer to learn 

information in an unstructured experiential way. 

The learning style construct defined by Keefe & Monk (1986) described 24 

key elements related to learning styles which are grouped together into three areas: 

first, cognitive skills, which embrace information processing activity; second, 

perceptual responses which encompass perceptual responses to data; and third, study 

and instructional preferences which refer to motivational and environmental elements 

of style. The construct and the rationale for the construct's operationalisation were 

based upon the premise that cognitive skill development is a prerequisite for effective 

learning. In this respect, the approach was very much concerned with cognitive skills 
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with a definite 'learning to learn' dimension. Keefe argued that if an individual 

cannot process infonnation effectively, ineffective learning would talce place, thereby 

minimising the effect of a positive learning environment. 

Kalb's (1976) learning style inventory (LSI) is the most widely used 

instrument for identifying learning style preferences in the area of education (Bohlen 

& Ferrat, 1997). In LSI, learning embodies a four-stage cycle involving four adaptive 

learning modes - concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract 

conceptualisation and active experimentation. A learner is provided with some 

concrete experience, which is followed by some reflective observation on that 

experience. Then the learner fonns some abstract concepts (or theories) which are 

tested through active experimentation. Kolb states that concrete experience and 

abstract conceptualisation fonn the opposite ends of a continuum of learning and that 

active experimentation and reflective observation fonn another continuum. Kolb 

asserts that learners will have a "preference" for learning on each of the two continua 

or axes. Kalb's LSI is designed to "measure" a learner's preference for learning on 

each of these two continua and the learner is then placed into one of the quadrants. 

Each quadrant reflects a particular learning style: convergent, divergent, assimilation 

and accommodative. 

Those with convergent learning styles, convergers, include those learners that 

prefer abstract conceptualisation and active experimentation. The strengths of these 

learners are in problem solving, decision-making and the practical application of 

ideas. They prefer dealing with technical tasks and problems rather than social and 

interpersonal issues. Those with divergent learning styles, divergers, reflect those 

learners who have strengths opposite to the convergers. They prefer concrete 

experience and reflective observation. The greatest strength of these learners is their 

imaginative ability and their awareness of meaning and values. These learners tend to 

perfonn better in situations that call for the generation of alternative ideas such as 

"brainstonning". Those with assimilation learning styles, assimilators, prefer abstract 

conceptualisation and reflective observation. Their strengths lie in inductive 

reasoning and the ability to create theoretical models. They are more concerned with 

ideas and abstract concepts. It is more important for them that the theory be logically 

sound and precise, than for it to have practical application. Those with 

accommodative learning styles, accommodators, have the opposite strengths to 
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assimilators. They respond to concrete experience and active experimentation. Their 

strengths lie in doing things, in carrying out plans and tasks and getting involved in 

new experiences. Accommodators tend to solve problems in an intuitive trial-and

error manner, relying heavily on other people for information rather than on their own 

analytical ability. 

Honey & Mumford (1986) modified Kalb's approach into a learning cycle. In 

this model, the learners are classified according to their strengths and weaknesses 

rather than their preferences. The model suggests four contrasting stages of a learning 

cycle. They are activist, reflector, theorist and pragmatist. The model portrays 

activists as people who involve themselves in new experiences, tackling problems by 

brainstorming and moving from one task to the next as the excitement fades. The 

activists would respond unfavourably to a tutorial coaching situation; they would 

dislike th~ passive element. The activists welcome any novel experience. The 

learning response of activists would be unlikely to be effective in ordinary situations. 

The reflectors are cautious and thoughtful. They would l!ke to consider all 

possibilities before making any decisions. Their actions are based on observations 

and reflections. Reflectors produce carefully considered analyses. They welcome 

questions in response to their actions, but like to have sufficient notice to get 

organised. Reflectors may not require a lot of help beforehand. 

Theorists are people who integrate their observations into logical models 

based on analysis and objectivity. They appreciate the theory behind action learning. 

Theorists might feel that conditions are ambiguous, uncertain and difficult to work 

with. They respond well to coaching that respects their intellect. In novel situations, 

they perform well, even if unprepared. 

The pragmatists are practical people. These people like to apply new ideas 

immediately. They get impatient with any over emphasis on reflection. They would 

happily participate in exchanging ideas with others and usually build on and improve 

on what is being offered. Pragmatists would welcome opportunities and make 

effective use of them. They would be unhappy if they were not consulted when ideas 

are conceived. 

In summary, while many studies have provided useful information on learning 

styles, of particular note for EUC training was the learning style analysis by Keefe 
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(1986) that included three components - references to information processing, 

references to data and references to instructional preferences. These three elements 

play significant roles in determining the influence of application interfaces on 

training. Therefore, it is possible to hypothesise that different users will have varying 

preferences in learning, and that this variation will have a bearing on training 

outcomes. Hence it is possible to provide new knowledge that is not currently 

available in EUC. 

It can be seen from the above studies that experience and theory have been 

considered as two distinct dimensions. While Kalb's LSI is mentioned as the 

dominant instrument, the applicability of this instrument is questioned by Ruble & 

Stout (1993) with regard to EUC training in Bostrom et al.'s (1990) study in 

particular. In response, Bostrom et al. have replied that while the statistical validity 

is questionable, there is no doubt about the face validity (or what is generally known 

as content validity) ofKolb's instrument when applied to short training programs. 

Honey and Mumfords's Leaming Cycle, on the other hand, is widely used in Europe 

for the design of short training programs and overcomes the problem of statistical 

validity. 

Cognitive styles 

Miller (1991) and Riding (1994) define the tenn cognitive style as a person's 

typical or habitual mode of problem solving, thinking, perceiving and remembering. 

In general, a cognitive style is perceived as the way in which information is 

interpreted. Vernon (1963) provided an early critique of cognitive style, tracing its 

development from work carried out by German Gestalt psychologists. Vernon 

explained that subsequent work on style flowed from a considerable number of 

experiments devoted to studying individual differences in perception. 

Riding (1991) proposed two dimensions of cognitive style: the Wholist

Analytic and the Verbaliser-Imager. First, with a wholistic-analytic style, people 

process information and either take the whole view or see things in parts. With the 

verbaliser-imager style, people represent information or thinking either in pictures or 

in words. 

Witkin & Goodenough (1988) focused their study initially on perception, as 

individuals identified differences when locating an upright object in space. Witkin & 
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Goodenough's work reflected earlier research into perception carried over by the 

Gestalt school of Gennan psychology. Further experiments by Witkin & 

Goodenough led to the discovery of field-independent and field-dependent perceptual 

styles through the discrimination of shapes (Witkin & Goodenough, 1988), and 

involved a range of functions relating to psychological differentiation reported by 

Kagan et al. (1964). Field independent children were found to have a greater 

capacity than field dependent children for "active analysis" and perceptual 

"differentiation", They were more likely to prefer independent activity, to have self

defined goals, to respond to intrinsic reinforcement and to prefer to structure or 

restructure their own learning. They were also more likely to develop their own 

learning strategies. Field-dependent children, on the other hand, were found to have a 

preference for learning in groups. They interacted more frequently with peers or with 

the teacher, needed higher levels of extrinsic reinforcement and direction, stated 

perfonnance goals or established structure in an activity. Riding (1991) reports that 

later cognitive studies have focused on field dependency and learning, as these studies 

were based on "tasks". 

The Impulsivity-Reflectivity dimension was originally introduced by Kagan et 

al. (1964) and is measured by the "Matching Familiar Figures Test" (MFFf). This 

cognitive dimension was derived from earlier work investigating conceptual tempo, or 

the rate at which an individual makes decisions under conditions of uncertainty. 

Learners were divided into two groups. The first were those who reached a decision 

quickly after a brief review of options and were labelled "cognitively impulsive". The 

second were those who would deliberate before making a response, carefully 

considering all options, and were labeled "cognitively reflective". Riding (1991, 

1994) notes that this aspect of cognitive functioning relates to tasks involved in both 

academic and non-academic learning. 

Guildford (1967) proposed the Convergent-Divergent dimension of cognitive 

style to explain the thinking and associated strategies required for problem solving. A 

learner will follow either an open-ended exploratory or a closed-end focused approach 

to problem solving. The problem is usually divided into small tasks. Hudson (1968) 

further developed this theory and its implications for the process of teaching and 

learning. 
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Pask (1976) introduced a Holist-Serialist label to describe two competencies 

which reflected an individual's tendency to respond to a learning task either with a 

holist strategy, which is "hypothesis-led" or with a focused strategy which is 

characterised by a step-by-step process and is "data-led". This work by Pask led to 

the development of "conversational theory" which emphasised the facility of the 

learner to "teach-back" learned material (Clapp, 1993; Taylor, 1994; Van Der Molen, 

1994). 

Kirton (1976) argued that cognitive style relates to the preferred cognitive 

strategies involved in personal response to change, creativity, problem solving and 

decision-making. A second key assumption made by Kirton was that these strategies 

are related to aspects of one's personality that appear early in life and which are 

particularly stable, such as cognitive style. The dimension developed by Kirton is 

called Adaption-Innovation (A-I Theory), and is understood to exist early in an 

individuaJ's cognitive development and to be stable over both time and incident. The 

adaptor, represents a· preference for doing things better, while the innovator represents 

a tendency for doing things differently. Kirton developed an assessment instrument to 

measure his adaptor-innovator continuum. This is called the Kirton Adaptor

Innovator Inventory (KAI). It is a self-reporting inventory originally designed for 

adults with work place and life experience. Kirton also provided evidence to support 

the reliability and validity of the instrument which is also corroborated by others such 

as Jonassen & Grabowski (1993). The KAI produces a score which. Kirton claims, 

represents an individual's preferred cognitive style either as an adaptor or an 

innovator. 

Kaufmann's (1989) work stemmed from an interest in problem solving and 

creativity. He identified two groups of problem-solvers: assimilators and explorers, 

and extrapolated an A-E theory of cognitive style to apply to problem-solving 

behaviour. Kaufmann's Assimilator-Explorer (A-E) Inventory, contains a 32-item 

forced choice self-reporting questionnaire, in which items describe dispositions 

towards cognitive "novelty-seeking against familiarity-seeking". Explorers reflected 

a higher score on the bi-polar continuum. The A-E instrument was organised to 

reflect three factors: novelty against structure seeking, high against low ideational 

productivity and opposition against preference for stru~ture. Martinsen (1994) has 
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continued work in this area, specificaliy on the relationship between cognitive style, 

insight and motivation in the process of problem solving. 

The cognitive style index (CS!) developed by Al!inson & Hayes (1996) is 

aimed at the " ... generic intuition-analysis dimension of cognitive style". Allinson & 

Hayes have argued that this instrument is essential for the operationalisation of 

cognitive style in a professional context. CSI has been designed to research cognitive 

style in management practices. It focuses on a dimension which reflects the duality of 

human consciousness, that is, either intuitive or analytic. The CSI is a self-reporting 

questionnaire. It is relatively short and produces a score that reflects an individual's 

position on an analytic-intuitive continuum, which the authors argue, reflects the 

super-ordinate dimension of cognitive style. The construction of the questionnaire is 

described in some detail by Allinson & Hayes (1996), in an attempt to identify a 

unitary construct of cognitive style and to operationalise that same construct in the 

professional context of business management. 

It can be seen from the literature, therefore that the study of cognitive styles 

involves investigating an individual's habitual problem solving processes. One aspect 

which emerges from this literature is the lack of consideration given to cognitive 

styles in EUC studies. While some EUC studies have considered the impact of 

different cognitive styles, they have often been criticised for the choice of instruments 

to measure this impact (Ruble & Stout, 1993) and which have prompted conflicting 

explanations in training outcomes. Bostrom et al. (1990) have suggested considering 

varying cognitive styles in EUC training in order to explain varying training 

outcomes. Mayer (1981) support this concept by explaining the nature of information 

processing and its relevance to tasks in training materials. 

Another relevant aspect in EUC is how users see information. In computing, 

users are introduced to information by the way of interfaces represented as icons or 

text strings and different cognitive styles will respond to images or text differently. 

Further, different cognitive styles will see information either as a whole or as a set of 

component parts. These "views" can influence information processing. So, when a 

training framework is postulated, these aspects need to be considered very carefully. 

This can only be done once individual learning preferences and cognitive styles have 

been established. 
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General Discussion on Interface Design 

In modern desktop environments, users communicate with applications by 

accessing elements such as menus, short-cut keys, dialogue boxes, fonns and icons. 

These access mechanisms, often called interfaces, play a crucial role in the way in 

which users complete a given task (Tang, 2001). 

Among studies on interfaces are there that concern lhe design of interfaces, 

which includes, for example, the principles behind designing interfaces. Their main 

purpose is to establish how the human brain understands the shapes and symbols used 

to represent these interfaces and how this understanding is transfonned and facilitated 

during infonnation processing. Details of these studies are mainly found in the area 

of Human Computer Interaction (HCI). Interface design is broadly covered in this 

thesis to provide an understanding of the development of 'interfaces' that are used by 

end users. In the EUC domain, the focus has been on the usage of these interfaces to 

highlight how one particular type of interface is superior to another in a given setting. 

This aspect is the main focus of this thesis with the setting being end user training. 

The Nature of Interface Design 

Interfaces are designed and developed for the purpose of interaction (Shih & 

Goonetilleke, 1998). Interfaces, when designed effectively, generate positive feelings 

of success, competence and clarity in the user and also create an environment in 

which tasks are carried out almost effortlessly (Tang, 2001). There appears to be 

three major stages of development in the area of interface design. The first stage 

focussed on design principles and studies prior to 1990 appear to have concentrated 

on issues associated with design principles. The second stage of interface design, 

between 1990 and 1998, appears to have focussed on multimedia capabilities. The 

current development appears to be involving intelligent agents and how interfaces can 

be bundled with intelligent software modules in order to perfonn user tasks. This 

development appears to focus on web-based applications. With this scope in mind, 

interface design is discussed in the following sections. 

Interface design principles and considerations 

There are five main interface design considerations in the development of 

interfaces (Gentner & Nielson, 1996; Shneidennan, 1982). These are consistency, 
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provision for feedback, minimising error possibilities, providing error recovery and 

accommodating multiple skills. 

A consistent interface is one in which the conceptual model, functionality, 

sequencing and hardware bindings are unifonn and follow simple rules (Gentner & 

Nielson, 1996). Consistency allows users to employ generalised knowledge about 

one aspect of the interface when using other aspects. Feedback is essential to 

establish proper dialogue with users. Each user action needs to be matched with 

appropriate feedback (Neesham, 1990). In addition to this, when the interfaces 

enable interaction with certain hardware devices, feedback should be given to indicate 

the status of the hardware devices and the status of tasks being processed. Feedback 

can be grouped into two categories: problem domain feedback and control domain 

feedback. Problem domain feedback concerns the actual objects being manipulated 

such as the object's appearance, position and existence. Control domain feedback 

concenis the mechanisms for controlling the interfaces such as status, current and 

default values. 

Errors need to be minimised to realise other goals of interface design and to 

avoid any side effects such as users committing further mistakes or applications 

behaving unexpectedly (Shih & Goonetilleke, 1998). Side effects are results that the 

user has not been led to expect and generally arise from poor interface design (Shih 

& Alessi, 1994). Error recovery allows users to freely explore unlearned system 

facilities without fear of failure (Shneidennan, 1982). Essentially this freedom is 

provided to encourage exploratory learning. Recovery should also be provided for 

errors committed by users while accessing operating system functions. 

Multiple skill levels need to be accommodated when designing interface styles 

in order to accommodate various user levels (Lewis, 1998). New users feel 

comfortable with menus, forms, and other dialogue styles that provide considerable 

prompting. These prompts tell them what to do and facilitate learning. More 

experienced users, however, place more value on speed of use. This requires function 

keys and keyboard short cuts, which are also called accelerators. 

Schiff (1980) argues that interface design should consider users' fear of 

making mistakes which leads to embarrassment or feelings of incapability. By 

providing well-designed interfaces, mistakes can be prevented or at least minimised. 
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According to Schiff (1980), this is an important interface design consideration. 

Preece et al. (1994) suggested that interfaces are capable of providing rich instruction 

to users while interacting with input and output devices of a computer. Hence, they 

are of the opinion that the tenn human computer dialogue should be extended to 

incorporate the richness of potential instruction giving activity and hence the tenn 

'human computer interaction' to include a wide range of and interface components of 

different styles. Preece et al. (1994) discuss command entry interfaces, menus, 

question and answer formats, fonn filling interfaces and natural language dialogues 16• 

Benyon et al. (1999) state that users should be accounted for in interface 

design because user's conceptual model can be reinforced by using different interface 

techniques. For example, Norman (1993) provides a discussion of one such technique 

called metaphors, which is based on an analogy, and is constructed based on previous 

knowledge, allowing users to trunsfer this knowledge to the interfaces. In another 

interface designing technique, called 'user driven interface', the task is analysed and 

then interfaces are built which mimic manual processes, such as the transferral of 

paper-based processes to computer applications. 

In EUC training, Bostrom et al. (1990) argue that successful interface design 

should accommodate individual user differences. In other words, human diversity 

needs to be considered. To include these differences, interface designers should 

understand the varied cognitive and perceptual abilities of users. The cognitive 

aspects of infonnation processing include short-term 11;emory, long-term memory and 

time perception. Riding (1997) argues that the ability to search and scan these 

cognitive aspects is essential to be successful in understanding and interpreting given 

information. Ramsden (1979) highlights the necessity to understand and incorporate 

personality differences17 while discussing cognitive aspt.:cts. Personality is often 

correlated with learning style. Hence, learning styles and learning preferences must 

also be considered when interfaces are designed (Witkin & Goodenough, 1988). 

Jonassen & Grabowski (1993) assert that users move from the beginning 

stage to an expert stage. They investigated to find out how smooth this transition is. 

16 These interface types are discussed later. 

17 Unfortunately, there is no simple instrument available to measure user personality accurately 
(Riding, 1997) and has therefore not been considered in this study. 
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They recommend that interfaces be designed in order to accommodate different levels 

of expertise. There is support for this argument from other studies (Carnevale & 

Carnevale, 1994; Chaney & Wills, 1995; Mayer, 1981). 

Dix et al. (1998) state that when designing User interfaces, it is important to 

first decide the appropriate style to suit user task and characteristics. Johnson & 

Nemetz (1998), while discussing principles for the design and evaluation of 

multimedia systems state that the while there is significant growth in multimedia 

systems, the interface design principles to address this ~rowth hasn't developed yet. 

While discussing multimedia interface design principles, they state that the design 

principles should address naturalness, media allocation, redundancy, exploration and 

quality of information representation. 

Key design goals 

Shih & Goonetilleke (1998), Shneiderrnan (1982) and Lewis (1998) state that 

the key goals in interlace design are increase in speed of learning, increase in speed of 

use, reduction in error rate, encouragement of rapid recall of interface features, and an 

increase in attractiveness to users. These five goals are measured using the time taken 

to learn interfaces, speed of performance of using interfaces, rate of errors committed 

by users while using interfaces, subjective satisfaction and retention of meaning of 

interfaces over time (Laurel, 1990). In EUC studies, Davis (1985), Bostrom et al. 

(1990) and Sein et al. (1993) mention that measurable objectives need to be 

established at the training design stage because of the role played by individual 

differences 18 in determining the role of interfaces in EUC training. 

19The speed of learning concerns how long a new user takes to achieve a given 

level of proficiency with a system. The speed is associated with time and sometimes 

denoted as time to learn. The time to leam is affected if the interface is complex and 

more time is taken to learn the interface and hence to complete a task. Subjective 

satisfaction is the level of satisfaction with a particular interface and it appears that 

when errors are minimised, users are satisfied with the system. Usually, this is 

ascertained by interviews or written surveys that include satisfaction scales and space 

18 While human factors encompass activities such as how information is presented, shape, size, position 
etc, individual differences specifically define the cognitive aspects of human activities. 
19 The following paragraphs provide addition information on the five goals mentioned in the previous 
paragraphs in the author's own terms. 
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for comments. Retemio11 over time refers to how well users maintain their knowledge 

after a specified time block, for instance one hour, one day or one month. Retention is 

closely linked to time to learn, frequency of use and the cognitive aspects of 

information processing including retrieval. 

Speed of use concerns how long an experienced user takes to perform some 

specific task within a system. Usually usage is measured and denoted in terms of 

performance. Therefore, speed ofperfon11a11ce deals with the rime taken to complete 

a task compared to an ideal condition that has already been benchmarked. During 

tasks, interfaces interact with other system resources, therefore, internal 

communication aspects are also studied while measuring this aspect. This is critical 

when a person is to use the system repeatedly for a significant amount of time. 

The error rate measures the number of user errors per interaction. Rate of 

errors refers to how many and what kind of errors are made in carrying out the 

benchmark set of tasks. Although time to make and correct errors might be 

incorporated into the speed of performance, error making is a critical component of 

system usage. Interface designers consider that the communication aspects of 

interfaces are not clear when errors are made. Further, this leads to frustration and, as 

a result, motivation to use an interface decreases. This affects both the speed of 

learning and lhe speed of use. If it is easy to make mistakes with the system, then 

learning takes longer and speed of use is reduced because the user must correct any 

mistakes. Rapid recall concerns how quickly users remember the interface functions 

when returning from an absence from using the system. Attractiveness of the 

interface concerns aesthetic aspects such as how the interface is presented to users. 

From the above, it can be inferred that the key interface design goals are 

developed for 'interface usage'. Prior to a discussion on interface usage in EUC 

studies, a discussion is necessary to highlight the types of interfaces used by end 

users. This is provided below. 

lntcrfucc Tvoes 
Varying interfaces design have led to the identification of types of interfaces. 

They include metaphors, direct manipulation, see-and-point, What You See Is What 

You Get or WYSIWYG (Gentner & Nielson, 1996); menu interfaces (Shih & 

Goonetilleke, 1998); graphical user interfaces or generally referred to as GUI (Lewis, 
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1998); Windows, Icons, Menus and Prompts (WIMP), natural language dialogue 

(Nielsen, 1990). These types of interfaces are referred as graphical user interfaces 

(Neesham, 1990). Recent development in interface types includes 'intelligent 

interfaces'. 

Non-graphical user interfaces are usually command-strings entered using 

editors. These arc also termed command-type. These interfaces were in use prior to 

the introduction of Windows Operating Systems (Carrol et al., 1987). While the 

traditional interface style in earlier systems is based on command language, there are 

problems associated with this type (Davis & Bostrom, 1993). For instance, learning 

time is a major liability and errors are more likely due to incorrect typing or recalling. 

However, command languages can accommodate large selection sets, and are easy to 

extend. They are fast for experienced users and for users who can type. 

Metaphors are used to convey verbal instructions using an analogy (Gentner 

& Nielson, 1996), One of the popular examples of the metaphors is the Macintosh' 

representation of trash can on desktop to denote any unwanted computer documents 

can be dropped on to this trash can in order to be trashed. It may not be possible to 

provide analogy to all user situations and this is considered to be a weakness of the 

metaphor interface type (Gentner &'Nielson, 1996). 

A direct manipulation interface is one in which the objects, attributes or 

relations are represented visually. Operations are invoked by actions performed on 

the visual representations, typically by using a mouse. That is, commands are not 

invoked explicitly by such traditional means as menu selection or keyboarding but are 

implicit in the action on the visual representation. This representation may be a text 

string, name of an object, or an icon. Direct manipulation is sometimes presented as 

being the best user interface style (Shneiderman, 1982). It is guile powerful and easy 

to learn. 

The see-and-point interface type facilitates users to interact with the computer 

by pointing at the objects they can see on the screen (Gentner & Nielson, 1996). The 

interface types use hard devices such as mouse to fulfil user actions. User commands 

are accomplished by using mouse buttons by facilitating an expressive language. The 

real expressive power of the interface language comes into effect by the fonnation of 

structure of the 'pointing' conditions. For example, in Microsoft Word applications, 
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the 'pointer' changes direction or shape indicating the functions that can be 

accomplished. 

WYSIWYG is fundamental to interactive graphics (Shneidennan, 1982). The 

representation with which the user interacts in a WYSIWYG interface is essentially 

the same as the image ultimately created by the applications. Most current 

applications consist of WYSIWYG interface features (Nielsen, 1990). One of the 

main advantages of WYSIWYG interfaces is that there is no need for the users to 

translate their menial images into the application's functions. For example, in a non~ 

WYSIWYG system, users have to write certain control codes to translate their mental 

images, for example, when making a selected text bold. The influence of the control 

code is not visible until the code is processed. WYSIWYG interfaces, on the other 

hand, show the influence of an action as soon as it is perfonned. 

Menu interfaces provide the option of grouping command sets in a 

hierarchical order either vertically or horizontally. Menus provide texHtrings and 

hence facilitate easier understanding of commands. Due this reason, menus are 

considered to reduce the load placed on memory in recalling the meaning of the 

interface type. This interface type discussed in detail later. 

Windows, Icons, Menus and Prompts (WIMP) interface styles facilitate 

interface design by combining different types of interface techniques. Advantages of 

this type include reduced memory load and increased ease of use (Nielsen, J 990). 

Natural language interface style is often proposed as the ultimate objective for 

interaction (Nielsen, 1990). The rationale behind such an argument is that if 

computers can understand our commands, typed or spoken in everyday language, then 

everyone will be able to use them. It is time consuming to train computer systems to 

understand one's voice. In addition, it is very difficult to package a command in a 

natural language that a computer system can understand as the command can be 

expressed in many fonns. These may lead to poor performance by computers and 

frustration at the users' end. 

One example of a natural language interface is the Question Answer dialogue 

interface style. But, invariably the user responses are constrained by a set of expected 

answers. In many cases, a dialogue box may provide the range of expected answers 

and this can reduce errors. One major problem with this interface style is that it is 
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difficult for the users to go back and correct errors as this involves sequential 

backtracking . 

.. - Another fonn of interface, called the 'intelligent interface', is defined by 

Eberts (1994) as the interfaces that utilise knowledge bases. Eberts provides an early 

example of this interface used by referring to the MYCIN program of Shortliffe 

(1984), which enabled users to question an expert system as to how a specific 

diagnosis was made. Hefley & Murray's (1993) suggestion that the agent-based 

interaction can be used to delegate specific tasks for the user can be interpreted as a 

reference to the development of intelligent interface. The comment made by Maes 

(1994) that the agent is not necessarily an interface between the computer and the user 

is notewo11hy because the agent assist users by hiding complexity of a task perfonned 

by the user. It is the agent software that monitors events and procedures rather than 

the user. Traditional interfaces, while accomplishing user tasks, do not address these 

complexities. 

Icons versus Menus 
Icons and menus are generally available in end user applications and hence are 

the focus of this study. The distinction between other interfaces, such as dialogue 

boxes, and menus and icons, is that the fonner extracts user preferences before 

accomplishing tasks whereas menus and icons usually accomplish tasks on the click 

of the mouse button. Further, menus and icons also represent a command set in the 

form of visual representations. In end user applications, both icons and menus 

represent certain actions, for example such as 'save', and hence it is possible to 

establish the impact of these interfaces on training outcomes. 

An icon is a pictorial representation of an object, an action, a property or some 

other concept (Gentner & Nielson, 1996). Interface designers often have the choice 

of using icons or words to represent such concepts. Icons satisfy three major goals: 

recognition, remembering and discrimination (Dix et al., 1998). Icons that represent 

objects can be designed easily but icons can also represent actions. One icon design 

strategy is to include the status of an object before and after execution (Dix et al., 

1998). Arbitrary icons are difficult to recognise. Further, it has been proven that 

icons may either be poorly used or not used at all (Goonetilleke et al., 2001 ). 
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Icons come under the category of direct manipulation interfaces. Due to the 

pictorial representation of icons, the tenn direct manipulation graphical interfaces 

(DMGI) is also found to represent icons (Furnas, 1991). Bevan (2001) reports that 

studies also have grouped icon interfaces into object icons, pointer icons, control 

icons, tool icons and action icons. Bevan (2001) refers to theJSO/lEC 11581 standard 

specification for these icons and provides a list of various shapes and representations 

of these icons. For instance, Bevan states that there are about 20 icons in the ISO/IEC 

11581 standards specification for object icons and refers to their functional aspects. In 

addition to these commonly used interfaces, Bevan also mentions that the ISO 

standard specifies multimedia control and navigation icons, media selection and 

combination icons and domain specific multimedia interfaces 

Icons provide visibility of the object of interest, rapid, reversible, incremental 

actions, and replace complex actions by simple object of interest (Eberts, 1994). 

Well-designed icons can provide enthusiasm and elicit enjoyment from their users. 

According to Shneiderman (1982) this is due to the factors such as ease of learning by 

novices, rapid usage by experienced users, retention of operational concepts by users, 

provisions to immediately notify users of their action and confidence and mastery 

gained by users because the action initiated provides immediate response in addition 

to predicted system response. However, one major problem with icons is that not all 

tasks can be described by concrete objects and not all actions can be perfonned 

directly (Eberts, 1994). 

Menus are used widely in both graphic and non-graphic applications. Tang 

(2001) provides a thorough analysis of menu interfaces and lists the following 

characteristics: 

• Menu interfaces usually provide a list of options of commands in a hierarchical 

manner and these commands can be accessed either by pointing (and then 

clicking) the mouse pointer or by using the associated short-cut key (if available). 

• Menus can be pull-down, pop-up or cascading. These operational styles provide 

menus the visual momentum. 

• Menus reduce the burden placed on the user memory because text strings are not 

cryptic and based on English like languages. As the text-strings readily provide 
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the meaning of the command, menus reduce memory load in recalling the 

meaning of the text-strings. 

• Menus are also categorised in terms of items of importance to facilitate easy 

navigation by users. This categorisation helps users to quickly navigate certain 

components of the menu structure and identify the command set that they need. 

• Menus provide wider usage options than command entry by providing text-strings 

that can be pointed and dicked using a mouse and by providing short-cut keys. 

The fundamental advantage of menus is that the user can work with what is 

called recognition memory, where visual images are associated with already familiar 

words and meanings (Shih & Goonetilleke, 1998). This is different from recall 

memory where the user must recall a command or concept in order to enter 

information (Mayer, 1981 ). Menus reduce the memory load for users, and hence are 

especially attractive to novices as they allow current selections to be indicated 

visually (Shih & Alessi, 1994). However, menus must be limited as to the number of 

alternatives for selection because of screen size (Gentner & Nielson, 1996). 

In summary, the design of interfaces deals with the principles underlying 

interaction with applications. It addresses issues of speed and accuracy aiming at 

greater speed and fewer errors during such interactions. In addition to these, studies 

have provided measurable objectives in order to establish superior interface design. 

Interface design also plays a crucial role in the formation of conceptual models of 

applications. 

Interface Usage in EUC Studies 

The usage of interfaces in EUC training is determined by the characteristics of 

this environment. This includes giving considerations to the users, the system they 

are likely to be using, the ease with which they are able to learn new application 

software, and so on. To take the above into account it appears that two major types of 

interfaces are popular in the ECU domain. They are command-based and direct 

manipulation (Davis & Bostrom, 1993). 

Command-based interfaces use a conversational metaphor to facilitate users 

to enter and read English-like commands (Davis & Bostrom, 1993). DOS-based 

systems and Unix-based systems are examples of command-based interfaces. The 
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computer system understands a command by matching it with a list of available 

commands. When an error is committed, the computer interacts with the user by 

stating the nature of the error. The user must then rectify the error and re-enter the 

command. Once the right command is provided, the system will execute the 

command. Commands can either be unary such as ''stop", or binary such as "find 

file" or provided with a set of parameters such as "find file a*.com", where "a*.com" 

is a parameter instructing the computer to find all files starting with the character "a" 

and with extension "com" file extension. 

Direct manipulation interfaces (DMI) allow users to point and click on 

symbols. The graphic symbols such as GUI represent a specific type of command 

that is activated under certain predefined conditions. For example, to save an active 

file the user may click on a symbol in the form of a floppy disk on the toolbar. The 

symbol indicates that the active file will be stored in a specified location. The click 

action would then be interpreted by the computer as having to perform a set of actions 

based on the given conditions. 

Another form of DMI, the menu based interface, requires users to select a 

command from a set of text string options packaged into a list. The list is usually 

presented in the form of a pull-down menu, where the selection is activated either by 

the mouse or by pressing a short-cut key. This action then opens further menu options 

through which users can navigate. The mouse provides random selection of menu 

choices while the keyboard arrows navigation through menu items one by one. 

Therefore, these interface types present a model of the computer system (Davis & 

Bostrom, 1993). 

According to Davis & Bostrom (1993), EUC studies have compared the DMI 

with command-based interfaces in order to establish the superiority of these interfaces 

in tenns of their ease of learning, performance or impact on user perception of 

computer systems. Davis cites Chin (1984), Fryer ( 1991) and Walkenbach (1992) 

and states that direct manipulation interfaces (DMI) are more effective in tenns of 

learning outcomes. He also cites Carrol & Mazur (1986) and Dumais & Jones 

(1985) to state that interface show no benefit in learning. It should be noted that the 

studies (cited by Davis) have been criticised for their Jack of theory (Hutchins et al., 

1986) and as a result, their findings tend to be unclear and contradictory. While these 
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studies provide useful infonnation regarding the relative effects of DMI versus 

command-based interfaces, they offer little justification for their results. 

Sein et al. (1999) argues that interfaces play a crucial role in determining 

perfonnance outcomes. This argument arises perhaps from Shneidennan's (1982) 

view that the knowledge content of a software application consists of the syntax and 

semantics of the commands used in its application. According to Sein et al. (1999) 

without knowledge of the commands available in an application, users cannot recover 

from errors or transfer their knowledge from one system to another. Thus "EUC 

training frequently focuses on command-based knowledge. 

Bostrom et al. (1990) study treated interfaces in tenns of mapping via usage. 

He asserts that a novice fonns a mental model of the system in three different ways -

mapping via usage, mapping via analogy and mapping via training. Following the 

mapping via usage path, application interfaces play a crucial role in developing an 

accurate mental model by providing the internal representation of the system. 

This approach is supported by other studies (Davis & Bostrom, 1993; Olfman 

& Mandviwalla, 1994; Sein et al., 1993) which argue that the interfaces are 

representative of the system itself. It appears that interfaces can provide a model of a 

computer system by presenting a manipulable equivalent of the conceptual model, as 

in icon-based direct manipulation systems, or by presenting an implicit model through 

the functions provided by a command based language or menu system. 

Sein et al. (1993) provide details of a link between visualisation ability and the 

use of computer interfaces which stems from (Gomez et al., 1986). Studies of line

based text editors (Gomez et al., 1986) and hierarchical file systems (Sein & 

Bostrom, 1989) indicate that novice users with high visualisation ability perfonn 

significantly better than those with low ability. Thus, with graphic interfaces such as 

icons, these users should be better equipped to deal with the cognitive demands of 

these systems. Gomez et al. (1986) modified the appearance of various interfaces to 

examine under what conditions users with high visualization ability performed better 

in transforming mental images of a system. They replaced certain text com.rnands 

with visual interfaces and reported that the modification re.Suited in significant 

perfonnance improvements for that population, i.e. the ones with high visualization 

ability. 
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Similarly, in non-computer domains, it has been reported that subjects 

provided with high visual aids recalled their neighbourhood better than those subjects 

with low visual aids. These high visual aids also enhanced accuracy in canying out 

specific tasks. 

Sein et al. (1993) conclude that interface studies suggest two things. Firstly, 

there is a close relationship between the representation of the system or application by 

the computer interfaces and the demands placed on the users to fonn their own 

internal representations of the state of the system. In the absence of an explicit 

interface representation, users must rely on their abilities to internally visualise the 

dynamics of system functioning and the resulting system states. Individuals who have 

been provided with strong visual interface tools therefore perfonn better than those 

who have not. Secondly, interfaces can be modified to increase the users' 

understanding and performance, either by making the representation more explicit or 

by presenting it in a form that is more familiar. 

In summary, while the development in the interface design has grown in the 

past decade to include multimedia interfaces and intelligent interfaces, only few EUC 

studies have included how these interfaces are used in accomplishing given tasks. 

While these previous studies in EUC have measured the utilisation of interfaces and 

associated details, most of them have failed to explain why such outcomes were 

realised in their research environment. Simon et al. (1996) attributed the variation in 

EUC results to the failure of proper theoretical underpinnings. The research 

presented in this thesis aims to provide a theoretical foundation for explaining 

outcomes in terms of interfaces and their influences an EUC training. 

Studies that have investigated the management aspects of training 

Prior studies in EUC have investigated various management aspects of 

training. For instance, Filipczak et al. (1996) highlighted the importance of 

management controls in end user training. They report that about US$7,500 is spent 

on support costs (in Government organisations) per end user per year on average and 

that this cost is not measured or managed in many organisations. This high cost has 

placed training managers under pressure and these managers constantly seek ways to 
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reduce cost and improve perfonnance. One such way is to offer training programs 

that are efficient and effective in order to justify the training investment. 

Another trend reported by Black (1995) was the option of outsourcing some 

training functions. Black asserts that while larger organisations might outsource their 

generic training functions, specific training would still be conducted by the 

organisation. The rationale behind this approach is not one of cost saving, but to 

ensure that the right type of training is provided to employees. Organisations are keen 

to provide the right type of training to increase the productivity of their employees. 

A study conducted by Guimaraes & Igbaria (1996) assessed user-computing 

effectiveness in tenns of a number of factors such as system utilisation, job 

effectiveness, attitudes, support given to end users, anxiety and experience. The 

purpose of the study was to explore how these factors influence the management of 

EUC. The study concluded that support given to end-users by management is critical 

to the success of EUC. The study established that management support and control 

play a vital role in EUC. 

Nelson et al. (1995) investigated the relationship between users, tasks and 

organisational elements with respect to EUC training. They developed a nine-cell 

matrix to explore the linkages between these three elements. The study, which was 

conducted in a single large organization, concluded that there was a need for a 

coherent strategy to link these three elements in order to achieve success in EUC 

training. The role of management in defining these links is highlighted by Nelson. 

Moad (1995), while evaluating the benefits of training investment, stresses the 

need to involve users in the development of training goals and courses. He adds that 

management control is an essential component in realising the benefits of training. 

Harp (1995), while echoing similar thoughts, suggests that training should be linked 

to the corporate mission to realise maximum potential. Harp claims that such a link 

will ensure that employees are competent in perfonning their jobs as a result of the 

training provided. Harp also recommends a comprehensive needs assessment to 

establish skill deficiencies in critical areas before training programs are designed. 

Barron (1996), while advising on the availability of training dollars to training 

departments, suggests that trainers need to link every training initiative to a 

company's strategic agenda. Barron highlights the importance of evaluation of 
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training programs in order to verify the objectives set prior to training. He states that 

this is essential to maintain the quality of the training efforts. Barron also concludes 

that it is important to keep the essential training function in-house and certain other 

tasks can be outsourced, and moreover, that management must provide direction in 

this regard. 

In summary, the management aspects of training are concerned with the 

involvement and control of training programs in an organisation and have no direct 

relevance to the proposed study. 

Conclusion 

It can be seen from the review that previous studies in EUC training have used 

two types of measurement approaches: quantitative and subjective. The quantitative 

measurement involved two components. The first component, score, depended on the 

number of steps involved in perfonning a task. Certain studies have allocated partial 

scores while other studies have included penalty scores for wrong answers. The 

scores were found to be dependent upon the number of steps involved in completing a 

given task. Additionally, accuracy is also measured in conjunction with score while 

perfonning a given task. Accuracy has been measured in tenns of correctness of 

responses for a given task, the number of errors committed and the percentage of 

errors committed. The second component, the time involved in completing a given 

task, has been measured using self-reported forms or automated clocks. In subjective 

measurement, usually a questionnaire was given to obtain self-reported data. 

Despite the different ways in allocating scores and time required to perfonn a 

task, most studies have agreed that these components are essential in detennining 

training outcomes. The score component is generally used to detennine the 

effectiveness of training outcomes and the time component is used to detennine the 

efficiency of the training outcomes. According to Carrol & Rosson (1995), these two 

components may be combined to detennine the overall perfonnance of users after 

training. 

Some studies have insisted that quantitative measurement alone in EUC 

training studies is not sufficient. These studies contend that this measurement should 

be complemented with subjective measurement to capture the users' perception of 
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ease of use with a specific software application. The rationale for this is that ease of 

use (a subjective measure) plays a crucial role in motivating learners to use a software 

application. Studies that have taken this approach have established a positive 

correlation between ease of use and motivation to use a software application. Thus, 

based on the above discussion, it seems likely that the training outcomes need to be 

measured in terms of both quantitative and subjective measures. 

EUC studies have also investigated the integration of existing knowledge with 

previous knowledge to derive new knowledge. These training materials have 

advocated a discovery and active learning approach and have focused on the main 

issues in order to keep the learner from becoming frustrated. They have also tried to 

make the learners use the software as soon as possible. It was also found that rich text 

elaborations in training materials influence understanding and that text elaborations 

played a crucial role when learners are oriented towards a general learning orientation 

and not specific goals. The literature reviewed in the education domain reveals that 

learning can depend on whether infonnation is either in the fonn of text or in the form 

of images. Therefore, when training materials are considered for the purpose of 

information processing, elaborations should be given in both image and verbal forms. 

Previous studies have established that this style dimension increases the training 

outcomes of novice users. Despite these findings, however, there is no common 

agreement among researchers regarding the development of training materials and the 

applicability of associated training approaches appropriate to training. A few studies 

in the early 1990s have suggested that learning takes place either by exploring the 

features of application software or by following instructions given in a step-by-step 

manner. However, the literature clearly indicates that the issue of suitability of 

different approaches for EUC training is yet to be resolved. 

The reviewed literature also indicates that training materials should be based 

on the features of the application software itself. These training material features may 

be classified under two categories: process features and structural features. These two 

features need consideration in terms of instructional development in order to study 

EUC training outcomes accurately. The need for the proper construction of training 

materials using process and structural features is highlighted in several studies. 

In tenns of interfaces, studies in EUC have taken a "usage" perspective 

examining how users navigate the system functions based on the interfaces. 
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Researchers have attempted to extract information on how users understand the 

functional aspects of the interfaces available in application software packages and 

how they apply them in performing tasks, for example, functional aspects have been 

examined by providing a task sheet to users with a number of disjointed tasks. · 

Another interesting aspect emerging from the literature of EUC is the close 

relationship between studies that have focused on design and those that have focused 

on usage. The design studies have emphasised factors such as speed of learning, error 

rate and speed of use and the studies on usage have measured accuracy and time 

factors. 

Studies that have·measured the influence of application interfaces have 

incorporated cognitive dimensions to explain why specific results have been obtained. 

The inclusion of cognitive aspects was a direct result of Shneiderman's (1982) 

assertion that the knowledge content of interfaces consists of both semantic and 

syntactic details, which are processed by individuals in different ways. It is generally 

agreed that EUC training covers the semantic aspects of interfaces. 

Another aspect that has emerged is the ability of novices to perform better 

when the interfaces are understood thoroughly. It is argued that intetfaces with visual 

impact, such as icons or menus, better equip novices to deal with the cognitive 

demands placed upon them by computer systems both in EUC and non-EUC domains. 

While some EUC research has reported that the ease of use of interfaces is not a major 

factor in determining training outcomes, studies in the cognitive domain suggested 

that the ease of use is a determinant factor. It has been suggested that, the 

assimilation of new knowledge is enhanced and improved by the provision of direct 

representations facilitated by visual interfaces such as icons. Thus, visual interfaces 

have distinct advantages over traditional interface styles such as command-based 

interfaces. 

Menu assists users in activating "recognition memory" where visual images of 

commands are stored. Studies in the cognitive domain suggest that menus reduce the 

load of remembering command syntax and are therefore attractive to novice users. 

However, one criticism of menu interfaces is that there are limits to the choices they 

provide, but the same thing can be said about iconic interfaces. 
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Many previous studies in EUC have failed to consider the classification of 

users in their experiments, despite the existence of such classifications. For example, 

Carrol & Mazur (1986) provided information on her categories of users, but other 

studies have tended to treat all users as having the same level of knowledge. This 

anomaly may have caused the propensity for contradicting results in much of the 

research. Despite the availability of various typologies in EUC, it appears that these 

typologies are not strictly followed while categorising users in EUC training studies. 

In the past three or four years new end user categories such as application-based users 

and construct- based users, and those users with a varying degree of previous 

knowledge and experience such as beginners, intermediate and advanced have started 

emerging. These user types need to be considered in EUC studies to accurately 

categorise end users. 

Few studies have highlighted the importance of learning styles and cognitive 

styles in EUC training even though these concepts have been widely used to 

investigate individual differences in learning in education. The dominant instrument 

used to classify learning styles in education appears to be Kalb's learning style 

inventory, which has been criticised for its face validity. Therefore, any new study 

should ensure the applicability of learning style instruments. In conclusion, Chapter 2 

has provided a review ofEUC literature and educational literature to provide a basis 

for the proposed study. Chapter 3 will describe the research methodology. 
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CHAPTER 3 - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This chapter defines the research methodology for the study. It includes 

refinement or the initial research framework identified in Chapter I. This is followed 

by the research questions, discussion of the variables identified and opcrationalisation 

of these variables. The tmining outcome measures are then discussed and elaborated 

to focilitatc the design of the experimental procedure. 

Refinement to initial framework 

The framework identified in Chapter I provided only the main variables -

interfaces, training approaches and categories of end users. With regard to the first 

variable - interfaces - the majority of previous studies in EUC have considered only 

icons and command based interfaces and not the treatment of menu interfaces. But the 

literature review indicates that menus could reduce the loud placed on cognitive 

dimensions while processing information (Johnson & Nemetz, 1998}. Therefore. it is 

possible to assume that menus would yield better performance results. Further, due: to 

the limitations on icons in representing various actions facilita1cd by computer 

systems, menus appear to be a natural choice for users who want to navigate the 

system to perform novel tasks. Therefore, both menu and icon interfaces are 

considered in this model. 

The second variable - categories of end users - consists of basic users and 

advanced users. While some studies have identified these variables (Carrol & Mazur, 

1986; Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1995), the majority of studies in the EUC training 

environment have not considered categorising users. However, it is evident from 

research in the education domain (Riding & Cheema, 1991; Sadler-Smith, 1996; 

Schmeck, 1988), especially in learning and cognitive styles, that user experience plays 

a crucial role in comprehending the information provided via training materials. 

Assimilation Theory (Ausubel & Robinson, 1968) has successfully proposed that 

existing knowledge is integrated with new knowledge in order to process information. 

This indicates that prior knowledge and experience have a role to play when new 

information is processed. Fu11her, previous studies have also been questioned for 
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treating users as if they have the same level of knowledge and this has been seen as 

one of the reasons for their contradictory outcomes. Therefore, this study considers 

two categories of users - basic and experienced - based on their knowledge and 

experience. These categories will have an impact on the production of training 

materials and the consideration of tasks, which is discussed later. 

The third variable - training approaches - is derived from the previous studies 

(Bostrom cl al., 1990; Davies et al., 1989; Davis & Bostrom, 1993) and consists of an 

instruction and an exploration approach. This variable is used to test the effect of 

instructions on training outcomes. In this study, this variable has been modified to 

include the construction of training materials and the testing of the impact of training 

instructions based on instruction and exploration approaches. While previous studies 

have used arbitrarily constructed tmining instructions, training design in this study 

follows the guidelines provided by instructional designers such as Dick & Carey 

( 1990). These guidelines include assessing the experience and level of users prior to 

the instructional development, and the setting objectives, and also includes 

introducing task complexity parameters and evaluating training outcomes in a 

systematic manner. 

The model includes a dependent variable - training outcomes, which is made 

up of a quantitative outcome component and a subjective outcome component. The 

first component, quantitative, consists of effectiveness and efficiency parameters. 

Effectiveness is a measure of score and the efficiency is a measure of time. 

Effectiveness and efficiency measures arc derived from the hands-on experiment 

conducted. The next component, subjective, is a measure of perceived case of use. 

Perceived case of use is measured through an opinion survey. 

The refined training framework is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Selection of Application Domain 

In this study, the Microsoft Project Management application is considered for 

a number of reasons. The first reason being that the subjects considered for the study 

have no exposure to this application. The second reason being, the project 

management concepts are new to subjects. The relative newness of the application 

eliminates any bias that can be introduced at the time of experiment. Thirdly, the 

interfaces available in the project management applications are quite different from 

that of wordprocessing and spreadsheet applications. The project management 

i!pplications are not usually found in home applications and hence the exposure to this 

application from end user point of view is almost not heard of. 

As mentioned earlier, it is generally accepted that project management 

applications are radically different from wordprocessing or spreadsheet applications 

because of the nature of the concepts involved (Hutchinson & Sawyer, 1996). While 

wordprocessing and spreadsheet applications etc. can be used without thorough 

planning, project management applications need proper planning in terms of the 

allocation of resources. For example, one concept in project management is 

'milestones', which is the anticipation of task completion based on the resources 

available. When multiple variables are involved in a project, estimation of milestone 

becomes critical for tracking the project schedule. Users have to understand how this 

is done and how this is implemented in the computer application. Wordprocessing 

and spreadsheet applications do not have this level of difficulty because the concept 

of linking various clements of an application is not crucial in these environments. 

Additionally, the interfaces in a typical end user application, such as 

wordprocessing, are readily understood because of familiarity. In a modem desktop 

environment, many of these interfaces are used on a daily basis by end users. 

Interfaces in project management software, on the other hand, are less familiar and 

difficult to comprehend by end users because of their specific meanings and it is 

expected that users in this study will need to learn the meaning of these interfaces in 

order to complete tasks successfully. Therefore, this study uses a project management 

software application to test the impact of interfaces when learning. 
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It is possible to execute some operations of project management using 

spreadsheets. However, when it comes to tracking a project, spreadsheets do not 

provide all the functions that are needed in a project management environment. 

Further, instructions provided through spreadsheets for project management are quite 

different from those of the project management software itself. Therefore, to avoid 

any bias from prior knowledge, 'Microsoft Project'20 has been chosen for this study 

nither than spreadsheet software such as 'Excel'. 

Furthermore, this study was conducted in a tertiary setting where Microsoft 

Project is available to students in computer laboratories, and where training could be 

conducted with minimal administrative overheads. Therefore, this application was 

chosen for the experiment purposes. This is reflected in the following research 

questions. 

Research questions 

The literature review and refined research framework suggest that EUC 

training outcomes are influenced by interfaces, training approaches and categories of 

end users. The following research questions are therefore raised: 

How do different types of interfaces affect training outcomes for project 

management applications'? 

Studies in EUC have found that interfaces play a crucial role in detennining 

training outcomes. As mentioned previously, while icon interfaces have been 

investigated, little infonnation is found in EUC studies regarding menu interfaces. 

Moreover, conflicting results have been demonstrated with regard to the advantages 

of icon interfaces. While studies in education have successfully established that icon 

interfaces have a positive impact on learning outcomes because they can portray the 

computer system in a manner which users can comprehend, they have also indicated 

that menus reduce the cognitive demand placed on the users. In this research, the 

usage of two interfaces - icons and menus - will be examined in a project 

managem,mt software environment. In this study, users will be asked to nominate 

20 in this study, Microsoft Project w.rsion 98 was be used under Windows 98 operating system. 
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their interface preference based on the training provided in order to accomplish tasks 

to determine the influences of interfaces on training outcomes. 

How do different approaches to training affect training outcomes for 

project management applications? 

Studies in EUC have established that different training approaches have an 

influence on training outcomes (Bohlen & Ferrat, 1997; Bostrom et al., 1990; Davis 

& Bostrom, 1993). However, there is no firm agreement as to the best approach for 

EUC training. This study will investigate the impact of two training approaches -

instruction and exploration - on users' learning outcomes using training materials 

prepared for proje9t management software application learning. 

Prior studies (Bohlen & Ferrat, 1997; Bostrom et al., 1990; Davies et al., 

1989; Davis & Bostrom, 1993) have allocated users to particular interface types and 

instructions have been prepared in advance to suit these interfaces. As mentioned in 

the previous chapter, this has resulted in conflicting training outcomes. One reason 

appears to be the forced inteiface type on subjects. Users conduct tasks using 

interfaces such as icons and menus and develop a preference. Similarly, users 

develop a preference for conducting tasks in an orderly step-by-step fashion or taking 

short cuts or by exploring application functions (especially in novel situations). 

Therefore, users who were forced to follow an interface treatment irrespective of their 

preference might behave inconsistently. To avoid this effect, this research question 

will examine the influences of training outcomes while allowing subjects to nominate 

their preference for a training approach suitable to them based on the training 

provided. 

What is the influence of prior knowledge and experience of users on 

training outcomes for project management applications? 

Many EUC studies have been criticised for their poor population selection or 

sampling procedures (Ruble & Stout, 1993; Simon et al., 1996). Users' prior 

knowledge and experience have often not been taken into consideration and as a result 

experimental research21 in this area has not been well organised (Sein & Bostrom, 

1989). While EUC studies have recognised the fact that prior knowledge is essential 

21 The experimental research method is discussed later in Research Method section in this chapter. 
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to process the information given to reach advanced stage of training (Carrol et al., 

1987), very few attempts have been made to test this aspect. This study tests the 

influence of prior knowledge and experience on training outcomes. Therefore, users 

have been categorised into basic and experienced users. Thi~ categorisation was 

determined by a set of self-reported questionnaires. 

How do different learning styles affect training outcomes for project 

management applications'? 

Previous studies have indicated that learning preferences have an influence on 

training outcomes. Others have recommended that future EUC studies ascertain 

learning style preferences prior to the commencement of experiments as these styles 

serve as predictors of training outcomes (Chin, 1984; Fryer, 1991). Studies in the 

education domain also support this concept. To incorporate the consideration of 

different learning styles, Honey & Mumford's (1992) instrument has been used to 

ascertain user learning preferences. The choice of this instrument was based on its 

widespread use in training environments and its statistical validity. Further, Honey & 

Mumford have provided an algorithm for determining respondents' relative strengths 

in order to detennine their learning style preference and this algorithm is well tested 

and accepted by training communities in Europe. 

This study does not attempt to see the influences of learning styles at various 

points of training and experiment. The treatment of learning style preferences is 

restricted in order to measure only the influences of learning styles on training 

outcomes because there is research to support the claim that the learning style of an 

individual can change during the course of learning. However, these findings arise 

from education and not from short training programs. This study will aim to verify 

the claim made by previous studies that learning style is.a predictor of training 

outcome in short training programs by using Honey & Mumford's instrument because 

this instrument has been proved to be valid in training environment. 

Discussion of research variables and hypotheses 

The research model defines the target system based on two types of computer 

interfaces (i.e. icons and menus), two different training approaches (i.e. instruction 

and exploration) and two categories of end users (i.e. basic and experienced). 
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Training outcomes in this study will include quantitative22 outcomes (effectiveness 

and efficiency) and subjective outcomes (perceived ease of use). These variables are 

discussed in detail in the following sections. 

Training Outcomes 

While the literature has provided infonnation on a number of ways outcomes 

are detennined in EUC studies, it appears that there are two major categories -

quantitative and subjective. The quantitative methods use a measurement scheme of 

numeric values and in EUC studies scores for accuracy and time components have 

been common quantitative measures. User opinions have been extracted using 

subjective approaches. Instruments such as survey fonns and questionnaires have 

been used to obtain user opinions. EUC studies have provided a very clear distinction 

between these two approaches. 

In this study, the quantitative approach is used to detennine the training 

outcomes effectiveness and efficiency. Effectiveness is measured in tenns of scores 

obtained in completing a given task. Some studies in EUC have calculated scores 

based only on keystrokes (Davies et al., 1989; Davis & Bostrom, 1993) and some 

others have calculated based on errors committed as well (Olfman & Bostrom, 1991; 

Sein & Bostrom, 1989). However, the scores calculated in these studies involve a 

manual process and due to this, subjective bias could have been introduced. 

Therefore, to arrive at an accurate score, the subjective bias needs to be minimised or 

eliminated. This study will aim for the elimination of subjective bias at the time of 

capturing keystrokes. 

In addition, in order to arrive at an accurate score, aspects such as the number 

of errors committed, the number of times a user has reverted back to a previous step 

either because an error was committed or because the user was not sure whether a 

correct action had been taken need to considered. This study will incorporate a 

scoring scheme that will include aspects of errors, backtracks etc in order to detennine 

accurate scores. 

22 Quantitative outcomes measure responses such as keystrokes, errors etc based on an experiment 
conducted; subjective outcomes measure perceived ease of use via a survey questionnaire where users 
provide their opinion for questions on a Likert scale. 
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Training outcome efficiency was calculated based on the time taken in 

performing the given task. Prior studies (Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1995; Sein et al., 

1993) have used various methods such as asking users to estimate time spent in 

completing tasks, using manual clocks, using automated logs etc. Only few studies 

(Bohlen & Ferra!, 1997; Carrol & Mazur, 1986) have used computer clock to 

automatically log the time spent on the experiment. This study will incorporate a 

procedure that will enable capturing the time component using a computer clock to 

determine the time factor for efficiency. 

The subjective component in this study measures ease of use. This 

motivational factor is measured using a questionnaire. Previous studies (Davies et al., 

1989; Davis & Bostrom, 1993) have recommended that this ease of use measure 

component be determined to fully study the effects of effectiveness and efficiency 

because training will be effective only if the users found the system to be easy to use. 

This study accepts the recommendation that ease of use be considered and uses 

instruments used in prior studies with some modification to suit this study. 

Computer interfaces 

Interfaces can present a model of a computer system either directly or 

indirectly (Davis & Bostrom, 1993). With direct representation, the fonn of objects 

such as icons to be manipulated is understood immediately. For example, a printer 

icon represents a printer and users can derive the meaning without any ambiguity. If 

the interface assumes an indirect form, such as Page Setup, then users activate the 

interface to perform a command. Usually the indirect form is provided by a menu 

interface. This study focuses on icons and menus because they represent direct and 

indirect forms of interfaces and are predominantly availab!C in end user apJ}Jications 

these days. 

One would expect icons to facilitate more meaningful learning than menus 

because icons can portray the meaning of interfaces easily. The fact that icons 

provide anchoring concepts23 and give users the opportunity to work directly with 

those concepts suggests that icons have a unique capacity to reinforce and clarify the 

23 Icons focilitate_understanding concepts based on their visual represemntion. Users store these visual 
images in their cognitive system and retrieve the concepts whenever the images are seen. Further, 
anything similar to the visual representation helps the user to retrieve the concepts. Hence the term 
'anchoring', 
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relationships between pre-existing knowledge in long-term memory and knowledge of 

a new application software package (Benyon et al., 1999), The expectation is that 

icons would be more effective in performing basic tasks. However, some studies 

suggest that menus are more effective in novel tasks because they help the user to 

navigate the system to its depth by using hierarchical24 features (Tang, 2001). This 

would help users to realise situations that are not directly represented by interfaces. 

In addition, menus can represent more functions of a system whereas icons cannot 

provide more functions because of their limitations in representing these functions via 

a symbol. It is also difficult to argue which interface type is superior in terms of 

performance. Furthermore, the operations of these two interface types are radically 

different from each other (Shih & Alessi, 1994). Icons have a point-and-click type 

operation and menus have selections from a set of options with provision for 

navigation. These two interface designs demonstrate different ways that users interact 

with systems (Tang, 2001). Although some comparisons had been made of icons and 

command-languages (Davis & Bostrom, 1993), surprisingly little attention has been 

paid on the use of menus or the impact of different interfaces on learning outcomes in 

EUC training studies. This outcome is stated in null form in hypothesis HI. 

Hl: There will be no difference in quantitative training 

outcomes between the subjects who preferred icons and 

those who preferred menus. 

Davies et al. (1989) suggest that the acceptance of information technology 

and its ultimate use are influenced in part by how easy to use the technology. To 

determine the long-term success of an application, factors that affect ease of use may 

be of particular interest. Given that factors such as interfaces can contribute to the 

ease of use, introducing systems with icons and menus may be one way to enhance 

this perception (Dix et al., 1998). Icons provide a means to work with the applications 

directly and some users may perceive icons as superior in terms of ease of use. 

Conversely, users who are familiar with systems may perceive menus superior in 

terms of ease of use. Hypothesis H2 states this outcome in null form. 

24 Menus are based on hierarchical structures. For example, users have to access the 'file' menu to 
reach features such as 'save', This is referred as a hierarchical feature. 
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H2: There will be no difference in subjective training 

outcomes between _the subjects who preferred icons and 

those who preferred menus. 

Training approaches 

Evidence can be drawn from previous studies in EUC that exploration training 

is more effective than instruction training in facilitating the integration of existing 

knowledge with new knowledge (Davis & Bostrom, 1993). This study compares the 

impact of exploration and instruction approaches on training outcomes. 

To facilitate the successful integration of knowledge, learners should be 

allowed to use the training materials in different ways (Olfman & Mandviwalla, 

1995). While instruction learning facilitates a step-by-step approach, exploration 

learning facilitates a trial-and-error approach. Users who are not familiar with 

specific aspects of application software would most likely prefer an instruction 

approach. However, users who possess the 'hands on' qualities would most likely 

prefer an exploration approach. 

Further, due to cognitive differences, it may not be possible to assume that 

users will understand training materials uniformly (Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1995). 

Depending upon their information processing capabilities, certain users will benefit 

from an instruction approach and certain other users will benefit from an exploration 

approach as they like to explore the functions of a given system to develop their 

understanding. 

However, it may also be difficult to accommodate every aspect of training into 

training material. Users may encounter a situation for which it may be difficult to 

provide instructions and for which they have to integrate their existing knowledge and 

knowledge acquired during training to solve some problem. Therefore, it is difficult 

to predict which training approach would benefit users with certain tasks. 

The propositions of Assimilation Theory25 (Ausubel & Robinson, 1968) 

would enable one to predict that the participants with exploration training would 

25 Assimilation theory has been discussed in Chapter 2 - Literature Review. 
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perform better in far-transfer tasks26 than those who receive instruction-based 

training. On the other hand, instruction-based training would be expected to yield 

better results in a situation where participants simply need to retain the instructions 

presented during a training session. 

In this study, users are allowed to use both sets of training materials -

instruction and exploration. Once training is completed, users nominate their 

preference to training approach. This approach is recorded as users' preferred 

training approach for the experiment and users are subsequently classified as 

instruction-based subjects and exploration-based subjects in order to differentiate 

training outcomes. These outcomes are expressed in the form of null hypotheses in H3 

and H4 to address the second research question. 

H3: There will be no difference in quantitative outcomes 

between the instruction-based subjects and the 

exploration-based subjects. 

H4: There will be no difference in subjective outcome 

between the instruction-based subjects and the 

exploration-based subjects. 

Categories of end users 

The literature claims that end users' prior knowledge has an impact on 

learning outcomes (Can·ol & Mazur, 1986; Edmonds et al., 1994). However, 

substantive evidence is not available in EUC training to justify this claim because 

very little experimental research has been done to discover whether end user training 

outcomes can be correlated with users' prior knowledge. Clearly, if training 

outcomes are affected by prior knowledge, then this should be considered when 

training end users. 

Some prior studies (Carrol & Mazur, 1986; Mayer, 1981) in EUC have 

classified users as basic, intermediate and advanced based on either knowledge or 

experience, but not both. Education studies have asserted that knowledge and 

26 The 1erm 'far transfer' is used lo indicate that users need to dig their memory lo retrieve information 
1h111 is no! readily available in short-term memory. The information stored in the long-1crm memory is 
1ransfcrred to short-lerm memory and then this information is used in processing 1asks. 
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experience are positively linked. Therefore, it is essential to consider users based on 

both knowledge and experience and this is especially true in IT applications where 

theoretical knowledge is applied to applications to complete a given task which 

constitutes one's experience with a particular application or system. In 'this study, 

users will gain some understanding of project management through training, and this 

conceptual knowledge will then be implemented while perfonning training tasks 

using Microsoft Project. While perfonning tasks, their prior knowledge and 

experience in the general field of computing or IT will facilitate them to apply those 

generic concepts in a project management environment which is relatively new to 

them. 

While it is possible to distinguish basic users from advanced users based on 

lhe type of operation performed using an application, it is difficult to classify 

intermediate users because the specification used in EUC research appears to overlap 

both basic and advanced in tenns of functions perfonned by these users (Hutchinson 

& Sawyer, 1996). Therefore, this study uses only two types of users based on both 

knowledge and prior experience. These are basic and advanced. However, due to the 

relative newness of the project management application that will be used in this study, 

it is difficult to predict whether advanced users will have any distinct advantages over 

basic users when their only knowledge and experience is gained through a limited 

training program27
• Despite the claim by Assimilation Theory that prior knowledge 

helps in integrating new concepts, the time taken to integrate and then assimilate such 

knowledge in EUC is not yet well understood and may depend upon the individual 

user qualities. II is, therefore, difficult to state whether a specific type of user would 

perform better in a situation which is radically new to him/her. To address the third 

research question, the following null form of hypothesis is generated and stated in 

Hypotheses H5 and H6. 

HS: There will be no difference in quantitative 

measurement of training outcomes between basic level 

subjects and advanced level subjects. 

27 This study considered training programs of 45 minute duration only and this is discussed later in this 
chapter. 
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H6: There will be no difference in subjective measurement 

of training outcomes between basic level subjects and 

advanced level subjects. 

Learning Style Preferences 

Some prior studies in EUC indicate that learning style preference is a 

consistent predictor of training outcomes (Bostrom et al., 1990; Sein & Bostrom, 

1989). While Sein & Bostrom (1989) have established the importance of individual 

differences, Bostrom et al. (1990) have established the importance of learning styles 

as a component of individual difference in end user training. Bostrom et al. (1990) 

mention the following in support of this construct in end user training studies: 

A very consistent pattern of findings suggests that a case can be made for the 

learning style construct as a significant factor that influences the learning of EUC 

software (p. 107). 

While learning style preference is investigated to some extent in EUC training, 

there is no conclusive evidence as to which preference leads to better performance 

(Sein et al., 1993). Further, the number of studies that have investigated learning 

styles in EUC are very limited and thus the assertions made by these studies cannot be 

considered conclusive. 

One major problem to emerge from studies that have investigated learning 

style preferences in EUC is the use of Kolb's Leaming Style Inventory (LSI) which 

has been criticised for its lack of applicability in EUC training (Ruble & Stout, 1993). 

Therefore, there is a necessity to replicate what has been done in prior studies, in 

terms of learning styles, using instruments that are appropriate and suitable to 

ascertain learning style preferences. 

Further, prior studies (Olfman & Bostrom, 1991; Simon et al., 1996) that have 

investigated learning styles have used training programs spanning a few hours. The 

applicability of their impact in short training programs lasting about 45 minutes28
, 

which is the time devoted to train users in this study, is yet to be determined. While 

EUC training studies (Bostrom et al., 1990; Davies et al., 1989; Sein & Bostrom, 

28 In this study, training is provided for 45 minutes only and this is covered in research design section. 
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1989) clearly indicate the availability of four learning styles - activist, theorist, 

pragmatists and reflectors - it can be said that the impact of these four styles on 

training outcomes is not fully conclusive. As a result, this study introduces a 1,.:,aming 

style variable in order to measure its effect on EUC training outcomes. Due to 

inconclusive evidence from previous studies, it is difficult to predict which learning 

style preference would become a predictor of training outcomes yielding better 

results. Thus, it is difficult to set the direction while stating the hypothesis. 

Therefore, to address the fourth research question, the following null form hypotheses 

were formulated. 

H7: There will be no difference in quantitative 

measurement of training outcomes due to learning style 

preferences. 

H8: There will be no difference in subjective measurement 

of training outcomes due to learning style preferences. 

Interactions between interfaces and training approaches 

The exploration training approach requires users to learn by trial and error 

with problem-solving tasks (Davis & Bostrom, 1993). This is contrasted. with the 

instructional training approach where users arc given step-by-step instructions. The 

two interfaces, graphic icons and menus respectively, provide the user with different 

information on the structure of an application. Menus demonstrate the hierarchical 

structure of an application and provide for progression and regression through layers 

of this structure. This enables errors to be more easily reversed. With menus, 

decisions need to be made on the appropriateness of one selection over another. With 

icons, on the other hand, users simply click to directly operationalise a function, so 

their understanding of the application will not be the same as with the use of menus. 

ll is possible that the trial and error tasks required by the exploration training 

approach are facilitated more by menu interfaces than by icon interfaces because they 

provide the user with a greater understanding of the hierarchical structure and allow 

for progression and regression through this hierarchy. Conversely, the instruction 

approach may be enhanced by the use of icons which simplify the step-by-step tasks 
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by eliminating the choices inherent in menu selection. The possibility of these 

interactions are addressed in the following null hypothesis: 

H9: There will be no difference between icon-based 

subjects opting exploration training and other 

interface/training subjects in terms of quantitative 

measurements of training outcomes. 

It is also possible that the qualitative measure, ease-of-use, be affected by an 

interaction between training approach and interface. Some users might find icon 

interfaces easy to use because of the absence of choices and their apparent meaning, 

whereas other users might consider menus easier to use because they can move 

backwards and forwards through the application and utilising its deep navigational 

facilities. Users' own learning style preferences may determine these perceptions. 

Moreover, menu interfaces may be considered easier to use for the trial and error 

tasks of the exploration training approach because they provide deeper understanding 

and more flexibility. Whereas icon interfaces might be considered easier to use with 

step-by-step tasks of the instruction training approach because the direct 

operationalisation of the function simplifies the procedure further for the user. The 

effect of the possible interaction between interface and training approach on the 

qualitative measure ease-of-use is expressed in the following null hypothesis: 

HlO: There will be no difference between icon-based 

subjects opting exploration training and other 

interface/training subjects in terms of subjective 

measurements of training outcomes. 

Interactions between interfaces and categories of users 

The combination of computer interfaces and categories of users may have an 

influence on training outcomes because users with prior knowledge of how to use 

interfaces may apply this knowledge to use them better in a relatively new situation 

(Carrol & Mazur, 1986; Sein et al., 1993). In this case, the prior knowledge of the 

advanced category may result in greater skill with and greater preference for menu 

interfaces. That is, advanced users may be able to obtain better training outcomes 

because of a deeper understanding of the application, or one that is provided by menu 

interfaces. Basic users, on the other hand, may perform better using icons as their 
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limited prior knowledge may not equip them with the skiJls or confidence to make 

menu selections. They may also prefer the icon interface because choices are 

eliminated. These possibilities are accommodated in the following null hypotheses: 

Hll: There will be no difference between the icon-based 

subjects having basic level of knowledge and other 

interface/level subject in terms of quantitative 

measurements of training outcomes. 

Hl2: There will be no difference between icon-based 

subjects having basic level of knowledge and other 

interface/training subjects in terms of subjective 

measurement of training outcomes. 

Interactions between training approaches and categories of users 

Outcomes may also be influenced by the interaction between training 

approaches and categories of users (Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1994). That is, the 

interaction with tasks based upon a training approach is partly determined by users' 

prior knowledge. This is because advanced users with prior knowledge may respond 

more favourably to challenging tasks using the exploration training approach as they 

are capable of manipulating novel situations based on their prior knowledge, which is 

in tum further facilitated by the exploration approach. The basic category, however, 

may respond better to the step-by-step instructions of the instruction training approach 

as it does not require the level of ability that problem-solving tasks do. In addition, 

when basic users are confronted with novel tasks, depending upon the training 

approach, they may be able to show improvement. For instance, a basic user having 

opted for an exploration approach, may be able to explore the application to complete 

a given task. The exploration approach may be considered easy by advanced group 

because this combination provides ways in which the application can be explored 

when compared to the basic users and instruction combination in novel tasks. 

However, due to lack of information in prior studies about the interaction 

between training approaches and level of knowledgi! of users, it is difficult to set the 

direction to ascertain which combination is superior. While previous studies have 

established that level of knowledge play a significant role in determining training 
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outcomes, contradictory results have been obtained in these studies (Carrol & Mazur, 

1986). This can be attributed to the non-uniform categorisation of users based on 

their knowledge. Based on the above, two hypotheses address the possibility of these 

effects in null form in H13 and Hl4. 

H13: There will be no difference between instruction

based training to participants in the basic category and 

other training/level subjects in terms of quantitative 

measurements of training outcomes. 

H14: There will be no difference between instruction

based training to participants in the basic category and 

other training/level subjects in terms of subjective 

measurement of training outcomes. 

Based on the above, the refined research framework can be redrawn to map 

the hypotheses as depicted in Figure 3.2. 
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Research Method 

Research in information systems (IS) can be broadly classified into studies 

based on positivism and interpretivism (Remenyi et al., 1998). Positivist research 

studies typically use quantitative measures and interpretivist use qualitative methods. 

In order to select a research method, Neuman (1991) suggests that it is essential to 

classify research activities into component stages to identify the research framework 

and hence the methods needed to conduct the research. Taking this into account, this 

study classified various activities into component stages such as selection of subjects, 

preparation of training materials, pilot study and experiment. 

Another dimension to research is the 'purpose' dimension. Babbie (1989) 

and Neuman (1991) argue that research can be described as exploratory, descriptive 

or explanatory depending on its purpose. Among these three, explanatory research 

attempts to answer the question of why things happen and usually employs methods 

that allow for a very high level of control such as experimentation and the use of 

scientific methods (Remenyi et al., 1998). These experiments are usually conducted in 

a laboratory and are intrinsically positive in nature (Remenyi et al., 1998). 

Experiments generally rely on observations which will be reduced 10 numbers and 

which will be structured in such a way that they can be replicated. However, this is 

an "illusory" concept because participants of an experiment are rarely available when 

the experiments are repeated. Experiment is designed to answer specific questions. 

Laboratory experiments use quantitative techniques of evidence analysis to deliver 

answers to highly structured research questions. 

The literature review indicates that EUC studies have predominantly used an 

experimental approach with hands-on tasks. For instance, studies conducted by 

Bohlen & Ferra! (1997), Davies et al. (1989), Davis & Bostrom (1993), Sein et al. 

(1993) and Olfman & Mandviwalla (1994) have used an experiment to find the causal 

relationship of variables. These experiments were conducted in laboratory settings 

where subjects used computers to perform hands-on tasks. An exception to this was 

Olfman & Mandviwaila (1994) who used a paper-and-pencil method to test subject's 

skills because his pilot subjects expressed concern about the time factor when 

completing the tasks using computers. 
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In addition to the quantitative methods, this study employs subjective 

methods. This has been done to ascertain the level of satisfaction and ease of use and 

was as expressed by users using a survey/questionnaire instrument. Previous studies 

(Davis, 1985; Davis & Bostrom, 1993) have emphasised the fact that users who are 

satisfied with a training environment will consider it easy to use. Therefore, ease of 

use would provide an impetus to users to use the application and hence enable the 

measurement of this motivational factor. This study, therefore, has evaluated user 

opinions in tenns of ease of use using a questionnaire. 

Based on the above, this study will employ an experimental approach to 

measure the objective outcomes - effectiveness and efficiency, and a survey approach 

to measure the subjective outcome - perceived ease of use. 

The outcomes efficiency, effectiveness and ease of use are dependent upon 

interfaces, training approaches and categories of users. Therefore, the training 

outcomes are referred in the study as dependent variables and interfaces, training 

approaches and categories of users are referred as independent variables. The 

variables used in this study are shown in the following table; 

Table 3.1 Table of study variables 

V!!ri!!bl!i5 Qn~rmi2D11I Mr.1!5U[!. 

Depcndenl Variable .. 

Effectiveness Fune lion of (total strokes, icon access, menu access, 
dialogue box intercation, errors, backtracks) 

Efficiency Function of (time, correct strokes) 

Ease of use Questionnaire using a Likert Scale (Disagree to Agree) 
Instrument based on Davies et al. (1989) 

End User Satisfaction Questionnaire using a Likert Scale (Disagree to Agree) 
Instrument based on Jgbaria ( 1990) 

Independent Variables 

Interface type (user preference, selected Icon (coded "I") 
by users after tr.iining prior to Menu (coded "2") 
experiment) 

29 page 118 provides more details 
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End user category (knowledge & Basic(coded "1") 
Experience detennined by two Advanced (coded "2") 
questionnaires) Instrument based on Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) and Doll & 

Xia (1996) for knowledge and Alloway & Quillard (1983) 
and fabaria (1990) for exoerience 

Leaniing style preference (detennined Activist (coded "l ") 
by a questionnaire, coded using a Reflector (coded "2") 
Visual Basic Program) Theorists (coded "3") 

Pragmatists (coded "4") 
Instrument based on Honey & Mumford (1992) 

Training type (user preference, selected Instruction (coded "I") 
by users after training prior to Exploration (coded "2") 
experiment) 

It should be noted that both laboratory experiments and survey methods have 

advantages and disadvantages. Experiments provide a basis for isolating causal 

factors and control conditions in order to control one or more variables for hypothesis 

testing. Laboratory experiments rely on highly structured research questions. A 

requirement with experiments is the rigor needed to execute the experiment schedule 

and the associated controls. Further, while the survey method is easy to execute 

(when compared to an experiment), sampling is a critical issue (Zikmund, 1994). If 

samples are not selected properly, bias will be introduced in responses. Further, 

'respondent error' will be introduced if the responses are not truthful (Remenyi et al., 

1998). Based on the above points, in this study, every action has been taken to 

validate the survey instruments in terms of their suitability, appropriateness and 

usefulness. The :idverse influences of these approaches are discussed in the 

Limitations Chapter. 

Development of Instruments 

The development of instruments in this study consisted of a number of phases. 

Initially the study identified suitable instruments such as questionnaires and survey 

forms from previous studies. Once these were identified, the suitability of these 

instruments was assessed. For example, to assess the prior knowledge of subjects, 

Questionnaire 1 was derived from suggestion given in a previous study (Bohlen & 

Ferrat, 1997). However, when the questionnaire was assessed for suitability, it was 

found that certain questions were not appropriate to this study and these questions 

were eliminated. Additional questions on project management were also added to 
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accurately detennine the level of knowledge in this questionnaire. Once these were 

incorporated, the instruments were sent for peer review. Experts in questionnaire 

design and others who have experience in EUC training conducted peer review of 

instruments used in this study. Upon satisfactory peer review, ethical clearance was 

obtained. Then a pilot study was conducted to assess the validity of these 

instruments, their applicability and the time needed to complete them etc. Finally, 

experiment was scheduled. These procedures were introduced to ensure that there is 

no subjective bias in the study and the experiment could be executed as per a 

predefined plan. This is explained in the following paragraphs. 

To conduct the study, five questionnaires and a set of training materials were 

developed. The first two questionnaires were used to classify users, the third 

questionnaire to ascertain learning style preferences and the remaining two 

questionnaires to measure satisfaction and ease of use respectively, after training. 

Other tmining outcomes, effectiveness and efficiency, were measureO: using online log 

of subjects' work, which is discussed under the section 'Pilot Study' in this chapter. 

The following sections detail the development of these instruments. 

J, Preparatio11 of question,iaires 

Que.stio1111aire l - Familiarity of Computer Terms 

This questionnaire obtained infonnation from the subjects about their 

familiarity with computing tenns. Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) claim that familiarity with 

computing tenns is one indication of knowledge and they used a questionnaire to 

ascertain this. This study used Bohlen & Ferrat 's (1997) suggestions as a basis for 

the first questionnaire. The questionnaire items were derived from Doll & Xia 

(1996). The original questionnaire items (12 items) tested subjects computing 

knowledge in a specific application such as spreadsheets. The original questionnaire 

items tested subjects' knowledge in the application such as merging cells. Further, 

the original questionnaire was statistically validated prior to the averaging process30
• 

In this study, the original questionnaire items were reviewed and then modified to 

reflect the nature of this study. For instance, to reflect the total training environment, 

items on Windows operating systems and Project Management were introduced in the 

modified questionnaire. This has resulted in the original questions being modified to 

30 Opinions expressed by subjects were averaged for the purpose of data analysis, Statistical validity is 
discussed later in pages starting from 124. 
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include 14 questions in order to detennine participant's familiarity and exposure to 

these particular concepts. The first questionnaire consisted of 14 questions and the 

subjects filled in a Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 (know nothing) to 5 (know a lot). 

The modified questionnaire items were distributed among peers and students (who did 

not participate in the experiment) to assess the validity and appropriateness of the 

questions. According to Amoli & Farhoomand (1996), the process of adding 

additional items to an existing instrument and then validating the same for 

appropriateness and relevance is an accepted process. This study has followed such a 

process. 

The first questionnaire tested the familiarity of computer tenns by users to 

identify their familiarity with computer software and hardware related tenns31
• The 

questions focused on three specific areas of familiarity: Operating systems and 

operations, application software, and generic operations. The questions were chosen 

after appropriate peer-review32 to ensure that questions in fact measure users' 

familiarity of computing terms. Subjects who are not familiar with certain terms such 

as Windows 95 and Internet Browsers were considered to be computer illiterate and 

eliminated from the study. The Questionnaire is included as Appendix 2. 

Questionnaire 2 - End User Computing Sophistication 

This questionnaire was based on Simon et al. (1996) who argued that, in order 

to detennine the experience level of end users, it is important to extract their level of 

computing sophistication in addition to their knowledge. Prior studies in EUC have 

detennined level of computin~ sophistication from application usage, operational 

usage, intensity of use and their purposes of use. To extract the level of usage 

sophistication, this study considered four major criteria: (i) type of application usage, 

(ii) mode of operation, (iii) intensity of usage and (iv) usage purposes. A new 

questionnaire was developed based on one by Alloway & Quillard (1983) for the first 

three criteria and on lgbaria (1990) for the last criterion. The questionnaire used 

different scales to ascertain user knowledge. The first criteria, type of application, 

used a percentage scale to detennine percentages of activities performed by users. 

31 The items on the questionnaire were averaged for data analysis purposes. 

32 The peer review process is further explained in page 102. 
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The second criteria, mode of operation, used an optional box where users placed a ·~· 

or a 'X' to indicate their options. The third criteria, intensity of use, used a scale 

similar to that of mode of operation. The fourth criteria, usage purposes, used a 

Likert-type scale ranging from I (No extent) to 5 (Large extent). 

For the data entry purposes, The questionnaire items were assigned with 

numerical values ranging from Oto 5 for the usage frequency items. The usage 

purpose questionnaire items were based on a 5-point Likert scale from 'No extent' to 

'Large extent'. These items were averaged to arrive at a single value. As mentioned 

earlier, any value over 3.5 is considered as advanced level. 

According to Guimaraes & Igbaria (1996), previous studies in EUC have 

measured system utilisation based on actual daily use of the system and application 

areas. Studies in EUC have measured daily usage of the system by asking users to 

indicate the amount of time spent on the system per day (Lee, 1986). This study also 

follows similar approaches. Further, the questionnaire was peer-reviewed by students 

and colleagues in a tertiary setting for relevance and appropriateness. 

In the context of this study, one might question the appropriateness of using 

this instrument on both basic and advanced level users because basic level users may 

not have the necessary computing exposure, especially in an industry or work setting. 

The subjects in this study comprise of both CC'mmencing students and mature age 

students enrolled in a computing award. While certain subjects might be experienced 

in computing, their usage level needs to be ascertained because this is al so a key 

element (in addition to knowledge) in determining their category such as basic or 

advanced. This is because one of the proposition in the thesis is that both knowledge 

and experience of end users help to attain better training outcomes. The first 

component of the questionnaire determines the level of sophistication and the 

subsequent components determine the level of usage to determine total experience. 

While commencing students in tertiary institutions might be limited by constraints, 

mature-age students (who were also employed in local industries) would be able to 

fill-in many components of the questionnaire. 

Further, the questionnaire was peer-reviewed for its appropriateness and 

suitability by experienced staff in the academic sector and the statistical significance 

of the pilot-test established the content-validity of the questionnaire. This has 
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provided the legitimacy to the use of the questionnaire in this study. The 

questionnaire is included as Appendix 3. 

Q11estio1111aire 3 • The Leaming Style Q11estio1111aire 

This study used the Learning Style Questionnaire developed by Honey & 

Mumford (1986) to extract four learning style preferences. The questionnaire 

consisted of 80 statements and users either agreed to a statement in the questionnaire 

by placing a tick or disagreed by placing a cross. There was no right or wrong answer 

and responses to the statements indicated the preferred learning style. This 

questionnaire is included as Appendix. 4. 

Questionnaire 4 • End User Satisfactio11 

The 'End User Satisfaction' questionnaire was adapted from Igbaria (1990) 

and consisted of 12 questions based on a Likert type scale, ranging from 1 (Strongly 

disagree) to 5 {Strongly agree). The questions addressed the training environment, 

information presented in the training materials and the accuracy of the information. 

The questionnaire was modified by changing terms in the original questionnaire to 

reflect this particular study33
• Questionnaire 4 is included as Appendix. 5. 

Q11es1iomwire 5 • Ease of Use 

The questionnaire to measure ease of use was adapted from Davies et al. 

(1989). The original questionnaire which consisted of only 4 questions, was 

expanded to include 28 questions over five sections: (i) learning to use computers (5 

questions), (ii) becoming skilful in using computers (5 questions}, (iii) getting work 

out of computers (5 questions), (iv) operating computers (5 questions) and (v) using 

training mate1ials (8 questions). The expansion includes new questions to capture 

information about the overall training environment in addition to specific issues of 

project management. The questions aimed to capture the perceived ease of use of the 

operating system, the project management software application and the training 

material. Users responded to the statements using a Likert type scale ranging from 1 

(disagree) to 5 (agree). The questionnaire items were averaged for data analysis. 

This questionnaire measured the perceived ease of using a system based on the 

training provided. A number of studies have used this measure to assess the attitudes 

13 This ques1ionnaire was discarded later as the details measured only the training environment and not 
the variables of the- study. 
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such as ease of use (Bohlen & Ferrat, 1997; Davis, 1985; Davis & Bostrom, 1993; 

Guimaraes & Igbaria, 1996). The purpose of using the questionnaire in this study 

was to determine the 'degree lo which a person believes that using a particular system 

would be free of elfort (p.71)' (Davis & Bostrom, 1993). While the first four 

components - learning to use computers, becoming skilful at using computers, getting 

work out of computers and operating ch computers - resulted from the suggestions 

provided by Davis & Bostrom (1993), the fifth item- using the training materials -

was a direct result from the suggestions provided by Guimaraes & lgbaria (1996), 

who stated that the case of use experienced in using a compmer system based on 

compuler !ruining provided would influence users' subsequent bchi.lviour towards it. 

The specific reason for measuring the perceived case of use in this study was to 

determine the extent of the relationships between case of use, inlerfuce and training 

combinations in the given training environmenr1
~. ;\sin previous questionnaires, the 

i1ems were peer-reviewed for relevance and upp1 ·mrii•' <'i:•,;s, The questionnaire is 

included as Appendix 6. 

Once the questionnaires were prepared. they were sen! for peer rcview35• Two 

independent researchers reviewed the questionnaire to ensure the ,·alidity arid 

appropriateness of the question items. The purpose of this peer review was to 

eliminate any bias introduced by the rescurcher. Further, guidelines in instructional 

design (Dick & Carey, 1990; Edmonds ct al., 1994) suggest that ii is important to 

establish appropriateness of inslruments that measure outcomes using summative or 

formative evalualion methods prior to the commencement of preparation of training 

materials. In this study, questionnaire 4 (satisfaction) and questionnaire 5 (ease of 

use) subjectively evaluate the training outcomes and hence peer review process was 

employed to establish their appropriateness. 

J.1 It needs to be remembered that Questionnaire 5 was applied after the training had been completed 
and after the subjcc1s undenook tasks ("hands on tasks") in using the Project Management software 
application for which they had been trained. The first 4 sets of questionnaire items measure the 
"training environment" itself (eg. use of computers, getting work out of computers including interface 
usage). The 5111 set of items measure the case of use of the training materials itself. All 5 sets of items 
were used to reflect the "case of use" factor impacting the end user training in the given setting. 

n This is only a peer review on the questionnaires. Pilot sludy is discussed later under the section 
·rilot Study' in this chapter. 
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As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the peer review was conducted by 

two independent researchers36 who commented on the appropriateness, suitability and 

applicability of questionnaires to the study. The reviewers questioned the use of 

er.Clain terms such as 'It was easy 10 learn the mouse operations' because they felt that 

question is very open and did no1 reflect the current context. The reviewers suggested 

that the questions in Questionnaire 5 be modified into 'I find it easy to learn the 

mouse operations' to rcflccl the current context. These comments were taken into 

account and the training materials were modified to address the concern. Further, 

certain scales were initially from 'low' to 'high' and these scales were modified to 

'Disugrce' to 'Agree' to reflect the comments provided by the peer reviewers. 

2. Preparatio11 of lrailli11g maJerials 

Construction of training material in this study consisted of two phases. The 

first phase examined generic issues such as tasks, their complexity and their level of 

appropriateness. The second phase consisted of articulating these tasks to instruction 

or exploration approaches. 

Examples of Project Management were developed using the suggestions 

provided by Campbell (1991), Mayer (1981) and Wood et al. (1990) and were 

presented in the form of tutorials as suggested by Carrol & Rosson (1995) and Olfman 

& Mandviwalla (1995). The concepts of the Microsoft Project application were 

explained in both sets and elaborated as and when necessary. Further, both materials 

set consists of information on how to recover when things go wrong for both training 

approaches. 

Examples in both the instruction materials and exploration materials consisted 

of tasks which were made up of sequences of operations. Guidelines given by Wood 

ct al. (1990) and Campbell (1991) were used in preparing tasks for the training 

materials. Examples on Project Management such as how to create a project schedule 

were delivered using sequences of training instructions to conduct operations and cues 

were provided to help learning. For example, users were alerted to the change in the 

1ask bar of the Microsoft Project Screen when certain changes were takiri'g place. 

Further, various screen dumps showing graphical representations of Microsoft Project 

}6 These two independent researchers have considerable experience in End User Computing. One has 
over 20 years of tertiary teaching experience in Computing and the r.>ther has over 15 years of teaching 
experience in teaching end users. Both have published a number of refereed papers in the area of EUC. 
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for a task were provided to help participants understand the effect of icons or menus 

and enabled them to learn either or both of the interface types. Both training materials 

set consisted of commands that could be activated using either interface. Due to the 

complexity of the commands and their sequences, both the training materials set also 

provided graphic representations of the actions and responses, where possible. 

Further, care was exercised to avoid any ambiguity in the use of terms by 

consulting staff at Edith Cowan University who had 'education' background and 

'Project Management' teaching experience. Irrelevant information was checked by 

these 'so called experts' for and subsequently removed from the training materials. In 

both material sets, tasks were broken down into simple sequences of training 

instructions. The combination of these tasks Jed to complex tasks. This approach was 

taken to enable subjects to understand the mechanics of executing tasks and then to 

build upon their knowledge to carry out complex tasks. 

It is important that the preparation of training materials should address any 

bias that can be introduced in the construction of tasks, task complexity and 

evaluation. While the instructional design domain provides guidelines on how to 

prepare tasks, there is no instrument available to measure task complexity. Wood 

(1986) has suggested that task complexity is one element that influences training 

outcomes. Mayer (1981) also has studied this in EUC studies and has warned 

researchers to consider task complexity prior to the commencement of experiments. 

Dick (1990), Kirkpatrick (1983) and Edmonds et al. (1994) have given guidelines for 

evaluation of tasks to ascertain their appropriateness to studies. These have been 

t3ken into account in this study in the preparation of tasks in the training materials. 

Each task included the five characteristics mentioned in the task complexity 

model developed by (Wood et al., 1990): number, irrelevance, ambiguity, conflict, 

and change. Number refers to the total amount of information (e.g., cues) given to 

the subjects in the content component of the task. This (number) was verified for 

adequacy. In the context of the situation, an increase in number might mean a 

decrease in the time available to make decisions because subjects' need to process the 

instruction before taking decisions. In this study, the balance between number and 

time was verified by testing the training materials within a specified time with basic 

users (who were not involved in the experiment) during preparation. 
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Irrelevance is information in the content of the task which is not pertinent to 

the decision making. Irrelevance also refers to factors in the context of the task which 

divert attention away from the task at hand. Training materials were checked to 

ensure that this was avoided. Ambiguity is a lack of clarity, obscurity, unreliable 

evidence, incomplete information, vagueness or the possibility of assigning multiple 

interpretations or meanings to data. Training materials were again checked by the 

'education experts' to remove ambiguity. Where it was not possible to remove the 

ambiguity in certain technical terms, additional information was provided as 

clarification. 

Conflict is the mutual interference of opposing forces or information. 

Training materials were checked to see whether there was any conflict in the 

information provided. For instance, during the initial versions of the training 

mate1ials, the screen shots referred to a staff computer where the settings were 

different and this resulted in a conflict in the information provided and the 

information available on subjects' computers. By using an identical setting to that of 

the subjects' computers, the conflict was avoided. 

Change is a difference, fluctuation or variation in form, quality or state. Due 

to the various settings in the computer laboratories, there were minor variations in the 

way in which students saw the hardware settings. This was resolved by removing any 

dependencies on the hardware materials (such as printers). Once the training 

materials were ready37
, they were given to three sets of people for preliminary testing 

purposes. The first group consisted of 3 Computer Science lecturers who had project 

management knowledge and they tested the materials for appropriateness, relevance 

etc. The second consisted of 6 postgraduate students for time and operational 

sequences. The third set consisted of pilot group, which is discussed later. 

InstructigoMbased material 
The training material set developed for this study included two training 

approaches, instruction based training and exploration based training. Both sets of 

materials contained examples different from the tasks used in the experiment. 

37 Both sets of training materiaJs were in print and only the print form was given to participants. The 
print fonn included screen dumps to highlight the context. 
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The instruction training material consisted of step-by-step instructions in order 

to explain the functional elements of Microsoft Project. This material defined and 

controlled almost all aspects of learning, including specific items to be learned, the 

sequence of items and the manner in which the instructions were presented. 

Information was provided for the learner to read and work through step by step, 

therefore, this material was complete in the sense that learners did not need to look for 

information outside this material. The focus of this material was on specific features 

of the application and instructions to assist users to perform simple and complex 

operations. Learners were not allowed to create their own examples while using this 

material and were provided with little opportunity to digress from the given material. 

This material encouraged learners to discover general rules by working through 

specific examples. 

Exoloralion-based material 
The second set of training materials, the exploration materials, provided 

instructions only for a general framework. The focus of this material was on broad 

outcomes. This material did not use specific examples and users were allowed to 

create their own examples to understand the application. This material was left 

incomplete, i.e. not all aspects of the general framework were given, and learners 

were encouraged to explore the application in order to comprehend its functions. 

With these materials learners were encouraged to reason from general rules to specific 

examples. Therefore, these materials transferred much of the control of learning 

process to the learner. 

While the instruction approach provided information cues to match step-by

step instructions, the txploration approaches provided information cues as and when 

necessary. Certain information cues were deliberately left out in the exploration 

materials to facilitate exploration. To assist users in remembering icon and menu 

actions, screen shots of icon and menu information of the application were also 

provided. 

A sample screen dump38 used in the training materials and associated 

instructions are given below to illustrate its purpose. It can be seen from the screen 

38 It was mentioned during the training that subjects are allowed to use both types of interfaces and they 
will be asked to nominate their preference (based on the experience gained) at the end of the training. 
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dump that the training materials consist of both step-by-step instruction and screen

shots of MS-Project. The purpose was to facilitate both instruction and exploration 

approach to subjects and then allow them to choose their preferred approach. While it 

is possible to argue that training materials consist of both types of interfaces and 

hence there is possibility that subjects would learn both types of interfaces, in this 

study, subjects were asked to nominate their preferred choice of interfaces and 

training approaches to suit their learning style. This is referred in some sections as 

"the preferred .. " in the thesis later. The choice of selection of interface and training 

approach was made prior to the experiment (not during training) and the experiment 

was controlled at that point. This is done to avoid criticism found in previous studies 

that subjects were forced to use certain types of interfaces or training approaches and 

this forced nature could have impacted training outcomes. 

This nominated interface was recorded into the database and was subsequently used in the experiment 
(hands on tasks). 
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Viewing GANTT Chart 

1. Go to View menu 

2. Ensure the Gantt Chart tab is checked 

3. Click on Print Preview icon 

4. When the schedule is big, the print preview 
would span more than one page. MS Project 
provides provisions to contain the GANTI view into one page. To do this: 

1. Go to File menu 

2. Go to Page Setup 
option 

3. Select the Page tab 

4. Ensure Fit to tab is 
checked with 1 page 
wide by I page tall 

5. Click OK 

6. Click on Print 
Preview icon 

7. Once viewed, CLOSE Print Preview 

Care was exercised in constructing operational sequences that are as similar as 

possible for both training approaches. In addition, with a training approach, users 

were provided with sequences of operations that can be perfonned using both icons 

and menus. Screen dumps in graphic forms have been provided in order to enhance 

learning. Following is a list of topics that were covered in both the training materials: 

1. What is project Management? 

This topic introduced subjects to some basic concepts of project management. 

The topic covered aspects of project management, the need for it to be used in 

industries etc. 

2. What are the advantages of using project management software? 

This topic introduced the concept of project management software and why 

such a software should be used as opposed to some other applications. 

3. What are the project management scheduling techniques? 

This topic elaborated on the scheduling techniques used in a project 

management environment and their importance in that environment. 
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4. How to enter data in MS Project? 

This topic covered specific aspects of Microsoft Project for the purpose of 

entering data. Aspects of entering data are covered using step-by-step 

procedures as well as pictures showing how the computer screen will look at 

various instances of data entry. 

5. Opening, saving and closing files 

This topic covered aspects of file management in Microsoft Project. Shortcut 

keys, menu commands and details pertaining to file management are covered 

in this topic. 

6. How to create a new project? 

This topic covered points relating to how to create a new project. This 

involves how to enter schedule events in Microsoft Project, how to enter time 

and resources, how to govern milestones etc. 

7. How to view a GANTI Chart? 

This topic provided instructions using Microsoft Project on how to view a 

GANIT Chart in order to see how the project is developing. Various views of 

GANTf chart are discussed in this topic. 

8. Exercise on creating a simple task schedule 

This topic covered simple exercises for the subjects to reinforce the concepts 

covered in the previous topics. 

3. Peer review of training materials 

To avoid the criticism encountered in previous studies on the arbitrary nature 

of training material development, this study employed a rigorous peer review process. 

Two colleagues at Edith Cowan University reviewed the materials based on the five 

characteristics of tasks- number, irtelavance, ambiguity, conflict and change. In 

addition, six students, who were not involved with the experiment, tested the training 

materials and instruments for accuracy, appropriateness, relevance and readability. 

For example, the tenn "link" has a special meaning in project management compared 

to the tenn '"linking" in other computing environments. This type of ambiguity was 

identified and explained during training. 
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The colleagues who reviewed the training materials made a number of 

comments. Some of which are given below: 

• Many of the worksheets and answer sheets could be improved with some 

minor formatting changes as shown on the following pages. 

• Examples of GANTT charts were needed. 

• Screen dumps were needed for certain actions. 

These comments were subsequently incorporated into the training materials. 

The final version of the training materials is included as Appendix 7. 

4. Ethical Clearance 

According to Edith Cowan University guidelines, students and staff engaged 

in research work should obtain ethical clearance before commencement of any 

experiment. In this study, students were used as surrogates and hence 'openness' of 

the infonnation provided was crucial. Subjects were exactly told what is going to 

happen in the study and were made aware that the participation is voluntary. The 

participants were also informed that the infonnation provided for the purpose of the 

study will be kept confidential and has no bearing on their education. In addition, the 

survey forms, training materials and other associated materials such as covering 

letters given to subjects, introductory letters given to subjects (explaining the purpose 

of research) were all 'quality assured' in order to remove any unintended bias 

introduced. The procedures were documented and accepted by a committee at Edith 

Cowan University as acceptable practices. 

5. Pilot study 

The next step in the process involved conducting a pilot study to assess the 

suitability of the material for the experiment. In order to facilitate the pilot test, 15 

subjects were chosen who were not involved in the experiment. They were drawn 

from a population with comparable characteristics. The pilot study was organised 

into three sessions. The first session included a briefing session and completion of the 

first three questionnaires to ascertain level of knowledge, experience and learning 

style preferences. The second session was training. The third session involved 

hands-on tasks (the experiment) and filling in the last two questionnaires. 
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During the second session of this pilot study, the training session, the following 
problems were noted: 

• Questionnaire 1 and 2 contained typographical errors. 

• Questionnaire 3 was difficult to read due to the background colour put on 

alternate questions. 

• The training materials contained of references that were not set as standard 

options in the laboratories. This created confusion. 

• The operating system settings were different from that of the machine with 

which the training materials were prepared. Therefore, certain steps were not 

executed as per the instructions in the training materials. 

• The application software version was different from that in the laboratories 

and resulted in certain operations of the training materials not being used. 

• Students were not able to remember the steps they executed during training 

while performing hands-on tasks. 

The training materials and survey forms were modified and tested again by the 

same six students. These students then confirmed that the problems reported earlier 

had been addressed and eliminated in the refined training materials. The training 

materials included as Appendix 7 is the final versions. The modified materials were 

again sent to the ECU Ethical Clearance Committee for approval. 

One of the problems that emerged during the pilot study was filling in the 

responses to the hands-on tasks of the experimental phase such as time taken, correct 

strokes, etc. The pilot subjects had difficulty in filling in the answer sheet used to 

record their responses because they were not able to remember their responses 

afterwards. They recommended that an automated tool be used to record the actions. 

This resulted in the installation of a software application called the Lotus 

Screen CAM. 

Due to the decision to install screen cameras to capture activities conducted 

during the experiment, various models were examined. The two products that met the 

specifications were Lotus ScreenCam and Microsoft's Camcorder. It was initially 

decided that Microsoft Camcorder would be installed in the laboratories because this 

was covered under Microsoft site licenses. However, due to different versions of 
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processors, the Camcorder did not run on all the computers. This then prompted the 

installation of Lotus ScreenCam which ran successfully on different processors. 

Lotus agreed to an installation of ScreenCam on the University laboratories for two 

sessions per software purchase. Lotus also insisted that students should NOT copy the 

software. 

The pilot subjects were then distributed with a response sheet to record their 

operations by replaying the ScreenCAM or Camcorder files. This required the pilot 

subjects to fill in number of keystrokes, the number of accesses to menu items, the 

number of accesses to icons, the number of errors committed, the number of 

backtracks perfonned and the overaII time taken to complete the exercise. However, 

when the initial batch of subjects replayed the data recorded, it took over two hours to 

transpose the responses of 45 minutes work. As the data capture session went beyond 

the stipulated time of maximum two hours, it was decided that the files wilI be saved 

and the data such as keystrokes will be captured externally later. 

Experimental procedure 

In order to test the research hypotheses, an experiment was designed for a 

laboratory setting. The following sections explain the experimental procedure. 

1. Briefings to subjects 

Once the training materials and survey fonns were finalised, students were 

approached to participate in the study. Initialiy, 65 volunteers were chosen to fill in 

the first three questionnaires to validate them. The results of the validity of the 

questionnaires are discussed in the Data Analysis chapter. Other subjects who 

expressed an interest to participate in the study were allocated to various sessions of 

the experiment in order to minimise any disruption to their regular tertiary studies. 

They were asked to assemble at various computing laboratories in order to start the 

experiment. 

2. Questionnaires 1 and 2 

About 200 students (stratified samples, including the 65 mentioned above) 

filled in questionnaires 1 and 2. Students who had experience with project 

management applications were again reminded not to participate in the study to avoid 
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any bias. T rie st11dents, under the supervision of their respective lecturers, filled in the 

first two questionnaires. Students were allocated a token number to ensure 

anonymity. 

3. Screening of Subjects 

The first two questionnaires were used to determine the suitability of subjects 

for this study. The students ranged from 19 years to 55 years of age, belonged to both 

genders and possessed a variety of skills in applications software. 

In addition to subjects who were familiar with Microsoft Project, twelve 

students who indicated later that they were familiar with the concepts of Project 

Management were also eliminated from the study. Subjects who had indicated that 

they knew a lot about questions 6 and 14 (questions on project management) of 

Questionnaire 1 were also eliminated from participation. 

Details of the remaining 183 students were entered into a database with their 

token number and their family name, given name, the university instructor or 

lecturer's name for maintenance and follow-up purposes. For confidentiality reasons, 

details such as course, student identification number and other course details were not 

recorded into the database. 

The grouping of subjects into the two user categories was decided in an 

arbitrary manner. Any subject who scored an average of 3.5 and over, out of 5, would 

be considered an advanced user. The average was calculated for the two 

questionnaires I and 2. To be an advanced subject, an average of 3.5 and over in each 

questionnaire was required. 

4. Questionnaire 3 

A week later, subjects were given the third questionnaire. Subjects were 

instructed to answer either with a tick (implying "agreement" to the statL1ment in the 

questionnaire) or a cross (implying "disagreement"). Subjects were asked not to leave 

any responses blank. 

As expected, this questionnaire required about 30 minutes to complete. Six 

subjects expressed their inability to participate in the survey at this point of time due 

to other work or academic commitments bringing the total subjects number down to 
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176. Once the data was collected, an algorithm39 given by Honey & Mumford (1992) 

was used to categorise subjects into their preferred learning style. The following 

table40 provides the distribution of subjects in terms of their level of knowledge and 

learning style preferences, 

Table 3.1 Frequency distribution of level and learning style preferences 

Learning rota! 
~tyle 

Activist :leflector fheorist r>ragmatist 

level Basic 22 I s3 17 83 

A.dvance 16 7 16 17 '6 

rota! ,8 8 9 4 159 
.. Note: The table 1s extracted from the s/at1st1cal analysis of data and mcludes mcomplete s11bjects and 

outliers. Hence 159 i11 total co/u1m1 instead of 176 as me11tio11ed. 

4. lnstallatioll of software applicatio11s 

As mentioned previously Lotus granted permission for the installation of their 

software application ScreenCam for two sessions per purchase of a licence. So, it was 

decided that the ScreenCam would run in conjunction with Microsoft Project, in a 

Windows 95 environment, under the Novel network. In one campus, it was not 

possible to use any other laboratories due to heavy bookings. Therefore, it was 

decided that Microsoft Camcorder, which was comparable, would be used for the 

purpose of data recording. Because this campus was a regional campus, about 200 

km from the main campus, it was agreed to conduct the experiment on a different 

schedule from th.it of the metropolitan campuses. 

For the installation of software application Microsoft Project, a special disk 

volume was created to enable collection of data confidentially. Only two staff 

members had read access to this disk volume. Students were allocated a special 

39 The algorithm wa.~ written in Visual Basic and enclosed as Appendix 9. 

40 The table accounts for only 159 students because certain students did not save their files properly and 
the data for these students were not included in the final data analysis. This is explained in a later 
section. 
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password that allowed only write access to this disk volume. This access was to 

enable students to save their work during the handsMon tasks of the experimental 

phase. This arrangement facilitated the data collection in a short time. 

5. Training 

Once the necessary software applications were installed and tested, training 

was provided. As planned, the training was provided a week later. A training session 

of 45 minutes was initially allocated. Students were allocated to any of the 10 

sessions of training provided. The training commenced on 26 April 1999 and 

concluded on 2 May 1999. Due to various academic work pressures, a fow -~tt1dents 

did not attend the training. 

A total of 176 subjects attended the training and they were briefed about the 

two training approaches. During training, subjects were asked to work on both sets 

of training materials. They were allowed a total of 45 minutes per set. This time 

excluded any housekeeping such as logging into the network. Subjects were allowed 

to ask questions and they were provided with answers. In addition to this, once the 

training was completed, subjects were asked to nominate their choice of interface -

icon or menu, and training approach - instruction or exploration. Subjects were 

instructed that once they nominate their preference for interfaces and training 

approach, they must use only the nominated approach. The subjects were also 

infonned of the procedures of recording their actions to highlight the importance of 

using only the nominated types of interfaces and training approaches. Subjects were 

also informed of the marking key used to extract effectiveness factors and that using a 

wrong interface type may be considered as a wrong action. The nominated preference 

of interface type and training approach was recorded into their database. Once the 

training was completed, subjects were asked to return the sets of training materials to 

the instructor. Subjects were not given access to training resources after their 

respective training sessions. 

At the end of the training session, subjects were categorized based on their 

level of knowledge and subjects had nominated their interface choice and training 

approach choice. The following figure (Figure 3.3) provides the distribution of 

subjects to each group: 
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Basic 26 .,;;nhif'.r.t.o; 

Instruction 

Advanced Ii s11hit"er.ls 

Icon 

Basic n .,;;uhif'.r.l.,;; 

Exploration 

Advanced 27 s11hir.r.1~l 

Basic 11 suhif'.r.t.,;; 

Instruction 

Advanced 17 suhif'rls 

Menu 

Basic 11 snhit"er.ls 

Exploration 

Advanced 17 suhir.r.ls 

Figure 3.3 Groupings 
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6. lla,rds~on tasks testing 

Once the training component was completed, Lotus ScreenCam was installed 

in all the laboratories where training had been provided. Ten subjects participated in 

the first hands-on task testing. Subjects were given an introduction to the overall 

operations, how to save the data and where to save the data. They were also told 

about their password and the disk volume where the data could be stored. They were 

told how to use the Lotus ScreenCam software and the operations of this application. 

This study used a time frame of 45 minutes for the hands-on experiment 

component because previous studies in EUC training have employed a duration of 

about 45 minutes for the purpose of training (Blili et al., 1998; Bohlen & Ferrat, 

1997; Davis & Bostrom, 1993; Sein & Bostrom, 1989). In addition, this time period 

also coincided with the laboratory bookings and release to other lecturers at Edith 

Cowan University. Once the tasks were completed, subjects were asked to store their 

file at a specified disk volume. As indicated in an earlier section, in order to avoid the 

time consumed in capturing the data, it was decided that subjects would just save the 

Lotus ScreenCam version of the data and the replay would be perlonned at a later 

point. A total of twelve sessions were planned to accommodate the subjects at 

metropolitan campuses. A total of 159 subjects completed the hands-on tasks 

exercises. The data were also backed onto six high volume diskettes in compressed 

form for data entry and subsequent analysis. 

7. Measurement of training outcomes 

Outcomes in this study were assessed using three measures - efficiency, 

effectiveness and case of use. Subjects involved in the study were provided with 

hands-on exercises consisting of twelve tasks, where tasks need to be completed in a 

sequence. Completion of each task involved individual steps. A step is defined as an 

infonnation entry or an action taken in the application. In this study, Subjects who 

nominated icon interlaces to accomplish tasks were instructed to use only icons in 

accomplishing the tasks. Use of menus to accomplish tasks is considered a wrong 

step. 

The first measurement was the effectiveness. This measure was dependent 

upon score. As participants completed each step in the given task, it was recorded 

using the Lotus screen camera. While completing a given task, a participant would 
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enter data in a cell, or interact with an icon, menu item or backtrack to a previous step 

or commit an error. Therefore, the measure effectiveness was calculated in terms of 

every action performed by participants. 

To obtain meaningful measures, a unit score of one was allocated to each key 

action in conducting a task. A key action included entering data in a cell. Other 

actions included an icon activation, menu access or interaction with a dialogue box. 

Unit weights were allocated to cell data entry, as the information~processing load is 

crucial at this step. Users need to understand what needs to be entered, how to enter 

the data, what formats needed to be chosen and so on. This study allocated half the 

unit scores to every step peiformed using icons or menus or dialogue boxes as these 

inteifaces convey the same meaning for the users and the information load is 

straightforward. Errors and backtracks were allocated a negative unit weight in order 

to determine the accuracy of steps involved in completing a given task. The outcome 

effectiveness was computed from a combination of these actions. In this study 

subjects were already exposed to a different software environment such as Microsoft 

Word and Excel and hence the information processing abilities were treated equal for 

every activity undertaken by the users. 

Based on these allocations, it was possible to define the factors effectiveness. 

Effectiveness was defined in terms of the "score" gained by the number of steps used 

to conduct a task; number of errors committed and the number of backtracks 

performed in completing a step. To be effective, users would use steps with 

precision. In other words, to be effective, users would use the correct keystrokes in 

the correct sequence in order to arrive at completion of a task. The effectiveness was 

verbalised as: 

Effectiveness;:: function (total strokes, icon access, menu access, dialogue box 

interaction, errors, backtracks) 

This is shown mathematically shown as 

Effective11ess =f(TS, IA, MA, BTRK, ERR) 

This effectiveness formula resulted in the correct strokes, where c01Tect 

strokes = TS + 0.5 IA + 0.5 MA - BTRK - ERR. 
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For efficiency, time is measured. In this study, to measure time a computer 

clock was used. Participants were asked to store their work in a specific location on a 

computer network and the time of completion is recorded from the file details. The 

starting time was recorded manually. For calculation purposes, the raw time in 

minutes was converted to a unit, where an hour was interpreted as 100 portions. 

Efficiency was measured in "time" and was defined as: 

Efficiency= function (time, correct strokes) 

Efficiency= time I Correct :Jtrokes 

This is shown mathematically as 

Efficiency =f(T, CS) 

Efficiency = TI CS 

The third outcome ease of use was measured using an opinion survey. The 

survey instrument consisted of 28 questions over 5 sections. Subjects answered to 

these questions by denoting their opinion on a 5-point Likert scale where the scale 

ranged from l (disagree) to 5 (agree). 

8. Questiomiaire 4 & S 

Due to time constraints, this study was not able to measure satisfaction and 

ease of use immediately after the experiment. There was a one week delay in 

measuring these two aspects. During the week beginning 24 May 1999, subjects who 

had completed the hands-on testing (experiment) were asked to complete the next two 

questionnaires. The fourth queMionnaire extracted levels of satisfaction and the fifth 

questionnaire extracted the petccived ease of use. As expected, the time taken was 

about 30 minutes for both the questionnaires. 

9, Data entry 

It was essential to enter the data into a software application in order for 

analysis. Microsoft Excel, Version 97 was chosen for this purpose. The choice was 

detennined by the availability of this application at various departments and research 

centers at Edith Cowan University. Further, it was possible to write some 

programming codes using Visual Basic in Excel to extract subjects1 level of 

knowledge. 
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To maintain accuracy, it was also decided to conduct a double data entry 

procedure and then compare files. This procedure would help to identify anomalies 

and then correction of data. However, for the purpose of data entry, a coding scheme 

needed to be devised. This study used a numeric code 1 for basic level users and 2 for 

advanced level users. Similarly, a numeric code 1 was used for instruction training 

approach and 2 for exploration training approach. For learning style preferences, this 

study used numeric code 1 for users categorised as activist, 2 for users categorised as 

reflectors, 3 for users categorised as theorists and 4 for users categorised as 

pragmatists. 

Questionnaire 3, the learning style preference questionnaire, was entered and, 

by comparing the files all the type errors were eliminated. Then, a Visual Basic 

program was used to extract the preferred learning style of subjects. This program 

was based on the guidelines given by Honey & Mumford (1992). The Visual Basic 

code is included as Appendix 9. Data were then checked for any potential mistakes. 

The Visual Basic code was checked and the computation was also checked for any 

potential errors. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has provided information on how the instruments were chosen, 

how these instruments were peer reviewed for ambiguity and how the training 

materials were developed. Previous studies have been criticised for their 'subjective' 

nature in i,nstrument developmental procedures and this study has exercised care to 

avoid any 'subjective' bias introduced by perfonning peer reviews at various points. 

All instruments used in this study, training materials and other documents were 

reviewed by experts and peers in order to avoid any compounding effects that could 

be introduced by ignorance. Further, while a majority of previous studies used a 

manual process to track keystrokes and other time component involved in the 

determination of training outcomes, this study has used an automated procedure to 

track all the steps performed by the subjects. The advantage of using an automated 

procedure is accuracy. In addition, the tool used in this study, namely Lotus 

ScreenCAM, captured all sequences of action and hence it was possible to review the 

files at a later point of time for any clarification. This also has helped to accurately 
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determine the number of keystrokes, errors committed, backtracks and time 

components. 

Further, the overall experiment was divided into a number of components and 

these components were of manageable sizes. Executing these components in a 

predefined sequence ensured that the experiment was conducted as per schedule. In 

addition, the peer-review and pilot-study helped to alleviate a number of problems 

prior to the experiment and these two procedures helped to refine the overall quality 

of the experiment. In summary, the collective procedures - peer review of 

instruments, pilot study, inclusion of automated tools to capture data - have 

guaranteed that the experiment was executed as planned. 

The next chapter presents data analyses, which include the verification of data, 

preliminary data analysis and hypothesis testing. The various statistical techniques 

used to verify the data and test the hypotheses are provided in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 - DATA ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, the data analysis procedures are discussed in terms of data 

entry procedures, descriptive measures and multivariate analysis. The data entry 

procedures highlight the steps taken to ensure the manual data was accurately 

transfonned into computer files. Once this was completed, procedures were followed 

to ensure the validity and reliability of the questionnaires used in this study. The 

descriptive measures highlight how the data were checked for integrity to facilitate 

hypotheses testing. Then multivariaie analysis was carried out in order to ascertain 

acceptance or rejection of the hypotheses. The chapter concludes with a summary of 

findings from the statistical analyses pe1fonned. 

Data entry procedures 

In order for the data to be analysed, the manual data captured from the five 

questionnaires needed to be transformed into computer files. This conversion 

involved the data filled-in by subjects in the five questionnaires, namely, prior 

knowledge (Questionnaire I), prior experience (Questionnaire 2), learning style 

preference (Questionnaire 3), satisfaction (Questionnaire 4) and ease of use 

(Questionnaire 5). In addition to this, the Lotus ScreenCAM files were al~o played 

back to record details such as number of keystrokes used, number of times icons 

accessed, number of times menus were accessed and number of times errors were 

committed. These were also for transformed into computer files. The following 

paragraphs detail these procedures. 

When raw data are converted from existing paper fonnats into computer data 

files, accuracy needs to be guaranteed to avoid any typographical errors. Gilbert 

(1989) states that one such inaccuracy m~y be any subjective bias introduced by the 

researcher and this inaccuracy needs to be eliminated during data collection and entry 

procedures. Bowman et at. (1994) proposes that a double entry41 procedure is an 

41 Double Entry refers to entering data by two independent people. Usually an electronic fonn is 
created for the purpose and two different people enter the same data on two computer files based on the 
form. 
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efficient way of converting manual data into an ek~ctronic form in order to avoid any 

typographical errors. The data processing industry also follows this approach. 

Therefore, it was decided that two research assistants would be used for the double 

entry procedure to eliminate any bias or typographical errors. 

The manual responses to the questionnaires were recorded in an Excel spreadsheet by 

the two research assistants. A file comparator rnethod42 was used to identify any 

discrepancies and these were resolved by refoning back to the original source. In the 

case of ScreenCAM files, details of user actions needed to be summarised on paper 

prior to conversion to computer files because it was difficult to perform data entry 

while simultaneously replaying ScreenCAM files. To enable data entry, the research 

assistants captured the following details while playing the ScreenCAM files: 

• number of times icons were accessed; 

• number of times menu items were accessed; 

• number of times steps backtracked or revisited; 

• number of times errors were made; 

• the start time of the hands-on task (noted from the system clock); and 

• the end time when the application was closed (noted using the time 

recorded by the system at the Windows folder level). 

For instance, the research assistants recorded on paper the number of 

keystrokes performed by a user while replaying the ScreenCAM file in the paper form 

provided. Once this was accomplished, the research assistants provided a summary of 

all actions on paper. The summary responses were checked and exceptional cases 

identified and rectified by playing back the ScreenCAM files again. 

The double data entry procedure was used again to convert the ScreenCAM 

summary of actions to an Excel computer file form. The files were again compared 

using the file comparator technique. The research assistants eliminated errors by 

referring to the paper form. This completed the data entry procedures. 

41 This method compares two computer files created from the same source data and provides details of 
anomalies. 
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Questionnaire reliability and validity tests 

Zikmund (1994) states that reliability and validity are two important criteria to 

ensure that the instrument used such as a questionnaire is appropriate for a specific 

study. The reliability is a necessary condition for validity. In this study instruments 

were statistically tested for reliability and validity prior to data analysis to ensure that 

they were appropriate in addition to the peerRreview and piloMesting carried out 

before data collection, as discussed in the previous chapter. 

Reliabilill: 

The reliability of an instrument is defined as the degree to which its measures 

are free from error and therefore yield consistent results (Zikmund, 1994). When 

instruments are tested for reliability, two aspects - repeatability and internal 

consistency are tested (Simon et al., 1996). Performing a test-retest method using a 

statistical application ensures repeatability. Internal consistency is ensured using 

procedures such as the split-half method (Lee et al., 1995). This study follows the 

approach43 used by Simon et al. (1996) to ensure the reliability of the instruments 

used. The actual results arising from reliability tests are reported in the next section. 

Yaliditx 

Validity addresses the problem of whether a measure (for example, an attitude 

measure) measures what it b supposed to measure (Zikmund, 1994). According to 

Zikmund, the validity of an instrument, in this case a questionnaire is, usually 

assessed using three basic approaches. They are: 

1. content validity; 

2. criterion validity~ and 

3. construct validity. 

Content validity refers to the subjective agreement that a scale logically 

appears to accurately reflect what it purports to measure (Zikrnund, 1994). Criterion 

validity is an attempt to find out the correlation of one measure with other measures in 

a construct (Zikmund, 1994). Construct validity is the ability of a measure to confirm 

43 Simon et al (1996) conducted a number of tests to ensure that data were ready for statistical analysis. 
Ruble and Stout have criticised EUC studies for not following such reliability tests prior to data 
analysis. Hence, the decision was made to to follow Simon's approach. 
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a network of related hypotheses generated from a theory based on the concepts 

(Zikmund, 1994). The following section reports the outcome of reliability and 

validity tests. 

Reliability tests 

This study used five questionnaires. They tested for prior knowledge 

(Questionnaire 1 ), prior experience (Questionnaire 2), learning style preference 

(Questionnaire 3), satisfaction (Questionnaire 4) and ease of use (Questionnaire 5). Of 

these five questionnaires, the first questionnaire was based on the guidelines given by 

Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) and modified to suit this study. This questionnaire was 

tested for internal consistency using split-half method. The second and third 

questionnaires were adopted from Simon et al. (1996) and Honey & Mumford (1992) 

respectively and used without any changes. These two questionnaires had already 

been tested for reliability in those studies. Questionnaire 4 -Satisfaction was adopted 

from Igbaria (1990) and minor modifications were incorporated to existing questions 

to suit this study. Therefore, only standard reliability tests such as split-half method 

were performed on this questionnaire. 

The last questionnaire, Questionnaire 5 -Ease of use (adopted from (Davies et 

al., 1989))- was specifically modified to suit this study. With regard to 

Questionnaire 5, the original instrument consisted of only4 questions and did not 

include questions on aspects such as training environment. This questionnaire was 

modified extensively to include 28 questions over 5 sections and hence this 

questionnaire was considered new. lgbaria (1990) states that it is a customary 

practice to assess modified questionnaires in each new study to find out how reliable 

the constructs are in order to arrive at an accurate measure. With this in mind, the 

reliability of questionnaire 5 used in this study was tested. Further, this 

questionnaire was used in determining one of three training outcomes and hence was 

tested for test-repeatability to ensure that a reliable instrument was used to determine 

the 'ease of use' training outcome. 

Questionnaire 5 was tested first on the pilot group. The questionnaire items 

were averaged and the average satisfaction for the pilot group was 331 out of 5 when 

the questionnaire was tested soon after their training. When questionnaire 5 (ease of 

use) was again tested on the same pilot group for repeatability after the hands~on tasks 
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(experiment), the average ease of use for the entire population was found to be 3.43. 

Zikmund (1994) states that this level is an acceptable level for verifying repeatability 

for a questionnaire that has undergone extensive modification. Therefore, the 

repeatability was assured with this instrument. When the questionnaire was tested on 

the study population, a score of 3.51 was obtained indicating repeatability. 

The internal consistency was tested (after hands-on tasks) using the split-half 

method. Questionnaires 1, 4 and 5 were tested for this aspect. For questionnaire 1 -a 

value of 0.8792 was obtained using the Spearman-Brown method. Using the Guttman 

Split-half method, a value of 0.8736 was obtained. For questionnaire 4 -a value of 

0.9127 was obtained using the Spearman-Brown method. Using the Guttman Split

half method, a value of 0.9124 was obtained. For questionnaire 5 - using the 

Speannan-Brown method, a value of 0.8823 was obtained. Using the Guttman Split

half method, a value of 0.8793 was obtained. Simon et al. (1996) state that a high 

value (i.e. values over 0.8) is proof that the instruments are consistent. In this study, 

questionnaires 1, 4 and 5 attained a value of over 0.8. Therefore, it can be argued 

(after (Simon et al., 1996)) that Questionnaires 1, 4 and 5 were reliable in tenns of 

internal consistency. 

ln addition to the above tests, a number of generic tests were conducted. The 

parallel estimated reliability of scale test returned a value of 0.9259 for questionnaire 

1, 0.9369 for questionnaire 4 and 0.9632 for questionnaire 5 respectively. The 

unbiased estimate of reliability returned a value of 0.9267 for questionnaire 1, 0.9376 

for questionnaire 4 and 0.9637 for questionnaire 5. When a strict estimated reliability 

of scale test was performed, a value of 0.8649 for questionnaire l, 0.9351 for 

questionnaire 4 and 0.9562 for questionnaire 5 was returned. When a strict unbiased 

estimate of reliability was used, it returned a value of 0.8672 for questionnaire 1, 

0.9362 for questionnaire 4 and 0,9570 for questionnaire 5. As the values returned by 

these tests were over 0.8, it can be assumed that this was an indication of the 

reliability of the instruments used in this study (Zikmund, 1994). This is presented in 

the following table (Table 4.1). 

In addition, questionnaire 5 was tested individually on the five sections of the 

questionnaire. This reliability test was conducted to find the extent to which the items 

used to assess a construct reflect a true common score for the construct. The internal 

consistency reliability for the 28-items was calculated in two different ways. First, 
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correlation between each item under the five categories -learning to use computers, 

becoming skilful at using computers, getting work out of computers, OP'!rating the 

computers and using the training materials - were calculated. Second, the alpha 

values were calculated. 

Table 4.1 Reliability Test Results 

Test Questionnaire Reliability Test Type/Value 

Questionnaire 1 Gutmann Split-Half 0.8736 

Questionnaire 4 Spearman-Brown 0.9127 

Questionnaire 5 Gutman Split-Half 0.8793 

Questionnaire 1 Parallel Estimate 0.9259 

Questionnaire 4 Parallel Estimate 0.9369 

Questionnaire 5 Parallel Estimate 0.9632 

Questionnaire 1 Strict Estimate 0.8649 

Questionnaire 4 Strict Estimate 0.9351 

Questionnaire 5 Strict Estimate 0.9562 

Questionnaire 1 Strict Unbiased Estimate 0.8672 

Questionnaire 4 Stdct Unbiased Estimate 0.9362 

Questionnaire 5 Strict Unbiased Estimate 0.9570 

The first test- co1relation - was performed to ascertain homogeneity. The 

second test - Cronbach alpha- was perfonned to ascertain inter-item reliability. The 

questionnaire was found to be correlating with values over 0.70 for all items 

indicating that questionnaire items were strongly correlated. Further, the Cronbach's 

alpha method of reliability produced a value of 0.9109 indicating the reliability of 

items in the five categories. The correlations and the alpha value provided evidence 

that questionnaire 5 was reliable. This indicated that the instrument used was free 

from error and would yield consistent results. 
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Content Validity 

Content validity, also known as face validity, is evident in an instrument such 

as a questionnaire, when it appears that the measure provides adequate coverage of 

the concept (Simon et al., 1996). The content validity of all the five questionnaires 

used in this study refers to the representativeness and comprehensiveness of the items 

useci. Several existing (and valid) measures of user participation and satisfaction were 

used in this study. In addition, all the questionnaires were peer reviewed for suitability 

of content. Further, three questionnaires (questionnaire 2, 3 and 4) were adopted from 

previous studies without much modification and the other two were modified to suit 

this study. In addition, all the questionnaires were tested and approved in terms of 

their content and appropriateness by peers and independent subjects, who were not 

subjects in this study. Hence it can be argued that the content validity of instruments 

was retained in this study. 

In generating the additional items for Questionnaire 5 (Ease of use), this study 

considered 28 questions. The original questionnaire which consisted of only 4 

questions, was expanded to include these 28 questions over five sections: (i) learning 

to use computers (5 questions), (ii) becoming skilful in using computers (5 questions), 

(iii) getting work out of computers (5 questions), (iv) operating computers (5 

questions) and (v) using training materials (8 questions). The expansion included new 

questions to extract information on the overall training environment in addition to 

specific issues of project management. The questions aimed to capture the perceived 

ease of use of the operating system~ the project management software application and 

the iraining material. Users responded to the statements using a Likert type scale 

ranging from l (disagree) to 5 (agree). This has ensured that a comprehensive 

conceptualisation was employed as suggested by Bohlen & Ferrat (1997), which 

included direcL and indirect forms of participation, and formal and informal activities. 

For instance, questions such as ''The computer system was easy to use" evaluated 

users' responses on direct participation and questions such as ''The training materials 

demonstrated techniques for the trainees to follow in an easy manner" to evaluate 

users' responses in an indirect form of participation. This was done to ensure 

completeness of the questionnaire as recommended by Blili et al. (1998). Together, 

these procedures enabled a representative and comprehensive sampling of user 

knowledge and experience, their learning style preferences, their satisfaction with the 
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environment, and the ease of use of operating under given settings, as well as 

providing evidence of content validity. 

Criterion Validity 

Criterion validity is the ability of some measure to correlate with other 

measures of the same construct. Establishing criterion validity for questionnaire 5 

(ease of use) would provide necessary assurance that the new measures were valid. 

This study employed predictive validity using correlations on questionnaire 5 - ease 

of use. 

It can be seen from Table 4.1 that using Pearson's correlation tests, the first 

four categories of Questionnaire 5 - learning to use computers, becoming skilful in 

using computers, getting work out of computers and operating computers have strong 

correlations. The last category of Questionnaire 5 - using training materials - was 

positively correlated with other groups. Other correlation tests were performed to 

ensure that the correlations were positive and strong. 

To confirm that the correlation was significant between test elements, a test 

for significance was also performed, A significance level of under 0.01 was obtained 

for all elements in the questionnaire, This established the fact that the correlation was 

positive and strong. This is evidence for the claim that criterion validity is retained in 

the questionnaire. 

An additional test was performed with the 'training material' section in 

Questionnaire 5 as a controlling element to verify that there was no adverse effect on 

other elements of this questionnaire - ease of use. A partial correlation coefficient 

was computed using SPSS for this purpose. The results of this test established that 

the elements correlated strongly. The significance level of undt:r 0.01 was obtained 

for all elements. 
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Table 4.2 Correlation Coefficients • Control for training material variable 

PARTIAL CORRELATION "0EFFICIENl'TS 
Controlllna for Tralninc Material 

Becoming 
Leaming to skillful In Getting 
use using work out of Operating 
com"ulers cam"ulers camnuters comnuters 

Leaming to use 
comnuters 1.0 

Becoming skillful in 
usfnn comnuters 0.81 1.00 

Getting work out of 
comnuters 0.70 0.81 1.00 

Oneratina comnuters 0.74 0.85 0.88 1.00 
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Construct Validity 

Construct validity looks at the level to which a scale measures a theoretical 

variable of interest (Cronbach, 1977). When considering construct validity, 

convergent validity and discriminant validity are established. According_ to Zikmund 

(1994) in applied research, sue~ as this study, it may be possible to ignore 

discriminant validity because the questionnaires are instruments from previous studies 

and hence lheir validity has been previously established. Convergent validity is the 

ability of some measures in a construct to correlate with other measures. 

In this study, the ease of use sub-scales might be considered as five different 

measures of users' perceptions. Thus, the correlation among the sub-scales can be 

considered evidence of convergent validity. In this study, the five sub scales -

learning to use computers, becoming skilful at using computers, getting work out of 

computers, operating the computers and using the training materials - were measured. 

The SPSS statistical analysis using reliability tests (using correlations) showed that 

correlations ranged between 0.734 and 0.852 (with a p-yalue < 0.01), which shows 

that the instruments were complying with convergent validity. Simon et al. (1996) 

used a similar approach and stated that such correlations and significance levels 

provide evidence for convergent validity. 

Reliability Estimates 

Once the reliability and validity of questionnaires was assured, reliability 

estimates were performed on the factors used to measure training outcomes. The 

reliability analysis was performed on correct strokes, icon access, menu access, 

dialogue box interaction, and backtracking, because these factors are used to 

determine effectiveness. It was found that these items correlated significantly (p < 

0.01) with each other, and the alpha value was 0.72. Simon et al. (1996) states that 

such an alpha value is within an acceptable range. This shows that the factors 

considered are relevant for the determination of training outcomes. 
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Descriptive Data Analysis 

It is customary practice to consider the descriptive analysis of data to 

detennine its suitability for analysis of variance. Descriptive analysis is performed on 

raw data to enhance understanding and interpretation. The process of descriptive 

analysis typically involves the calculation of averages, frequency distributions and 

percentage distributions in summary form. It is generally recommended that this is the 

first form of data analysis (Zikmund, 1994). 

Distribution of responses 

The descriptive analysis was performed by initially describing the responses in 

tabulated form. In this study, there are three major variables -Intetface, Training 

approaches and Categories of users. An additional variable, Leaming style, was also 

introduced to predict effect of the training outcomes. These four variables are 

referred to as independent·variables. The three outcomes, efficiency, effectiveness 

and the ease of use are dependent upon these four independent variables and are 

referred to as the dependent variables in this study. 

To perform the descliptive analysis, the Excel data spreadsheet was converted 

to an SPSS file. A frequency distribution was conducted on the three outcome 

measures or dependent variables - efficiency, effectiveness and ease of use. When 

this was done, six responses were found to be beyond the normal distribution range of 

the samples. Many studies choose to ignore such responses, usually called 'outliers', 

during the analysis of data because they may distort the analysis (Zikmund, 1994). 

Similarly, these responses were eliminated from the data set in this study. 

In statistics, it is common to perform fundamental checks to ensure the data 

are normally distributed prior to descriptive analysis. In this study, the data were 

checked for normality. A normal plot was produced for this purpose and the normal 

curve indicated normal distribution of the data. The plot is enclosed as Appendix 8. 

Then the Empirical Rule was applied to ensure that the data was fitted with a 

bell-shaped curve44
, which is an indication that the data is normally distributed 

44 Usually referred to as Normal Curve. 
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(Zikmund, 1994). According to Aczel (1993) the Empirical Rule stipulates that for a 

symmetrical, bell-shaped frequency distribution, approximately 68% of the 

observations wm lie within plus or minus one standard deviation of the mean; about 

95% of the observations lie within plus or minus two standard deviations of the mean; 

and practically all (99.7%) will lie within plus or minus three standard deviations of 

the mean. For instance, from the table below (Table 4.2), it can be seen that for the 

training outcome efficiency, the mean was 38.71 and the standard deviation was 

13.86. Using the Empirical Rule, it can be seen that 38 + 3 * 13 = 77 

(approximately). The maximum value of the observation was 76.80, which is close to 

77. Therefore, 99% of the observations arc covered within three standard deviations 

from the mean. This indicates nonnality of the data. Using this rule, it can be seen 

from the distribution (provided in table 4.2) that for the three outcomes variables, 

almost 99.9% of the observations lie within plus or minus three standard deviation of 

the mean. Therefore, normality was assured. 

In addition to this, the data was tested for Skewness and Kurtosis in order to 

find any aberrations. The Skewness and Kurtosis lay between acceptable limits (-1.00 

to + 1.00) indicating the normality of the data (see table 4.2, under Skewness Statistics 

and Kurtosis Statistics). 
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Table 4.3 Descriptive Statistics (Kurtosis and Skewness) 

°"""' 
.. 

Mn-- fli'exi- ~ """" std. Ceviallcn ··=, 
Sali&ic Stalislic Statislic Statj..tl, Stalislic std. c ....... Statistic Std. ia-....... 

""' 11.781 =acxx, 38.71? 13. 0.5339 0.19'25 0.0099 o.-

"" 11.<XID 4"9371 1a 0.5134 0.19'25 

""'"'"" 1.:mi 5.0000 3.5488 0.71861 -0.361 0.1 
0.13'.l:3~ 

-0.0; 0. 

In this study, the data were derived from 5 questionnaires, hands-on tasks 

scoring scheme and the computer clock. The first questionnaire measured users' 

knowledge on a 5-point Liken scale and the data were averaged to determine the 

knowledge level. The second questionnaire consisted of multiple scales such as 

percentage of reporting, daily usage hours, frequency etc. The questionnaire items 

w,ere statistically validated using correlations and found to be reliable. Then, the 

qu·estionnaire items were provided with numerical values ranging from Oto 5, and 

the:.:.e values were averaged to determine experience level. Questionnaire 3 was 

validated for reliability and an algorithm provided by Honey & Mumford (1992) was 

used to determine the learning style. Questionnaire 4 and 5 were validated for 

reliability using correlations and then the questionnaire items were averaged for data 

analysis. 

Efficiency 

Efficiency was measured in "time" and was defined as Efficiency =function 

(Time, Correct strokes). Thus efficiency was represented mathematically in the 

previous chapter as Efficiency= Time I Correct Strokes. In this study, the minimum 

time taken to complete tasks indicates efficiency. With this in mind, the dependent 

variable efficiency was studied in relation to the independent variables interface, 

training approach, categories of users and learning styles. 

It was mentioned in the previous chapter that subjects were given a hands-on 

experiment comprising of 12 interrelated tasks. These tasks were done using menus 

or icons. In this study, subjects expressed their preference for the choice of interfaces 

-icon or menu - based on the training given. It has already been mentioned that the 

time was calculated from the computer clock and there was no manual intervention in 

calculating the time. Similarly, the number of correct strokes was extracted from the 

ScreenCAM files by the research assistants and this was explained in the previous 
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chapter. Subjects who preferred the icon interface scored a mean time of 37.10 

minutes4s to accomplish the set of 12 given tasks compared to 40.38 minutes scored 

by subjects who preferred menu interfaces. Similarly, subjects were asked to 

nominate their preferred training approach. Subjects who preferred the instruction 

training approach scored a mean time of 38.36 minutes compared with those who 

preferred the exploration training approach with a mean time of 39.15 minutes. User 

category - basic or advanced - was detennined (not a preference as was the case in 

interface or training approach) based on subjects' responses to two questionnaires. 

The basic subjects scored a mean time of 36.75 minutes to complete the given tasks 

compared to the advanced users who scored a mean time of 40.84 minutes. Similarly, 

the learning style preference was detennined based on the responses provided by 

subjects in the Leaming Style Preference questionnaire. Subjects who were classified 

as theorists scored a mean time of 36.46 minutes compared with subjects who were 

classified as activists with a mean time of 38.97, reflectors with a mean time of 40.82 

minutes and pragmatists with a mean time of 38.01 minutes. 

Mason & Lind (1996) state that "The mean is a very useful measure of 

comparing two or more population (p.78)". Therefore, the mean value can be used to 

compare the perfonnance of subjects who preferred one interface type with subjects 

of another interface type. For example, it can be seen from the mean values that 

subjects who preferred icon interfaces have performed better in terms of efficiency 

compared with subjects who preferred m'enu interfaces in tenns of interfaces because 

they took less time to complete the given set of tasks. Similarly, subjects who 

preferred the instruction training approach have,performed better compared with 

subjects who preferred exploration approach in terms of efficiency for the variable 

training approaches. Subjects who were classified as basic subjects were more 

efficient compared with users who were classified as advanced users in terms of 

category of user and subjects who were determined as the theorist learning style was 

more efficient compared with users classified into other learning styles in terms of 

learning style preferences. 

The data were further studied for the combined effort of interface and training 

on efficiency. The icon interface and exploration combinations scored a mean time of 

45 The time measurement was the average calculated for the group. 
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36.94 minutes to complete the set of 12 given tasks compared with the icon and 

instruction combination (mean: 37.25 minutes), menu and instruction (mean: 39.30 

minutes) and menu and exploration (mean: 42.10 minutes). The data were also 

studied for the combined effort of interface and level of users. It was found that the 

icon interface and basic user combination yielded a mean time of 3 4.99 minutes to 

complete the given set of tasks compared with icon and advanced users (mean: 39.06 

minutes), menu and basic users (mean: 38.32 minutes) and menu and advanced users 

(mean: 43.05 minutes). Similarly the combination of preference to training approach 

and level of users was studied. This analysis provided a mean time of 35.56 minutes 

to complete the given set of tasks for the instruction and basic user combination 

compared with instruction and advanced users (mean: 43.33 minutes), exploration and 

basic uses (mean: 39.36 minutes) and exploration and advanced users (mean; 39.03 

minutes). 

Therefore, it can be seen from the descriptive analysis (using mean values) 

that in tenns of interfaces, subjects who preferred icon interfaces perfonned more 

efficiently. Similarly, in terms of training approaches, the subjects who preferred 

instruction approach perfonncd more efficiently. In tenns of categories of users, 

basic users performed more efficiently and in tenns of learning style rreferences, 

users deemed to be theorists perfonned more efficiently. Further the combination of 

icon interfaces and choice of exploration training approach combination performed 

more efficiently than other combinations. Similarly, icon interfaces and basic users 

performed more efficiently in terms of the interface and level of user combination. 

For the preference of training approach and categories of users combination, the data 

support the choice of instruction approach and basic users performing more efficiently 

because they took less time to complete the set of experimental tasks. 

The following table summarises the independent variables for the outcome 

efficiency 
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Tat-•! 4.4 Summary for Efficiency on training outcomes 

Dependent Variable Variable Mean (time Deviation 
Combination in minutes) (time in 

minutes) 

Interface Icon 37.10 13.72 

Training Annroach Instruction 38.36 14.31 

Cateeorv of users Basic 36.75 11.27 

Leaming stvle preference Theorist 36.46 14.66 
Interface x Traininll anDroach Jeon x Exnloration 36.94 12.40 

Interface x level of user Icon x Basic 34.99 10.17 

Training approach x Category of Instruction x Basic 35.56 11.26 
users 

It can be inferred from the above table that icon interface appears to have a 

major influence on efficiency outcome based on mean value. This can be seen 

whereby subjects who preferred icon interface are a recuning component in efficiency 

results. Similarly, the theorist learning style also appears to have promoted the 

greatest efficiency. To determine the significance of these, still analysis of variance 

needs to be conducted. 

Effectiveness 

Effectiveness was defined as a function of correct strokes, icon access, menu 

access, dialogue box interaction, errors and backtracks. This was shown in the 

previous chapter as Effectiveness::: f(CS, IA, MA, BTRK, ERR). Thus, effectiveness 

was calculated in terms of number of keystrokes resulting in scores and a higher mean 

score indicates greater effectiveness. When the dependent variable effectiveness was 

studied in terms of interfaces, the performance of subjects who preferred icon 

intetfaces were found to be effective with a mean value of 53.86 to complete the 

given set of tasks compared to the subjects who preferred menu interfaces with a 

mean value of 37.70. Similarly, for the variable choice of training approach, subjects 

who preferred exploration approach petformed more effectively with a mean value of 

48.31 compared with the subjects who preferred instruction approach with a mean 

value of 44.06. Subjects who were categorised as advanced users performed more 
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effectively with a mean value of 47.27 compared with the basic users, who scored a 

mean value of 44.71. Similarly, with regard to training styles, subjects who were 

classified as activisti·: scored a maximum score of 47.86 indicating greater 

effectiveness compared with reflectors (mean: 47.64), theorists (mean: 45.33) and 

pragmatists (mean: 42.05). 

When the interface and training approach combination was studied, it was 

found from the mean values that the icon and exploration combination performed 

effectively with a mean value of 53.95 to complete the given hands~on tasks 

compared with the icon and instruction combination (mean: 53.78), menu and 

instruction (mean: 35.77) and menu and exploration (mean: 40.80). The data was 

analysed further for the inte1face and category of user combination. This analysis 

revealed that subjects who preferred icon interface and categorised as basic users were 

more effective with a mean value of 55.12 compared with subjects who preferred icon 

interfaces and who were categorised as advanced users (mean: 52.69), menus and 

basic users (mean: 35.47) and menus and advanced users (mean: 40.58). The data 

appear to indicate that subjects who preferred icon interfaces were a dominant factor 

in determining the training outcome effectiveness. When the choice of training 

approach and level of user combination was studied, the exploration approach and 

basic user combination was more effective with a mean value of 51.96, followed by 

the instruction approach and advanced level user combination (mean: 48.81), the 

exploration approach and advanced level user combination (mean: 46.15) and the 

instruction approach and basic level user combination (mean: 41.40). 

The following table summarises the mean and deviation of independent 

variables in order to interpret emerging determinants of training outcomes in terms of 

effectiveness. 
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Table 4.5 Summary for Effectiveness on training outcomes 

Dependent Variable Variable Mean Deviation 
Combination 
Interface Icon 53.86 17.88 
Training Annroach Exolor.ition 48.31 15.70 
Level of user Advance 47.27 16.08 
Leaming style oreference Activist 47.86 16.26 
Interface x TraininR annroach Icon x Exnloration 53.95 16.79 
Interface x level of user Icon x Basic 55.12 17.26 
Training approach x level of user Exploration x 51.96 17.46 

Basic 

It can be inferred from the above table that the icon interface appears to be a 

major influence of training outcomes in terms of effectiveness because of its 

occurrence in various combinations. Similarly, the exploration training approach alsQ 

appears to be a good predictor of effectiveness. 

Ease of use 

The dependent variable ease of use was used to determine the perceived ease 

of the overall training environment. The ease of use was determined by a 

questionnaire that consisted of28 questions grouped under 5 categories46
• Users rated 

the ease of the overall training environment on a 5-point Likert scale (!-Disagree to 5-

Agree). 

Out of the five categories, the last category- Using the training materials -

was used to ascertain the level of difficulty of the training materials. This is because 

subjects used this training materials to understand the software <ipplication and 

associated operating systems commands in which the application was implemented. 

Therefore, this category was used to determine the o_verall ease of the training 

environment at the time of validating the questionnaire·. This has been discussed 

earlier. 

46 The Questionnaire and ils validity to this study has been discussed in Chapter 3, research 
Methodology, under section "Preparation of Questionnaires". 
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The other four catego1ies of the ease of questionnaire have direct impact on 

interface types, training approaches and prior knowledge and experience. For 

example, the first category 'learning to use computers' asks subjects to rate the 

operating system commands, meaning of the interfaces etc. This section tested 

whether users found the underlying hardware environment easy to use, Questions in 

this section included short cut keys, application software commands, and meaning of 

computer interfaces. The second set of questions rated the ease of becoming skilful at 

using computers as a result of the training provided, The questions tested subjects' 

opinion in using the application software, operating systems and keyboard as a result 

of training provided. Similarly the other two sections tested the subjects' opinion in 

executing various commands as a direct result of the training and perfonning these 

operations easily. Users recorded their opinion using 'Disagree' or 'Agree' type of 

scale. These individual categories were used to validate the questionnaire items and 

this was explained earlier in this Chapter. 

The purpose of the questionnaire in this study was to ascertain the overall ease 

of using the operating environment arising out of training. Hence, the questionnaire 

items were added and averaged. This has been a common practice in EUC training 

studies as a number of studies have followed this practice (Bohlen & Ferrat, 1997; 

Davis & Bostrom, 1993; Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1995; Sein et al., 1993; Simon et 

al., 1996). 

Further, Davis (1985) has used similar questionnaire items in his study to 

measure ease of using a system and Bostrom et al. (1990), Davis & Bostrom (1993) 

and Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) have followed similar approaches. The appropriateness 

of the question items in the ease of use questionnaire has been validated using peer

reviews, pilot groups and other correlation techniques as mentioned in the initial 

sections of the chapter. 

While performing descriptive analysis, it was found that users who preferred 

menu interfaces rated menus to be easy to use in the given training environment with 

a mean value of 3.71 on the 5 point scale compared with the users who preferred icon 

interfaces with mean value of 3,39. Similarly, for the independent variable training 

approaches, users who preferred the exploration training approach rated this approach 

marginally better in terms of ease of use with a mean value of 3.57 compared with 

users who preferred the instruction training approach, who scored a mean value of 
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3.52. Advanced users found the training environment marginally more easy to use 

with a mean value of 3.56 compared with the basic level users with a mean value of 

3.53. When the independent variable learning style preference was analysed for ease 

of use, those with an activist learning style found the training environment to be easier 

with a mean rating of 3,66. Reflectors rated at a mean value of 3.49, theorists at a 

mean value of 3.63 and pragmatists at a mean value of 3.39. 

When the interface and training approach combination was analysed, users 

who preferred the menu interface and the exploration training approach rated greater 

ease of use with this combination with a mean value of 3.72 on the 5-point scale. Of 

the other preferred combinations, the icon interface and instruction approach - yielded 

a mean value of 3.31, the mean value for the icon interface and exploration approach 

combination was 3.47 and the mean value for menu interface and instruction approach 

was 3.70. 

When the preferred interface and detennined categories of user combination 

was analysed, basic users who preferred a menu interface rated the ease of use of the 

environment with a mean value of3.76 on the 5-point scale. Basic users who 

preferred the icon interface rated the ease of use with a mean value of 3;27. 

Advanced users who preferred the icon interface recorded the training environment 

easy to use with a mean value of 3.5q, while advanced users who preferred the menu 

interface rated the ease of use of the environment exactly as the basic users who 

preferred menus, with a mean value of 3.76. 

Finally, the data was analysed for the preferred training approach and 

categories of user combination. Advanced users who preferred the exploration 

approach rated the environment easy to use with a mean value of3.58. This was 

slightly higher than that of the instruction approach and basic level user combination 

(mean: 3.51), the instruction approach an<l advance level user combination (mean: 

3.53) and the exploration approach and basic level user combination (mean: 3.57). 

The following table is a summary of variables yielding superior mean for the 

outcome ease of use. 
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Table 4.6 Summary for Ease of use on training outcomes 

Dependent Variable Variable Mean Deviation 
Combination 
Interface Menu 3.71 0.73 
Training Annroach Exploration 3.57 0.63 
Level of user Advance 3.56 0.59 
Learning stvle preference Activist 3.66 0.73 
Interface x Training approach Menux 3.72 0.65 

Exnloration 
Interface x level of user Menu x Basic 3.76 0.84 
Training approach x level of user Exploration x 3.58 0.61 

Advance 

The above table indicates that the menu interface was a major determinant of 

the ease of use outcome as seen in its influence on a number of dependent variables. 

Exploration training approach also appears to have had an influence on the ease of use 

factor in this training environment. 
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Residual 

In addition to these tests, the data were tested for residuals to ensure that they 

were correlated in tenns of variables. The SPSS was used to compute residuals and 

the following plot provides the graphical representation of residuals. 

Dependent Variable: efficiency 
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Figure 4.1 Efficiency Residual Plot 

The top right cell and the bottom left cell of the nine-cell matrix provide the 

residual. The straight diagonal line indicates that the data is nonnally distributed. 

The line indicates that the relationship between the dependent variables and the 

independent variables is linear. In addition, it is possible to assume that the 

differences between the actual values and the estimated values are normally 

distributed. The line also indicates that the correlation is positive between the 

variables. 

The following SPSS residual plot was computed for the outcome effectiveness. 
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Dependent Variable: effectiveness 
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Figure 4,2 Effectiveness Residual Plot 
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The plot shows that the correlation is positive and linear. However, it is not as 

strong as for the efficiency outcome. This can be seen from the breadth of the points 

plotted. Instead of getting a tightly clustered line, the SPSS has produced a set of 

lines as the diagonal. This indicates that the correlatio~ !~ !es:; ~trong. It can therefore 

be concluded that the correlation is moderate. 
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Dependent Variable: ease of use 
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Figure 4.3 Ease of Use Residual Plot 

The tightly correlated diagonal line indicates that the data for the outcome ease 

of use are normally distributed. The line also indicates that the relationship between 

the dependent variables and the independent variables is linear. In addition, it is 

possible to assume that the differences between the actual values and the estimated 

values are normally distributed. The line also indicates that the correlation is positive 

between the variables. 

In summary, the data were analysed for validity, correlation, normal 

distribution and convergence. The tests indicated that the data were nonnally 

distributed and ready for analysis of variance for hypothesis testing. This is discussed 

in the next section. 
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Hypotheses Testing 

The previous sections indicate justification for performing Analysis of 

Variance on the data for hypothesis testing. Aciel (1993) suggests two assumptions 

required of Analysis of Variance: (i) independent random sampling and (ii) normal 

distribution of data. With regard to the samples being independent, a discussion was 

provided in Chapter 3 as to the selection of the subjects. The normal distributions of 

the data were illustrated in the previous chapter. Thus, the assumptions were valid 

and hence the data can be tested using Analysis of Variance. 

Zikmund (1994) states that when more than one independent variable is used, 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) is not preferred. Further, Aczel (1993) asserts that 

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOV A) is used to test for differences among 

populations with respect to more than one variable. In this study, the four 

independent variables- interfaces, training approaches, categories of users and 

learning styles - are interrelated, that is, they have an influence on each other. For 

instance, training approaches influence the preference for interfaces, and these 

preferences are, to some extent, influenced by prior experience. Therefore, for the 

purposes of Analysis of Variance, multivariate analysis was used in order to 

determine the effects of these independent variables in testing the hypotheses. When 

reporting the results of MANOV A, it is a general practice to use a concept called the 

p-value (Simon et al., 1996). Aczel (1993) defines the p-value as 

"The p-value is the smallest value of significance, a, at which a null 

hypothesis may be rejected using the obtained value for the test statistic (p. 269)". 

In order to perfonn MANOVA a significance level needs to be identified. For 

studies of this kind it is a customary practice to select a significance level of 0.05 

(Aczel, 1993). This significance level is known as the alpha. In this study the alpha 

level was fixed at 0.05. When the p-value provided by MANOV A is less than the 

confidence interval (alpha), the null hypothesis is rejected. 

The data for MANOV A consisted of subjects' interface preference, learning 

style preference, training approach preference, categories, efficiency scores, 

effectiveness scores and the ease of use opinion scores. Using this data, a full 

factorial model was prepared using SPSS to study the effects of the main variables 
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and associated interaction between the variables so as to facilitate analysis of the 

interaction between interfaces and training approaches, interfaces and categories of 

users, training approaches and categories of users. The following sections provide the 

results of hypothesis testing using multivariate analysis. 

Results of Multivariate Analysis (MANOV A) 

Hypotheses 1 and 2 

INTERFACES 

o There will be no difference in quantitative (efficiency and effectiveness) training 

outcomes between icon-based subjects and menu-based subjects. 

o There will be no difference in the subjective (ease of use) outcome between icon

based subjects and menu-based subjects. 

This set of hypotheses tests the effect of interfaces in determining the three 

dependent variables - efficiency, effectiveness and ease of use. The two interfaces 

considered were icon interfaces and menu interfaces. SPSS was used to build a full 

factorial model using MANOV A. The results of the MANO VA indicate that the 

computer interface effect was significant in detennining effectiveness (p = 0.000 and 

F = 40.778 for effectiveness). Therefore, only the hypothesis that there will be no 

difference in quantitative (effectiveness) training outcomes between icon-based 

subjects and menu-based subjects is rejected. The second hypothesis that there will 

be no difference in the qualitative (ease of use) outcome between icon-based subjects 

and menu-based subjects did not show any significance (p = 0.221, F= 1.514) and 

hence was not rejected. 

To determine which interface was superior, data were analysed again with 

interface as the main factor. The following table resulted from such an analysis. 
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Table 4.7 Analysis of data -Interface 

interface Minimum! Maxi mu Mea Std. Deviatio 
icor efftcienc 11.aj 76.8 37.1 13.7 

effectivenes 15. 93.1 53.8 17.8 
ease of us 1.31 5.0 3.3 0.61 

men efficienc 17.l 76.3 40.3 13.91 
effectivenes 11.0 64.01 37.7 10.§i 

ease of us, 1.7 4.91 3.71 0.73 

As efficiency was calculated in tenns of time and effectiveness was calculated 

in terms of score, a minimum value for efficiency indicates superiority while a 

maximum value for effectiveness indicates superiority. It can be seen from the above 

data that the icon interface group was more effective (see the mean values). When it 

comes to ease of use, the icon interlace was only slightly better than the menu 

interface. 

Hypotheses 3 and 4 

TRAINING APPROACH 

o There will be no difference in quantitative (efficiency and effectiveness) outcomes 

between the instruction-based subjects and the exploration-ba.sed subjects. 

o There will be no difference in subjective (ease of use) outcome between the 

instruction-based subjects and the exploration-based subjects. 

This set of hypotheses tests the effect of training approach on training 

outcomes. Participants were asked to nominate their preference for hands-on tasks in 

the experiment phase based on either the instruction or exploration training approach. 

The results of MANO VA indicate that there was no significance with respect to this 

independent variable in determining training outcomes. The MANOV A resulted in p 

= 0.943, F = 0.005 for efficiency, p = 0.668, F = 0.185 for effectiveness and p = 0.995 

and F = 0.000 for ease of use. Therefore both the hypotheses (3 and 4) were not 

rejected. lt is a customary practice not to perfonn further analysis on data when 

statistical signifo .. ance was not established (Zikrnund, 1994). Therefore, no further 

analysis was perfonned due to insignificance of these hypotheses. 
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Hypotheses set 5 and 6 

CATEGORIES OF END USERS 

o There will be no difference in quantitative measurement (efficiency and 

effectiveness) between basic level subjects and advanced level subjects. 

o There will be no difference in subjective measurement (ease of use) between basic 

level subjects and advanced level subjects. 

This set of hypotheses examines the effect of categories of end users. The two 

categories of users, basic and advanced, were based on subjects' prior knowledge and 

experience. The MANOVA results indicate that this variable was not significant in 

determining training outcomes. The MANO VA results were p = 0.530. F = 0.396 for 

efficiency, p = 0.126, F = 2.373 for effectiveness and 0.392, F = 0.738 for ease of use 

respectively. Because the p-values were higher than the significance level fixed, the 

hypotheses were not rejected. The data were not examined again because these 

hypotheses were not rejected. 

Hypotheses 7 and 8 

LEARNING STYLE PREFERENCES 

o There will be no difference in quantitative measurement (efficiency and 

effectiveness) due to learning style preferences. 

o There will be no difference in subjective measurement (ease of use) due to learning 

style preferences. 

These two hypotheses examine the effect of learning style preferences on 

training outcomes. Participants were allocated one of four learning styles based on 

their responses to a questionnaire. The MANOV A results indicate that effectiveness 

is significant at 0.05 alpha-level with p = 0.035, F = 2.961. Therefore this part of the 

hypothesis 7 was rejected. Efficiency and ease of use outcomes did not show 

significance {p = 0.611, F = 0.607 for efficiency and p = 0.191, F = 1.606 for ease of 

use). Hypotheses reflecting these components were not rejected. The data was 

further analysed to examine the effect of this variable with respect to effectiveness 

training outcome. 
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Table 4.8 Analysis of data - Learning style preference 

!style Minimum Maximun: Meru Std. 
Deviatim 

Activis effectivenes~ 11.0( 85.0c 47.8 16.2c 
Reflecto effectivenes IS.CH 93.0 47.6 18.15 
Theoris effectivenes 15.0C 93.01 45.33 16.27 

Pragmatis effectivenes 17.0( 81.01 42.05 16.61 

Due to statistical significance in effectiveness outcome, a Post Hoc test was 

conducted to determine which learning style preference was superior. However, the 

test did not yield significance for learning style preference between groups for 

effectiveness. One reason could the unequal and small group sizes. A maximum 

value for effectiveness indicates superiority and it can be seen from the above lable 

that users detennined as having an activist learning style is most effective, closely 

followed by users determined as having reflector learning style. Users determined as 

having the theorist learning style were the least effective. 

Hypothesis 9 and 10 

INTERACTION: INTERFACE x TRAINING APPROACH 

a There will be no difference between iconMbased subjects given exploration training 

and other interface/training subjects in tenns of quantitative measurements (efficiency 

and effectiveness). 

o There will be no difference between iconMbased subjects given exploration training 

and other interface/training subjects in tenns of subjective measurements (ease of 

use). 

This set of hypotheses examines the combined effect of interface and training 

combination on training outcomes . The MANO VA results returned p = 0.491, F = 
0.477 for efficiency, p = 0.605, F = 0.269 for effectiveness and p = 0,997, F = 0.000 

for ease of use respectively. Therefore, these hypotheses were not rejected. The data 

were not analysed further for descriptive statistics. 

Hypothesis I I and 12 
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INTERACTION: INTERFACE x CATEGORIES OF END USERS 

o There will be no difference between the icon-based subjects with basic level of 

knowledge and other interface/level subject in terms of quantitative measurements 

(efficiency and effectiveness). 

o There will be no difference between icon-based subjects with basic level of 

knowledge and other interface/training subjects in terms of subjective measurement 

(ease of use). 

This set of hypotheses examined the interaction effect of interfaces (icon and 

menu) and categories of end users. The two interface types did interact with either 

category of end user in detennining training outcomes. The MANO VA resulted in p 

= 0.539, F = 0.379 for efficiency, p = 0.163, F = 1.971 for effectiveness and p = 
0.165, F = 1.954 for ease of use. The hypotheses were therefore not rejected. 

Hypothesis 13 and 14 

INTERACTION: TRAINING APPROACH x CATEGORIES OF END USERS 

o There will be no difference between instruction based training to participants in the 

basic category and other training/level subjects in terms of quantitative measurements 

(efficiency and effectiveness). 

o There will be no difference between instruction based training to participants in the 

basic category and other trainin,'.Vlevel subjects in terms of subjective measurement 

(ease of use). 

The above set of hypotheses examines the interaction effect between training 

approaches and categories of end users. The two training approaches (instruction and 

exploration) interacted with two categories of end users to determine training 

outcomes efficiency, effectiveness and ease of use. The MANOVA results indicate 

that p = 0.088, F = 2.949 for efficiency and p = 0.044, F = 4.138 for effectiveness 

indicating significance. Therefore, hypothesis 13 that there wil1 be no difference 

between instruction based training to participants in the basic category and other 

training/]evel subjects in terms of quantitative measurements (effectiveness) was 

rejected. For the training outcome ease of use, p = 0.688, F = 0.162 indicate lack of 

significance and hence hypothesis 14 was not rejected. When the descriptive statistics 

were computed to examine the effects of efficiency and effectiveness, the following 

table was generated. 
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Table 4.9 Analysis of data -Training approach x Level of user 

trainin leve Minimurr Maximum Mear Std. 
Deviation 

Instruc Basi efficienc 14.9 67.68 35.5 11.'Jl 
effectivenes 11.0 81.0( 41.41 16.9( 

Ad vane efficienc 11.78 76.8( 43.33 17.61 
effectivenes 19."' 93.0C 48.81 18.33 

Exolor Basi efficienc 16.4 59.8' 39.31 11.0 
effectivenes! 24.0 93.01 51.91 17.4 

Advanc efficienc 13.03 76.3: 39.03 14.6 
effectivenes1 15.0 80.0( 46.15 14.33 

It can be seen from the above table that the instruction - basic combination 

was superior in tem1s of efficiency (35.56) but the exploration - basic combination 

was superior in terms of effectiveness (51.Sli). The exploration - basic combination 

was superior in ease of use. 

The following table provides a summary of the hypotheses testing and 

decisions based on the multivariate analysis: 
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Table 4,10 Rejection/Acceptance of Hypotheses 

HFJ!.olhesis EUJ.cienci EJlec(iveness Egfe Q[ Jill. 

INTERFACES 

There will be no difference in quantitative training 
outcomes (efficiency and effectiveness) of icon·based 

0.063 /do 0.000/rcjecl subjects and menu-based subjects. 
not reject 

There will be no difference in the qualitative outcome 0.221/do not 
(perceived ease of use) of icon-based subjects and reject 
menu-based subjects. 

TRAINING APPROACH 

There wiJI be no difference in quantitative outcomes 
(efficiency and effectiveness) between the instruction-
based subjects and exploration-based subjects. 0.943/do not 0.668/do not 

reject reject 

There will be no difference in qualitative outcome 0.995/do not 

(perceived ease of use) between the instruction-based reject 

subjects and the exploration-based subjects, 

CATEGORIES OF END USERS 

There will be no difference in quantitative outcomes 
(effectiveness and efficiency) between basic level 

0.530/do not 0.126/do not subjects and advanced level subjects. 
reject reject 

There will be no difference in qualitative outcomes 0.392/do not 
(ease of use) between basic level subjects and reject 
advanced level subjects. 

LEARNING STYLE PREFERENCES 
There will be no difference in quantitative 
measurement (effectiveness and efficiency) due to 
learning style preferences. 0.611/do not 0.035/reject 

reject 

There will be no difference in qualitative measurement 0.191/do not 
(perceived ease of use) due to learning style reject 
preferences, 
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INTERACTION: INTERFACE x TRAINING 
APPROACH 

There will be no difference between icon-based 
subjects given exploration training and other 0.491/donot 0.605/do not 
interface/training subjects in tenns of quantitative reject reject 
measurements (effectiveness and efficiency} 

There will be no difference between icon-based 0.997/do not 
subjects given exploration training and other reject 
interface/training subjects in terms of qualitative 
measurements (ease of use) 

INTERACTION: INTERFACEx 
CATEGORIES OF END USERS 

There will be no difference between icon-based 
subjects given basic level of knowledge and other 0.539/do not 0.163/do not 
interface/level subjects in terms of quantitative reject reject 
measurements (effectiveness and efficiency) 

There will be no difference between icon-based 0.165/do not 
subjects given basic level of knowledge and other reject 
interface/level subjects in terms of qualitative 
measurements (ease of use) 

INTERACTION: TRAINING APPROACH x 
CATEGORIES OF END USERS 

There will be no difference between instruction based 
training to participants in the basic category and 0.088/do not 0.044/reject 
training/level subjects in terms of quantitative reject 
measurements (effectiveness and efficiency) 

There will be no difference between instruction based 
0.688/do not 

training to participants in the basic category and other 
reject 

training/level subjects in terms of qualitative 
measurements (ease of use} 
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Summary of Hypotheses Testing 

Main Effects 

Interface 

The rejection of hypothesis that there will be no difference in quantitative 

(effectiveness) training outcomes between icon-based subjects and menu-based 

subjects asserts that intetfaces play a crucial role in detennining training outcomes 

efficiency and effectiveness. The initial proposition, that interfaces play a 

detenninant role in deciding training outcomes, is established by this study. The 

efficiency outcome was not significant (p;;; 0.063) and effectiveness was significant 

at p;;; 0.000. The outcome ease of use was not significant in this study (p;;; 0.221). 

This study provides evidence that the menu interface is efficient and effective. 

Training Approach 

This study did not provide any evidence to reject the hypotheses that there 

would be no difference in quantitative (efficiency and effectiveness) outcomes 

between the instruction-based subjects and the exploration-based subjects; that there 

will be no difference in qualitative (ease of use) outcome between the instruction

based subjects and the explorntion-based subjects. 

Categories of end users 

This study did not provide evidence to reject any of the null hypotheses to 

detennine whether prior knowledge and experience play any role in determining 

training outcomes. Statistical significance was not established to refute the 

hypotheses. However, the result was somewhat misleading. The efficiency achieved 

by basic users cannot be taken as conclusive because most of them were not able to 

complete the full range of tasks because of lack of knowledge. On the other hand, 

there is clear evidence to conclude that advanced users were effective. This is 

because, effectiveness was based on the number of keystrokes performed irrespective 

of whether a task was completed or not. The number of keystrokes established the 

actions taken in completing a given task. When it comes to efficiency, it is not clear 

whether the advanced users paused and used more time because of infonnation 

processing sequences or were affected by Jack of knowledge. Therefore, it can be 
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concluded that advanced users were relatively effective and reasonably efficient. 

These users also found the software application easy to use. 

Leaming style preferences 

The hypothesis on the effectiveness of learning style in determining training 

outcomes shows significance in this study. The other null hypotheses, concerning 

efficiency and ease of use, could not be rejected due to insufficient evidence. 

Interaction Effects 

Interface x Training approach 

This study was not able to reject any of the hypotheses for the interaction 

effect between interfaces and training approaches because the MANOVA did not 

show any significance. 

Interface x Categories of end users 

This study was not able to reject any of the hypotheses for the interaction 

effect between interfaces and categories of end users because the MANOV A did not 

show any significance. 

Training approach x Categories of end users 

The hypothesis in terms of effectiveness (p = 0.044) was significant for this 

combination. However, efficiency (p:::. 0.088) was not significant. Therefore, the 

hypothesis in tenns of effectiveness was rejected. However, there was no evidence to 

reject the hypothesis on ease of use (p = 0.688). The combination of instruction 

approach and the basic users generated the minimum overall time and hence was 

more efficient. The combination of exploration and basic users generated the 

maximum score for effectiveness and hence was more effective than any other 

interaction group. When the main effect training approaches were analysed, the 

instruction approach yielded greater efficiency and the exploration approach yielded 

greater effectiveness. This pattern appears to have repeated in the interaction 

combinations. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter, the data was verified for reliability and validity. Reliability 

tests such as split~half method were performed to ensure data reliaNlity in order to 

conduct hypotheses testing. Due to the interdependence of independent variables, 

MANOVA was used in this study to analyse data for hypotheses testing. The results 

of hypotheses testing were reviewed with the descriptive data again to identify the 

superiority of the variables used in the study. Chapter 5 will provide a detailed 

discussion to the possible causes for the results presented in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In the previous chapter, it was concluded that interfaces play a significant role 

in detennining the efficiency and effectiveness training outcomes but not the ease of 

use training outcome. Similarly, the interaction effect between training approaches 

and categories of end users also plays a significant role in determining training 

outcomes efficiency and effectiveness. Furthermore, learning style preferences play a 

significant role in determining training outcome effectiveness. In this chapter, 

discussion is provided to explain the results of the data analysis. The chapter is 

organized in terms of the main effects and interaction effects of the independent 

variables. 

Interfaces 

Efficiency and effectiveness 

The results of statistical tests provided strong evidence to support the 

hypotheses that interfaces play a crucial role in determining the training outcome 

effectiveness. There is no statistical evidence that efficiency factor is significant in 

determining training outcomes in terms of interfaces. Users who preferred icons were 

shown to improve in effectiveness compared with the users who preferred menu 

interfaces and this benefit was also significant in statistical terms. These findings are 

in agreement with other studies such as Chin (1984), Fryer (1991), Shneiderman 

(1982) and Walkenbach (1992) which have established that direct manipulation 

interfaces such as icons enhances user performance. However, it should be noted that 

these studies have established the superiority of icon interfaces in an operating system 

environment and not in an application environment. This difference is worth noting 

because in an operating system environment tasks are handled on a component basis 

such as moving a file to a recycle bin. In an application environment, as used in this 

study operations need to be in a sequential order to accomplish a given task and hence 

continuity between operations is essential. Nonetheless, this study found that using 

icon interfaces enhanced perfonnance better than using menu interfaces in the same 

way as Chin (1984) and others found in an operating system environment. 
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In EUC literature, the three studies that found such direct manipulation 

interfaces superior were criticised for their lack of theory in explaining why such an 

outcome was realised (Dumais & Jones, 1985; Michard, 1982; Rohr, 1984). The 

superiority of icon interfaces in this study can be explained using Assimilation 

Theory. The proposition of Assimilation Theory (Ausubel & Robinson, 1968) is that, 

in order to achieve meaningful learning, an individual must integrate new knowledge 

with existing knowledge available in long-term memory. In order to achieve this 

integration, however, the individual must first possess an appropriate assimilative 

context. This context, in tum, provides a basis for thinking about and reasoning with 

the new knowledge. In this study, the icon interfaces provided the appropriate 

assimilative context by presenting subjects with an on-screen conceptual model of the 

system. For example, certain tasks of the project management application such as 

'linking sub-tasks' are provided by the icon interfaces readily available on screen. 

Subjects who preferred icon interfaces easily understood the meaning of these 

interfaces and this understanding led to greater effectiveness. Menus did not provide 

this same understanding, as users needed to interpret the menu commands to arrive at 

some form of understanding. 

Bostrom et al. (1990) states that application interfaces play a crucial role in 

developing mental models by providing an internal representation of the system and, 

in this study, icons portray functions of Microsoft Project better than menus. In other 

words, icon interfaces provide conceptual models of the functions of Microsoft 

Project by providing the meaning of the interface language on screen. Further, users 

following the 'mapping via training'47 path use these icon interfaces to easily form a 

conceptual model of various functions of the application. The advantages of using 

conceptual models for learning computer skills has been confirmed in a number of 

studies (Borgman, 1986; Davis & Bostrom, 1993; Mayer, 1981; Sein &Bostrom, 

1989). 

A significant additional advantage of icon interfaces over menu interfaces is 

that they allow users to work directly with on-screen representations and to draw 

strong analogies with concrete objects such as recycle bins and diskettes. For 

instance, to save a file, icon interfaces in a Windows environment provide an icon 

41 'Mapping via training' was discussed in the literature review in relation to Bostrom et al.'s model. It 
relates to mental model of a computer system fanned by users as a result of training. 
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representing a floppy diskette. Users immediately understand the meaning of such 

icons which enables them to readily understand and undertake a task. Hutchins et al. 

( 1986) suggests that this can lead to a substantial reduction in a user's cognitive 

processing load and Shnciderman (1982) states that this can reduce the cognitive load 

plo1ccd on infonnation processing. This reduction could have yielded better results 

for usi;rs who preferred icon interfaces. 

According to Davies et al. (1989), support for icons over menus can be found 

in terms of two key factors: semantic distance and articulatory distance. Semantic 

distance refers to the relationship between a user's conceptualisation of an operation 

and the mechanism that the intetface provides for carrying it out. When an interface 

closely matches with the user's conceptualisation, it is said to be semantically direct. 

The icons in this study were semantically direct because they allowed subjects to 

pctform tasks in ways that they would naturally experience them. For example, when 

subjects who preferred icon interfaces wanted to link tasks (this was represented as a 

picture of a 'chain' in Microsoft Project), which was one of the activities in the hands

on exercise, they performed a simple operation using icons: they selected the tasks to 

be linked using the mouse, then they clicked on the link icon available in the software 

applicution. Menu based subjects, on the other hand, had to translate this intention 

into a sequence of steps that matched the conventions of the interface language: first 

they had to ascertain the locution of the menu item, select the menu option using the 

mouse, navigate the menu to select the correct sub-operation, click on that operation, 

dispose of the menu, and.then verify that the operation was complete. In other words, 

when subjects used menus, they had the burden of translating their intentions into a 

process that the application recognised. For icon subjects, the interface did most of 

lhe work. This was clearly demonstrated in the effectiveness factor. 

In terms of efficiency outcome, due to the newness of the MS Project 

applications, subjects needed to translate their intentions into actions. Irrespective of 

the availability of interfaces, the translation process was time consuming and equally 

complicated to subjects. It can be assumed that the relative newness of the 

application domain (MS Project) provided no distinctive advantage to users with their 

previous knowledge and experience. This perhaps has contributed to the lack of 

significance in efficiency. Therefore, the hypothesis that both subjects (icons and 
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menus) would be equal in efficiency factor was not showing any statistical 

significance and hence was not rejected. 

Similarly, in order to interpret output, subjects who preferred icon interfaces 

needed to do less translation than menu subjects. For instance, when the files were 

saved, subjects using icons saved the file onto the desktop. The Windows operating 

system provided a readily visible representation of the file with its name on the 

desktop to indicate that the file has been successfully saved. On the other hand, when 

using menus, subjects in this study had to choose an appropriate folder where they 

had write permission, provide the correct extension and then save the file. It was 

observed while replaying the ScreenCAM files that, some subjects were confused by 

the 'save' menu option and the 'save as' menu option as both of these menu options 

represented similar functions with subtle differences. Moreover, these two menu 

options are situated next to each other in Microsoft Project File menu, creating a 

possibility for the wrong choice by users. Further, while using the 'save' option in 

Microsoft Project, subjects who preferred menus had to comply with certain 

requirements enforced by Microsoft Project such as the 'baseline' option in order to 

save the project as a specific version. These requirements were not found by icon 

interfaces because the interface language incorporates these options and reduces the 

burden placed on the users. The complexity of the operation with menus resulted in 

subjects carrying out wrong actions. Further, to verify that the file had been saved 

properly, they had to use operating system commands and explore the folder and 

ensure that the file was available. This increased the number of operations performed 

to carry out a task and hence created an increase in semantic distance. This was 

obviously reflected in the effectiveness outcome for users who preferred menu 

interfaces. While the number of keystrokes using icons is significantly different, the 

same can't be said for the time. The time to translate their intentions into actions is 

almost equal and this is reflected in the efficiency outcome. 

The second factor, articulatory distance, refers to the relationship between the 

meaning of an expression in the interface language and its form. Interfaces that 

provide non-arbitrary relationships between their representation and their meaning ure 

more direct and therefore have less articulatory distance than interfaces that do not 

(Davies et al., 1989). One way to provide such directness is to base operations on 

users' intentions. Icon interfaci:s enable this with operations such as drag and drop to 
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move tasks and rearrange them. For example, if users want to rearrange the position 

of tasks in a project, then they can select the task that needs rearrangement, drag it to 

a new cell in the application and drop the task in the new position. These mimic the 

user's intention to move things from one place to another. The interface language 

takes the responsibility of re-numbering the tasks to reflect their correct order and 

thereby reduces the burden placed on the users. Therefore, there is relatively little 

articulatory distance employed in the process. Menu interfaces, however, are not as 

direct because they use fairly arbitrary relationships to link expressions and 

commands. For example, in Microsoft Project, to move a task to a new position using 

menus, users first need to 'cut' the task using the correct menu option, insert an empty 

cell by executing the appropriate menu selection and then paste the task into the new 

position in the project environment. 

Similarly, the menu option 'timescale' is provided to alter the working time -

weeks, months, days or hours. Users need to know the location and position of the 

menu command in the application's menu bar to conduct a task that involves the time 

schedule. Once the menu command is found, the default settings need to be altered 

to rcnect the correct option, such as week. Subjects have to understand how the 

menu items are grouped, the hierarchy of the menu items as well as how to alter the 

settings in order to successfully carry out the task. This lack of directness was noted 

in this study when many subjects exhibited frustration at not being able to find the 

correct command strings for perfonning some components of the hands-on tasks. 

This resulted in a poor relationship between the user's intention and the form of the 

interface language which supports such intentions. Therefore, users who were not 

able to manipulate menus because of insufficient knowledge in the first place were 

not helped by close articulatory distance to support their intentions. Icons provided 

this. 

Another advantage of using icon interfaces is that they enhance recall of 

simple operations (Davis & Bostrom, 1993; Sein et al., 1993). For example, once 

subjects were able to successfully link two tasks, they could easily remember the 

'link' icon to perform this operation to link other tasks when required. Due to the 

smaller semantic and articulatory distance of icons, subjects were able to translate 

their meaning into operations easily. This in tum enabled them 10 recall functions 

portrayed by icons more easily than those who chose the menu commands. Users 
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who performed the link operations using menu commands were not always able to 

remember the sequence of steps involved in the operation. In other words, the 

articulatory distance was more direct when icons were used in performing a task. 

The findings of this study differ from those of Carrol & Rosson (1995) who 

found menus to generate better outcomes than command types. This study found 

icons to be superior. One possible explanation is the platform on which Carrol & 

Rosson's training was provided. Carrol & Rosson (1995) used a DOS platform 

whe1·e commands were entered in the form of text strings using a text editor or 

commands were selected using a menu system. Users in the Carrol & Rosson's study 

found menus to be better because users found menus easy to use. Further, menus 

were found to be superior because there is no provision for typographical errors while 

selecting commands. On the other hand, this study used a Windows platform. In 

this study commands can be chosen from a limited set of options using icons in a 

Windows environment. These icons provide a visual representation of functional 

aspects of commands, providing better articulatory distance than menus. Any 

Jimitation48 in accessing menus would have biased the results of this study. 

Ease of use 

Despite this study supporting the superiority of icon interfaces in 

effectiveness, there is no evidence to support the superiority of icon interfaces in 

tenns of ease of use. In fact, subjects who preferred menu interfaces were deemed to 

be better compared to subjects who preferred icon interfaces in the qualitative ease of 

use outcome. Therefore, it can be assumed that subjects who preferred icon interfaces 

did not find them easy to use. 'fhis can be explained by the difficulties encountered in 

applying icon interfaces to certain complex situations where users had to perform a 

combination of steps rather than a single icon click. For instance, when time scales 

needed adjustment, icon subjects had the option to move the timescale by the 'drag 

and drop' method. On the other hand, to anive at a precise time scale, icon users 

needed to make necessary modifications to the time scale presented on screen by 

Microsoft Project. But, despite the on-screen facilitation of time-scale adjustments, it 

was noted while replaying ScreenCAM files that, users who preferred icons were not 

fully conversant with the various details of time-scale adjustments, such as changing 

48 This is further elaborated in Chapter 6. 
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the project schedule from month to week, found icon interfaces difficult to use with 

respect to this method. In these cases, subjects who preferred icon interfaces would 

not have found these interfaces easy to use. Subjects who preferred menu interfaces, 

due to infonnation cues provided by the application, would have found the application 

easy to use under these circumstances. 

Novel situations require manipulation plans and these in tum require searching 

both short-term memory and long-term memory for infonnation to match with the 

information available on hand (Ausubel & Robinson, 1968). Infonnation searching 

in novel situations needs to be disciplined and logical. Menu interfaces provide 

assistance in searching for commands based on hierarchical grouping, which icon 

interfaces do not. Therefore, users who prefer menu interfaces might judge the 

application to be easier to use. The project management software application was a 

novel situation for the users in this study and menus may have provided a better way 

of exploring the command strings required to perform a task. Fu1ther, the command 

strings found in menu options may have enabled users to understand the context in 

order to explore further. So, subjects who preferred menu interfaces found greater 

'ease of use'. This is in spite of establishing icon interfaces to be quantitatively more 

efficient and effective. Thus, in this study, it was observed while replaying the 

ScreenCAM files that, whenever subjects who preferred icon interfaces found the 

interface to fail to provide apparent and trivial solutions attempted to use menus 

despite their preference for icons and subsequently found menus easy to use in novel 

situations. This is further highlighted in the next chapter. 

Another reason for menus being considered easy to use was the language. 

Menus were made up of English text strings and, in this novel situation, assisted 

subjects to assimilate meaning. The text strings, which provide the meaning of the 

interface language in the menu options helped subjects to translate a given situation 

into an operation. The menus helped subjects to derive the meaning of an interface 

language by linking their existing knowledge to the context. So, while the interface 

language provided by icons was deemed to be more useful in trivial tasks, interface 

language provided by menus were easier to use in complex tasks. This is because of 

the inability of icons to actually represent interface language. 

The difference between the findings of this study and the study by Dumais & 

Jones (1985) that has established the superiority of 'ease of use' of icon interfaces 
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may be due to the fact that subjects in Dumais & Jones' study were not categorised 

based on experience or knowledge and these subjects simply retrieved uniformly 

shaped objects similar to icons. The retrieval involved just recalling shapes and did 

not involve complicated operations leading to meaningful learning. By contrast, 

subjects in this study manipulated a range of different icons on a computer screen 

instead of uniform 3~dimension objects. For example, in Microsoft Project, icons 

range from a commonly available shape such as a floppy diskette icon to an 

uncommon shape such as a link icon. Similarly, the difference between the findings of 

this study and the study by Davis & Bostrom (1993) that has established the 

superiority of icons in tenns of ease of use may be due to the fact that in the Davis & 

Bostrom's (1993) study, s·ubjects performed short, discrete sequences of operations 

using icons. These short operations involved simply recalling pieces of information 

and, again, did not lead to a cohesive set of operations, leading in tum to meaningful 

operations. By contrast, subjects in this study performed relatively complicated 

operations that required them to formulate and execute manipulation plans. Menus 

appear to facilitate these complicated operations in a better way than icons in the 

application environment of this study. These would have enabled the subjects in this 

study to rate menu interfaces easier to use. 

It has been argued that in novel situation£; users integrate new knowledge with 

existing knowledge to complete a given task (Sein & Bostrom, 1989). This is the 

premise of Assimilation Theory which states that to arrive at meaningful learning, a 

learner should be able to integrate existing knowledge to new situations by 

understanding the relationship between the new and the existing knowledge. In novel 

situations, tasks often involve the application of problem solving skills to delermine 

which information is relevant and how to use it to achieve desired results. Usually, 

this involves a series of basic commands. In this study, while subjects who opted for 

icon interfaces scored better quantitatively, these subjects have found icon interfaces 

less easy in subjective terms. One reason appears to be the difficulties in translating 

users' intentions with icons alone. Despite the fact the subjects who preferred icon 

interfaces would also have been able to integrate their existing knowledge with new 

knowledge, the interface language was not adequate to accomplish the tasks due to the 

limited interface language presented by the icons on the screen. While replaying 

ScreenCAM files, it was noted that when users approached novel tasks using icons, 
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due to the limited representation with the icons, they were not able to successfully 

accomplish the tasks. Subjects who preferred menu interfaces used their existing 

knowledge and integrated the knowledge gained from the available menu options in 

the application to derive new knowledge in order to accomplish novel tasks. This was 

because menus provided more infonnative options to users and hence they responded 

that menus were easier to use. 

Based on the above paragraphs, it can be asserted that users who preferred 

icons scored better quantitative results than users who preferred menus because of the 

assimilation of context through the representation of the icons. However, this study 

also indicates that when the tasks become complicated, icons are limited in 

representing this complexity and menus appear to be providing better solutions for 

tasks accomplishments. This is reflected in the subjective •ease of use' survey where 

users rated menus to be better compared with icons. 

Training Approach 

The results of statistical tests provide evidence that there is no difference 

between training approaches in detennining training outcomes efficiency, 

effectiveness and ease of use. The statistical tests on the training approaches variable 

indicates that the results of the lhree training outcomes for both the preferences 

(instruction and exploration) were similar. This study is therefore not able to confirm 

the superiority of either approaches in determining training outcomes. 

The results of data analysis show that subjects who preferred the exploration 

approach scored better in effectiveness (48.31 vs 44.06), These subjects also found 

the exploration approach to be marginally easier to use. But when it comes to 

efficiency, both training approach groups showed similar results (38.36 and 39.15 for 

instruction and exploration respectively). However, the results were not statistically 

significant for the three outcomes - efficiency, effectiveness and ease of use. 

Efficiency and effectiveness 

A previous study by Davis & Bostrom (1993) established that the instruction 

approach was superior in effectiveness to the exploration approach in EUC training. 

But two other studies have established that the exploration approach was actually 
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superior in effectiveness (Carrol & Mazur, 1986; Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1994). It 

has also been found in EUC training that when the complexity of tasks increases, the 

superiority of the exploration approach appeared to be approaching statistical 

significance (Davis & Bostrom, 1993). However, this study did not find support for 

any of these findings. 

The lack of statistical significance concerning the training outcomes 

effectiveness and efficiency for the variable training approaches may be due to the 

fact that the training materials were produced to be as close as possible in tenns of 

their tasks and complexity. Further, while the materials featured ample hands-on use 

and problem solving exercises, neither training approach focused on teaching the 

syntax of the application software. Subjects used the training materials to understand 

the operations of the application. To facilitate this, the training materials provided 

general rules and specific examples of how to handle a specific situation within the 

scope of the application software. Therefore, it can be assumed that the level of 

understanding of the functional operations of the application software resulting from 

the training materials would be the same. This could have impacted on the training 

outcomes and hence the lack of significance indicating 'no difference' between 

training approaches in determining training outcomes. 

Another possible explanation for the lack of significance is the application 

domain. While previous studies have considered operating systems (Davis & 

Bostrom, 1993), spreadsheets (Carrol & Mazur, 1986) and other application domains 

(Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1994), this study considered a project management 

application. Project management applications are inherently complex. Subjects need 

to understand the basic concepts of project management and then to understand the 

meaning of the functional elements of the software to successfully perform an 

operation. This is not the case in a spreadsheet application because the concepts at the 

basic levels are reasonably straightforward in that environment. Due to the complex 

nature of tasks found in project management applications, it is not always possible to 

readily convey the meaning of the tasks through training materials. In this study, 

training materials provided information regarding the operational sequences of tasks 

and not their meaning. While subjects were inducted in the meaning of some icons 

and menu commands, the complete meaning of how a specific icon works in a given 

situation was not explained in the training materials. Therefore, subjects in this study 
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needed to detennine independently whether a menu command or icon was available 

and suitable to carry out a task. This could have resulted in some form of 

'deduction' and subjects who preferred exploration training could have gained some 

advantage compared with subjects who preferred instruction training. This is 

reflected in the average scores for effectiveness where subjects who preferred 

exploration training have scored marginally better than those who preferred 

instruction training. 

Previous studies have found exploration training to be superior over 

instruction training for meaningful learning (Carrol & Mazur, 1986; Sein & 

Bostrom, 1989). According to Assimilation Theory, for meaningful learning to occur, 

individuals must search long-term memory to retrieve appropriate anchoring ideas or 

contexts. But, studies conducted by Gentner & Gentner (1983), Gick & Holyoak 

(1983) and Davis & Bostrom (1993) suggest that, unless learners are provided with 

cues to help them retrieve appropriate concepts, they will often be unable to do so. 

Therefore, it is possible to assume that subjects with a preference for instruction 

training would have encountered difficulties in retrieving infonnation during the 

hands-on task experiment because of want of information cues. On the other hand, 

subjects with exploration training would have generated necessary infonnation cues 

on their own due to the very nature of exploration through the trial and error options 

provided to them. This is particularly true of learners, such as beginners, who have no 

prior experience in the given learning domain because the trial and error would have 

helped them to explore and then understand aspects of the application. In this study, 

subjects were given with an option to nominate their preference for either of the 

training approaches. Subjects nominated their preference after the training session. 

Despite the preference to a training approach, this study did not exercise any control 

over whether subjects actually used their preferred training approach in the 

experimental phase. In other words, there was no control over subjects to Yerify 

whether the nominated approach, indeed, was actually used while accomplishing tasks 

during the experiment. Therefore, it is possible that subjects mixed the training 

approaches while accomplishing the tasks. The results of this study should be 

interpreted with this point in mind. This is again reflected in the average scores for 

efficiency where subjects who preferred exploration training have scored marginally 

better than those who preferred instruction training, however not significantly so. 
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The lack of significance effect for the variable training approach contradicts 

the findings of Carrol et al. (1987) who have asserted that training approaches are 

significant in EUC training. Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) have also claimed this. 

Therefore, specific study related factors might have been responsible for the outcomes 

reported here. One such factor may have been the background of subjects. All of the 

subjects in this study were tertiary students in the Science discipline. It is highly 

likely that most of them were accustomed to an on-going structured learning 

environment. As a result, they may have been less comfortable with the short training 

that was provided in this study. Douglas & Moran (1982) 49 also note this as a 

reason for the lack of significance for training approaches in their study. 

In the previous studies that have found exploration training superior, the 

professional and work backgrounds of the subjects may have prepared them for the 

more intensive and unstructured learning and problem solving environments that were 

representative of the exploration learning conditions (Carrol & Mazur, 1986). In this 

study, despite categorising users based on their knowledge and experience, there was 

no statistical significance. However, one would expect exploration learning to yield 

significance based on Carrol & Mazur (1986) Study. The reason may be the 

subjects' background. Subjects who participated in this study did not have a project 

management background and hence it is possible to argue that both training 

approaches failed to have an impact on them. This is important because it suggests 

that simply providing users with opportunities to work with concepts may not bring 

out necessary results. For some subjects, trainers may need to provide learning 

environments that impose greater control. 

Another possible explanation is that the advantages of exploration training 

may be realised when individuals are given longer periods of time to use the system. 

It was observed on the Lotus ScreenCAM files that , as the time increased, the 

complexity of tasks began to increase and exploration-training subjects found it 

relatively easy to accomplish these tasks. This may be one reason why the subjects 

who preferred exploration training showed marginally better results for the training 

outcome effectiveness. Carrol & Rosson (1995) has indicated support for this 

argument by establishing that that explorJtion trai.ning is superior. However, another 

49 Douglas et al (1982) conducted their research with students enrolled in biology. 
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study by Davis & Bostrom (1993) has shown that instruction approach is superior. 

One reason for such conflicting outcomes may be due to the fact that these studies 

were conducted under tight time constraints, say about 45 minutes of experiment. 

Therefore, future research needs to examine the effect of training time for both 

instructional and exploration approaches50
• 

A further explanation for the lack of significant impact for training approach 

may be that certain trainee characteristics, which were unaccounted for, cancelled out 

any effects for training method. Sein & Bostrom (1989), for example, found that 

trainees who had a natural affinity towards 'images' tended to perform better in 

accomplishing tasks than those with an affinity towards 'text', regardJess of the 

training method. Similar evidence is provided in this study. When the data was 

analysed for the combined effect of interface and training, it was found that subjects 

who preferred icon interface were more effective irrespective of the training method 

provided. Therefore subjects who preferred icons would have been aided in deriving 

the meaning of the interface language. But, despite the fact that icon interfaces 

convey the meaning of the interface language in a pictorial way, more subjects 

preferring a menu interface rated the application easy to use. As explained earlier, the 

only possible argument for this trend is that, as time and difficulty increased, subjects 

who preferred icons were restricted in the types of operations that they could perform 

and subjects who preferred menus had a better choice of options for this complex 

application. Therefore, trainee characteristic of affinity for images might have caused 

some bias in the results for the effect of training approach. 

The lack of significance for training found in this study is supported by 

Olfman & Bostrom (1991) who conducted a study of exploration and instruction

based training using the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet package. Olfman & Bostrom (1991) 

also found [hat learning groups exhibited little difference in their outcomes with these 

two training approaches. One reason suggested by Davis & Bostrom (1993), who 

reviewed Olfman & Bostrom's methodology, was that the tasks were not fully 

categorised on the basis of task complexity. In this study, despite the fact that the 

tasks were generated after careful consideration given to their complexity and 

sequence, the categorisation of tasks, such as near-transfer and far-transfer tasks, was 

50 Funher details provided in the Limilations Chapter. 
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not done prior to the hands-on experimentation because of time constraints 

experienced by the researcher. Further, the researcher is not qualified in instructional 

design and hence was not able to assure that sufficient expertise was available for this 

purpose. Such a categorisation would have provided valuable information regarding 

how tasks were conducted, especially, near and far transfer tasks and this may have 

influenced the outcomes for the variable training approaches. 

Another possible explanation for the lack of significance for the training 

approach variable may be self-training available to end-users. The current 

technological'climate has seen considerable adaptation of computers to end users' 

needs and skills enabling users to train themselves. Evidence for this argument is the 

plethora of books to be found in bookstores which enable users to become familiar 

with instructions and which prepare them to explore software applications. This 

coincides with a marked increase in PC owners who have become familiar with a 

range of applications. Therefore the combination of user experience, the l\dvent of PC 

applications and famiHarity with PC functions might have biased the results of this 

study for the variabie training approaches. 

Ease of use 

The average scores for the training outcome ease of use for the variable 

training approach were similar. This was despite the fact that the correlations for this 

element in the questionnaire were positive and strong when validated for reliability. 

In fact, it should be noted that while the other factors such as 'using the system' in the 

ease of use questionnaire were scored highly, the 'using training materials' 

component scored relatively low correlations. The correlation was statistically 

significant at p = 0.000. This is perhaps the result of complexity of the application 

rather than the training material itself. For example. when specific tasks were given 

to the subjects in a radically different environment such as project management, they 

appeared to struggle, despite their familiarity with various computing tenus and 

operations. This was observed when playing back the ScreenCAM files. This is 

supported by Olfman & Mandviwalla (1994) who has suggested that rich text based 

conceptual elaborations, as in the exploration training, do not always assist users, and 

other studies (Davis & Bostrom, 1993; Sein & Bostrom, 1989) have indicated that 

subjects' existing knowledge is essential to handle complex tasks, as suggested by the 
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Assimilation Theory. Therefore, the step-by-step inductive processing facilitated by 

the instruction training was not adequate for building the concrete mental models 

required to understand the application. On the other hand, subjects who preferred 

exploration training may appear to have benefited from some fonn of concrete mental 

model because of the triaJ-and-error deductive processing facilitated by the 

exploration approach. 

Thus, for the variable training approach, this study was not able to assert the 

superiolity of either of the training approaches. While subjects who preferred the 

exploration training was more effective, the outcomes for efficiency and ease of use 

were similar for all subjects. When the ScreenCAM files were reviewed, it appears 

that as the duration and complexity increased, subjects who preferred the exploration 

approach, appeared to be better able to accomplish the given tasks. 

' 
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Categories of users 

The results of statistical tests provide evidence that there is no difference 

between categories of user in determining training outcomes efficiency, effectiveness 

and ease of use. This study is therefore not able to confirm the superiority of either 

category in determining training outcomes. Therefore none of the three outcomes 

effectiveness, efficiency and e~ise of use were statistically significant. 

However, the descriptive ana1ysis showed that basic users were somewhat 

more efficient (36.75 for basic vs 40.84 for advanced) and advanced users were 

somewhat more effective (47.24 for advanced vs 44.71 for basic). The ease of use 

training outcome was almost equal (3.53 for basic vs 3.56 for advanced). 

Efficiency and effectiveness 

Previous EUC studies have not considered the combination of efficiency and 

user category and hence it is not possible to compare these outcomes with other 

studies. However, the results in terms of effectiveness are partially supported by 

previous studies in EUC such as Carrol & Mazur (1986), who found advanced users 

to be effective and Olfman & Mandviwalla (1994), who found experience to play a 

significant role in determining effectiveness. One major difference between this study 

and other similar studies in EUC is the method of categorisation of users. While 

Carrol considered only experience for categorisation purposes, Olfman & 

Mandviwalla considered only prior knowledge for categorisation. In contrast, this 

study considered both of these (experience and knowledge) in order to anive at the 

two categorizations, basic and advanced. 

This study shows that while basic users were efficient, they were not effective, 

that is, while they achieved good time scores, they did make more errors than the 

advanced users. Advanced users scored better in terms of effectiveness and this may 

be due to their ability to utilise concepts in long-term memory. However, after a 

review of previous studies in EUC, one would anticipate that if basic users were 

efficient, then they would also be effective, because greater efficiency implies 

completing a task in a shorter span of time and this needs the correct decisions to be 

made to accomplish the tasks. This is particularly so in this study because the hands-
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on tasks were accomplished via a sequence of continuous, short operations. But this 

was not the case. While basic users were efficient, they were not effective. From 

playing back the ScreenCAM files, it was noted that as the task complexity increased, 

basic users were not able to arrive at the correct operational sequences. This has 

translated into incomplete tasks which were in tum renected in the shorter time 

(efficiency) score but resulted in their not being effective because of a lesser number 

of keystrokes. However, there is no statistical data to support this argumenl. This 

argument has becomes evident again with the data for the interaction between 

categories of user and interface combination, which provided no statistical 

signilicance. While the interfaces were effective and efficient individually, the 

in~.::raction with the categories of users yielded no significance. So, lhe variable user 

category should be driving these results. 

While the basic and advanced users who preferred icon interfaces showed 

similar scores for efficiency and effectiveness, basic and advanced users preferring 

menus showed different scores for efficiency and effectiveness advanced users who 

preferred menu interfaces perfonned better in lerms of efficiency and effectiveness. 

Therefore, it can be speculated that experience plays some sort of role in detennining 

training outcomes and this may be because 1hey are able to understand the 'menu' 

interface language. Such a result has not been suggested by previous studies in EUC. 

Assimilation Theory may provides a justification for the above finding. For 

instance, when Mayer (1981) compared users who were provided with conceptual 

models with users who were not, he found that lhe fonner group perfonned better in 

complicated tasks that needed access to Jong-Lenn memory. Despite the fact that the 

application domain was radically different in this study, the play back of ScreenCAM 

files indicated (by the delay in mouse or keyboard movement) that advanced users 

appear to recall infonnalion from their long-tesm memory to accomplish tasks 

accurately. This suggests that the advanced users had constructed a mental model 

with the help of their prior knowledge and experience and that this mental model 

enhanced their task performance. On 1he other hand, basic users appear not to have 

been helped with their understanding of certain complicated tasks because the mental 

models constructed by them would have been limited through lack of experience and 

associated knowledge. 
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One key difference between this study and earlier research that have tested the 

link between prior knowledge and training outcomes is that earlier studies have used a 

DOS environment where users entered commands at the operating system prompt 

level. In this mode, commands are entered as individual entities and hence it is 

difficult to establish the links between various command sequences. Therefore, the 

lack of links between command sequences may have hindered the forming of mental 

models because mental models need sequential, logical steps (Sein & Bostrom, 

1989). In contrast, in this study, subjects selected commands from a given set of 

menu options in a Windows environment. Therefore, it is possible to suggest that 

interfaces in conjunction with knowledge and experience in a Windows environment 

facilitated meaningful learning. This was reflected in the statistical data analysis. 

The data analysis indicates that both basic and advanced use1., who preferred 

icon interfaces performed equally well on tasks that could be accomplished using 

icons alone. However, from the replay of ScreenCAM files, it appears that, when 

there was a necessity to integrate new knowledge with existing knowledge to arrive at 

the more meaningful learning required for complex tasks, basic users were struggling. 

One reason could be that icons, while providing meaning for certain operations, were 

not helpful in facilitating the integration of this meaning with existing knowledge 

which was essential to complete a task which required a set of actions. Ther.:fnre, as 

the complexity increased, advanced users appeared to be more effective thi:.n basic 

users. 

Ease of use 

It should be noted that the ease of use measurement in this study shows no 

significance between the levels of users. One might argue that if users were able to 

form meaningful mental models, then they should have found the system to be easy to 

use because an understanding of the interface language is essential to construct a 

mental model. This study is not able to provide any support in this regard and hence 

it should be assumed that the results in terms of 'ease of use' are inconclusive. 

Overall, the categorisation of users did not have any significant impact on the 

outcomes measured in this study. However, there appears to be some support for the 

hypotheses that prior knowledge plays a role in determining training outcomes. This 

is because when tasks became complex, prior knowledge appeared to have assisted 
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advanced users in deriving sufficient new knowledge to achieve the tasks. However, 

this cannot be supported statistically. 

Learning Styles 

The resuits of statistical tests provided strong evidence to support the 

hypotheses that learning styles play a crucial role in determining training outcome 

effectiveness. However, there was no statistical significance for the hypotheses that 

learning styles arc a major determinant for the training outcomes efficiency and f"'.!Se 

of use. 

Efficiency and effectiveness 

The findings of this study in terms of effectiveness are in agreement with two 

other studies in EUC training (Bohlen & Ferrat, 1997; Sein & Bostrom, 1989). 

While Sein & Bostrom's (1989) study measured perfonnances in terms of 'scores' 

calculated manually in given hands-on tasks and Bohlen & Ferrat calculated 'scores' 

in assignments and practicum, this study used automated tools to extract the score 

information and then showed statistical significance for differences in effectiveness 

due to learning styles. This is a major difference between the two studies mentioned 

and this study. 

In addition to this, while both Sein & Bostrom and Bohlen & Ferrat based 

their instrument on Kalb's Learning Style Inventory (LSI), this study based its 

instrument on Honey & Mumford's Learning Cycle (LC). Further, Kalb's instrument 

has been questioned for its validity5 1 in short-training studies, whereas Honey & 

Mumford's instrument has been widely accepted for short-training programs. Despite ,, 
these differences, this study is in agreement with Sein & Bostrom that there is a 

difference in training outcome effectiveness due to learning styles. 

In both Kalb's model and Honey & Mumford's model, an activist learning 

style refers to users who are able to put the concepts into praclice. According to these 

models, the lraining enables activists to generate new concrete experiences. 

According to Assimilation Theory, to generate new knowledge, one must integrate 

51 This was discussed in the Literature Review where Ruble and Stout have established the non 
applicability of Kalb's instrument in Bostrom et al. 's study. 
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existing knowledge with knowledge acquired during learning. Thus, in this study, 

users who were dete1111ined as having an activist learning style had high scores for 

effectiveness suggesting that during training they were able to assimilate the 

conceptual knowledge and then apply it to accomplish the given tasks. Further, the 

activists have also rated the overall training environment easy to use, further 

supporting the suggestion that they understood the applications software. 

The other hypotheses, relating learning style preferences to efficiency could 

not be rejected due to lack of statistical significance. In te1111s of efficiency, this study 

differs from Bohlen & Ferrat's claim that learning styles are significant for training 

outcome efficiency. 

The findings concerning the variable learning style preferences can be 

explained as follows. Of the four learning style preferences, possibly, individuals 

with an abstract learning mode, such as theorists with the best efficiency scores, have 

the ability to discover the rules and structures inherent in a new domain such as the 

project management application. These individuals take an analytical and conceptual 

approach to learning, relying heavily on logical thinking and rational evaluation. At 

the opposite end of the spectrum arc individuals with a concrete learning mode such 

as activists. They take an experience-based approach to learning, one that draws 

heavily on prior knowledge and experience, Leaming a new application may prove to 

be time consuming for them simply because they have little or no prior referent 

experiences to draw upon and this is reflected in the efficiency outcomes, that is tasks 

took them longer. According to Honey & Mumford's model, activists are people who 

involve themselves in new experiences and respond to novel situations. Therefore, in 

a non-traditional application such ns a project management environment, the activists 

were better able to accomplish tasks as shown in their higher effectiveness scores. 

According to Honey & Mumford (1992) learning style can change with training time 

because subjects can change their preferences based on experience gained while 

learning 52
, however, this study would have not captured change in learning style due 

to its limited duration. 

It is almost axiomatic that learning how to use an application can be 

accomplished best through actually using it. Previous studies (Bostrom et al., 1990; 

52 This is further discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Brancheau et al., 1985; Olfman & Mandviwalla, 1994) have stressed the need for 

letting novices experiment with the system which suggests that an active 

experimentation mode seems more suitable to learning an application than a reflective 

observation mode. It appears that in this study, activists were facilitated by 

experimenting with the application software and that this engagement has resulted in 

their higher effectiveness score. However, due to the relative newness of the 

application, these users seem to have needed more time to integrate new knowledge 

with existing knowledge, resulting in a higher time (efficiency score) than some of the 

other learning style preferences. This is evident from the statistical significance for 

the outcome effectiveness but not efficiency. 

Ease of use 

This study is not able to assert that there will be a difference in training 

outcome ease of use due to learning style preferences. 

Therefore, as a result of the above discussion, this study could only partly 

support previous research on learning style preferences. But while previous studies 

have asserted that learning style is a consistent predictor in determining training 

outcomes, this study was not able to assert the statistical significance of this 

independent variable in terms of the three training outcomes, effectiveness, efficiency 

and ease of use. 

Interaction Effects 

In this study, the interaction effects were tested statistically for significance to 

determine whether the c.:ombined effect between the variables had any impact on the 

training outcomes. For instance, in the Data Analysis Chapter, it was shown that 

while the individual variables training approaches and categories of users were not 

statistically significant, the interaction between these variables provided statistical 

significance in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. Therefore, a discussion is 

provided here as to the possible reasons of such effects. 
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Interface x Training approach 

The results of the statistical tests provided little evidence to support the 

hypotheses that the interaction between interface and training approach played a 

crucial role in detennining training outcomes efficiency, effectiveness and ease of 

use. This study supports the outcomes of Davis & Bostrom (1993), Olfman & 

Bostrom (1991) and Sein et al. (1987) that the interaction between interface 

preference and training approach are not statistically significant in determining 

training outcomes. Therefore, it can only be said that the evidence was not sufficient 

to reject the hypotheses and that there was no difference between interaction groups in 

terms of training outcomes. 

One possible explanation can be the use of project management application, 

which was relatively new to subjects. Therefore, despite attaining statistical 

significance in the independent variable interfaces, this study was not able to attain 

significant differences when this variable was combined with training approaches. It 

appears that training approaches negated the impact of interfaces on training 

outcomes. 

In this study subjects chose their preferred interface and training approach, 

rather than being allocated to these training approaches and interfaces without any 

consultation. Further, this study examined subjects' prior knowledge and experience 

based on responses to a questionnaire. The subjects in this study were also put in a 

structured learning environment and this was not found in other studies such as 

Bohlen & Ferrat (1997). As a result, these factors could have influenced the 

outcomes of this study. 

Interface x Category of End Users 

This study did not find sufficient evidence to support the hypotheses that there 

would be a difference in training outcomes due to the interaction between interface 

and categories of end users. The statistical analysis shows that the categorisation of 

subjects plays an insignificant role in the overall interaction effect. However, when 

the data was examined, it was found that the results were not consistent. For example, 

advanced level users who prefeITed icon interfaces found the training environment 

easier to use than basic users. However, earlier it was reported that the combination 

of menus and advanced users was likely to find the overall environment easy to use 
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compared with the combination of icon and advanced users. Despite this fact that 

advanced user rated icon interface easy to use (from table 6.7), and that advanced user 

x icon users scored the second best score for ease of use, the combination of basic 

users and users with preference for menu interfaces actually resulted in a greater ease 

of use score. This is not consistent. Therefore, the only possible argument is that this 

is an indication that the interaction has some effect on training outcomes, 

It appears that the choice of interface plays a crucial role in detennining the 

impact of this interaction. From the data analysis, it was evident that basic and 

advanced users who preferred icon interfaces scored better in tenns of efficiency and 

effectiveness irrespective of their level of knowledge. When it comes to case of use, 

more subjects who preferred menu interfaces found the overall environment easy to 

use and again the category of users does not appear to have any influence. Therefore, 

it appears that both groups of users combined their existing skills with knowledge 

acquired during training and this enabled them to manipulate the interfaces during 

hands-on experiment. However, these users appear to find the interface language 

provided by the icons inadequate for more complex tasks. So fewer of them rated this 

interface less easy to use. Therefore, it appears that user category did not play a 

major role in the interaction effect. 

Another explanation is that 1;1is study categorised users on the basis of 

knowledge and experience while Cw.Toi et al. (1987) categorised users based on their 

experience alone. While experience helps users to understand an application, when it 

comes to novel situations, conceptual knowledge is also needed to accomplish tasks 

(Mayer, 1981). This study, based on the suggestions provided by Mayer (1981), 

considered both experience and knowledge to arrive at the user categories of basic 

and advanced. Therefore, the knowledge and experience would have also enabled 

advanced users to use menus when needed as menus provide some facility to integrate 

new knowledge with existing knowledge. Therefore, we would expect these 

advanced users to have the knowledge and experience to translate the interface 

language provided by icons to perform the trivial functions in the application, by 

navigating menus. They would have also been able to accomplish complex functions 

in the application. Hence, the two factors (interface type and category) may have 

contributed to the results found in this study. 
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The key difference between this study and that of Davis & Bostrom (1993) 

who found this interaction combination to be significant, is the categorisation of users. 

Davis did not categorise users according to their knowledge and experience, 

considering them all to be novices. The failure to categorise users based on their 

knowledge and experience may have biased the results of previous studies in EUC. 

Further, it should be noted that while studies such as Davis & Bostrom (1993) 

considered relatively straightforward tasks such as moving files from one directory to 

another directory at the operating system level, this study required more complex 

project management tasks. So subjects needed to understand the principles of project 

management first and then implement them using the application. Hence, it is 

possible that prior experience combined with training provided would have influenced 

this interaction (interface and category). 

Despite the fact that more advanced users who preferred icon interfaces found 

the training environment easy to use than basic users with the same preference for 

icons, they were not as efficient nor as effective as the latter group. Basic users who 

preferred icons scored the best results for the training outcomes efficiency and 

effectiveness. So, to some extenl, advanced users who strictly used icons might also 

have been inhibited by the limitations of icons. 

Training Approach x Categories of End Users 

The outcome measure effectiveness was significant for the interaction effect of 

training approach and categories of end users. The outcome measures efficiency and 

ease of use were not significant. 

While previous studies (Carrol & Mazur, 1986; Olfman & Mandviwalla, 

1995) have asserted that the categorisation of users based on their experience is 

essential, these studies did not investigate the effect of preference for a particular 

training approach on such categories of users. While Olfman & Mandviwalla (1994) 

investigated the issue of training material for their applicability and Carrol & Mazur 

(1986) investigated the suitability of training materials for the amount of information 

provided, this study investigated the effect of prior knowledge and experience on 

training preferences and found this even though it was not significant independently. 

This is a new finding and a key difference from other studies. 
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According to Olfman & Mandviwalla (1995), the success of exploration style 

training is dependent on the reasoning process needed to execute tasks. Another study 

provides support for the superiority of exploration training over instruction training 

for meaningful learning (Carrol & Rosson, 1995). According to Assimilation 

Theory. for meaningful learning to occur, incfividuals must search Jong·term memory 

to retrieve appropriate anchoring ideas or contexts. But studies conducted by Gentner 

& Gentner (1983), Gick & Holyoak (1983) and Davis & Bostrom (1993) suggest 

that unless learners are provided with cues to help them retrieve the appropriate ideas, 

they will often be unable to do so. This is particularly true of learners, such as 

beginners, who have no prior experience in a given learning domain. There is support 

for the above argument in this study. For instance, basic subjects who preferred 

exploration training have done well in terms of effectiveness. Basic subjects who 

preferred the instruction approach have perfonned better in terms of efficiency. 

When specific tasks were given to users in a radically different environment 

such as project management, they appeared to struggle with the reasoning processes. 

It was noticed while playing back the ScreenCAM files that advanced users appeared 

to manage the reasoning process better (ascertained from mouse movements, selection 

of menus etc) than basic users and that this was reflected in effectiveness claiming 

significance. 

The combination of training approach and categories of users in this study 

rated the training environment to be the same the outcome ease of use (around 3.5). 

Therefore, it can be concluded that this combination did not find the training 

environment to be different in obtaining the outcomes. This establishes the fact that 

the training environment was equally appropriate to subjects. Therefore, the rich 

conceptual elaborations provided in the exploration training materials did not assist 

users in this study. This supports research by Olfman & Bostrom (1991) which 

suggests that rich conceptual elaborations need not always assist users. This was 

reflected in the ease of use score. 

Interaction of Learning Style Preferences with other variables in the study 

The results concerning individual differences for this study coincide with the 

study conducted by Olfman & Mandviwalla (1994). While Bostrom ct al. (1990) 

suggested that learning styles have an influence in infonnation processing abilities, 
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Olfman & Mandviwalla (1995) found that they were not significant. In this study, 

despite using a tested instrument to extract learning style preferences, the combined 

effect of training and learning style was not significant. Similarly, the findings of this 

study in terms of the interaction effect between learning style preferences with other 

variables, especially training approaches is in agreement with Bohlen & Ferrat (1997) 

who also established that learning styles have no significant effect on training 

outcomes. 

Conclusion 

This study raised four research questions (page 80 and 81- Chapter 3 -

Research Questions section). They were: 

1. How do different types of interfaces affect training outcomes? 

2. How do different approaches to training affect training outcomes? 

3. What is the influence of prior knowledge and experience of users on 

training outcomes? 

4. How do different learning styles affect training outcomes? 

In response to the first research question, this study has been able to assert that 

icon interfaces are the most efficient interfaces in terms of efficient and effective 

training outcomes. There is no evidence to suggest that either of the interfaces are 

superior in terms of ease of use. 

In response to the second research question, this stlidy has been able assert that 

exploration training is superior in terms of effectiveness and ease of use. None of the 

training approaches is superior in terms of efficiency. 

In response to the third research question, this study has been able to assert 

that users with basic knowledge and experience are efficient and users with prior 

knowledge and experience are effective. Both users rated the training environment to 

be equally easy to use. 

In response to the fourth research question, this study has been able to assert 

that users who have a theorists learning style are efficient and users who have an 
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activists learning style are effective. Users who had an activists learning style found 

the training environment easy to use. 

In addition to this, this study has been able to assert that the' interaction 

combination of menu interfaces and exploration training promotes efficiency and the 

interaction combination of icon interfaces and exploration training promotes 

effectiveness. Similarly, for the interaction combination of training approach and 

category, the basic users who prefer an instruction training approach are more 

efficient and basic users who prefer an exploration training approach are more 

effective. 

Therefore, this study has been able to conclude that icon interfaces are most 

suitable to train end users. When users are trained in novel tasks, an exploration 

approach is most suitable. When users need to be trained in limited time, those with a 

theorist learning style will benefit the most. When users need to score better as a 

result of training, an activist learning style will respond better. This study has also 

been able to conclude that the combination of menu interfaces and exploration 

training is suitable under tight time constraints for training. Similarly, this study has 

been able to conclude that when training basic users, either training approaches yield 

superior results in terms of scores. 

The next chapter will discuss the limitations of this study and future research 

directions. 
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CHAPTER 6 - LIMITATATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Previous chapter of this thesis provided discussion on the data analysis 

perfonned nnd concludCd the results of the data analysis. This chapter will list the 

limitation of this study. Following the limitation, directions for future research is 

provided in this chapter. 

Limitations 

The limitations of this study can be classified into two categories: instrument 

limitation and process limitation. Five instruments were used in this study to extract 

various details of subjects. These instruments were either used from previous studies 

or modified to suit this study. Despite the statistical tests performed to ensure the 

validity of these instruments, it is difficult to establish the accuracy of infonnation 

provided by subjects via these instmments. 

One issue that needs to be avoided in future studies is the procedure of 

'averaging' opinions expressed to various elements in these instruments to anive at a 

measure. For instance, in the first instrument, subjects answered to 12 items ranging 

from their computing knowledge to project management knowledge. Despite the 

c01relations and applicability of questionnaire items, the average score may not 

exactly reveal the knowledge of a subject in a particular component, for example, 

project management. This appears to be a problem in majority of the studies 

reviewed and no practical solutions were found yet. This is a limitation with the 

instruments used in this study. 

The second limitation of the study is the instrument used to determine learning 

style preferences. This study used Honey & Mumford (1992) instrument to 

categorise subjects into one of the four learning styles. While the questionnaire is 

validated in terms of statistical terms, due to the limited number of subjects in each of 

the learning styles, the results of this study for this interaction variable cannot be 

considered conclusive. Due to the classifications, it may so happen that the combined 

interaction effect of interface style, training type, categories and learning style 

preference may yield fewer than 4 subjects and this sample size is not acceptable in 

statistical terms for hypothesis testing. To alleviate any potential problems due to 

sample sizes, alternative statistical tests applicable to small sample sizes need to be 
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conducted. This may be a limitation. Therefore, there is a need to replicate this 

research for the learning style variable with a bigger sample. 

In this study, training materials were prepared by the author and peer reviewed 

for appropriateness and applicability. The examples were derived from a book 

published by Microsoft. Despite the efforts taken to ensure that the materials are 

appropriate and suitable, rigorous procedures of instructional design were not applied 

in the preparation of training materials. While this study followed the guidelines 

given by Dick & Carey (1990) in the overall training design, the instruction-materials 

and the exploration-materials did not undergo rigorous quality checking usually 

followed in the domain of instructional design. Any future research should 

incorporate rigorous quality control procedures in training design and training 

materials in order to alleviate any bias introduced by individual researchers. 

The study process was operationally limited due to a number of factors such as 

the time duration. In this study, subjects were provided with limited time for training 

and subsequent hands-on tasks experiment. While previous studies have used a time 

limit of 30-minutes to 8-hours, there are no guidelines available as to the right amount 

of time needed to study the effects of hands-on tasks. Based on the suggestions 

provided by Davies et al. (1989), Sein & Bostrom (1989) and Davis & Bostrom 

(1993), this study used a 45-minute period for training and experiment respectively. 

While replaying the ScreenCAM files, it was noted that when subjects crossed the 30-

minute period, they were tired and the speed of operations slowed down. In fact, 2 

subjects discontinued the experiment as result of exhaustion. The allocation of time 

appears to be a major limitation. Perhaps, this could be overcome by having multiple 

sessions of 30 minutes each. 

Another operatio!"lal limitation was the time slot allocated for the booking of 

computer laboratories in the University where the study was conducted. The 

computer laboratories can be booked only for a 2-hour block and subjects felt this 

time was not sufficient for training for a radically new concept such as Microsoft 

Project. Further certain aspects such as satisfaction and ease of use were measured 

after one week from the completion of the experiment due to this constraint. This 

time delay would have impacted in subjects forgetting some specific issues associated 

with the ease of use and satisfaction. This is seen as a limitation and future studies 

should allocate more time for training, experiment and immediate measurement. 
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The next operational difficulty stems from the fact that categories of subjects 

were detennined in this study based on an instrnment and not on hands-on 

examination. Despite the responses to the first two questionnaires to extract 

knowledge and experience, which was used to detennine the subject categories basic 

and advanced, this study was not able.to verify whether these questionnaires actually 

reflected the two levels. There are no unifonn guidelines available to distinguish 

subjects into these two categories and only recently the Australian Government 

started introducing competency standard to categmise subjects into different levels. 

This limitation is even encountered by education institutions. 

This study captured users' responses for ease of use and satisfaction after 

about a week and this can be considered as a limitation because users' could have 

forgotten some critical aspects of the application provided. 

This study recorded the subjects' responses using two independent research 

assistants. Despite file comparison methods employed to remove any errors, this 

study will not be able to guarantee an error free recording of subjects' responses. If 

an automated tool werr>. used, perhaps some of the errors could have been minimised. 

While a number of automated tools such as 'key log' programs were considered for 

this study, none of them were implemented because these tools were not capturing 

various actions of users while accomplishing tasks. Therefore, it should be assumed 

that errors could have penetrated and hence the results of this study should be 

interpreted accordingly. Future studies should consider the use of automated tools in 

order to avoid any manual errors. 

Another limitation of the study was the use of preferred training approach 

during hands-on experiment by subjects. Despite the fact that subjects have opted for 

either instruction training or exploration training, this study was not able to track 

whether subjects actually applied the preferred training-approach at hands~on tasks 

time. The ScreenCAM only captured keystrokes and not training approaches. It 

appears that there is no automated instrument available to track the application of a 

given training approach. Therefore, future studies should ascertain that subjects have 

used their preferred approach in the experiment to avoid any compounding effects that 

can be introduced by the training approaches. 
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Directions for Future Research 

This study compared two interface types, two training approaches and two 

categories of users on training outcomes. In many respects, this study was a first 

attempt to ask questions that, up to this point, have not bee asked. This is especially 

true of the combination of categories of users and interfaces. The study has resulted 

in two important benefits. First, it provides infonnation on the nature and extent of 

the influence of these factors on short computer training programmes. Second it 

raises a number of important issues for future research. 

This study evaluated the impact of training at only one point in time, namely, 

immediately after the training. Only a few reported studies have examined the effects 

of training methods over longer periods (Carrol & Mazur, 1986; Olfman, 1987; Sein 

et al., 1993). None, however, have examined the long-term learning effects of the 

interface in a training environment. One way to test the effects of interfaces on 

training outcomes is to examine the effects after a certain time period such as one 

month after training. Another approach could be to use longitudinal studies to 

observe how individuals' use and perceptions of the training environment change over 

time. 

Another issue deals with the experience of users. As users learn applications, 

their knowledge and experience grow. It is interesting to find out how their 

perceptions change in accordance with the gained knowledge and experience. 

Further, there is a concept that learning style preferences change during the course of 

learning. It is difficult to determine these changes in short training programs. 

However, when longitudinal impacts are studied, it may be possible to study the 

changing nature of learning styles. This infonnation may provide some valuable 

information in EUC training. 

The third issue relates to more detailed analysis of training approaches. The 

training approaches used in this study were operationalised using the guidelines 

provided by the literature. There is no way of knowing whether these approaches 

were implemented in the best possible way. Therefore, there is a necessity to explore 

best practices in implementing these training approaches. This may include how to 

write better and effective training manuals. For example, it may be better to know 

whether counter-examples have any effects on learning. Further, as mentioned in the 
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limitations section, use of automated tools to track the use of training approaches will 

bring out new knowledge about how these training approaches are used. This may 

have an impact on the preparation of training manuals. 

This study used only tertiary students involved in a science discipline. Future 

studies should consider subjects from other areas of study in order to determine the 

effects of the variables considered in this study on training outcomes. In addition, 

Honey & Mumford (1992) suggest that learning styles are dependent upon the type of 

study area such as science, business and engineering. The results of this study should 

be applied on other disciplines to derive new knowledge. 

The results of this study is restricted to inpuHraining-output model. The 

processes applicable to this study in terms of research methods were verified, but the 

actual 'learning' processes haven't been verified. There is a need to verify whether 

there is actually any transfer of knowledge due to training, and if so, how did the 

transfer occur. This study used ScreenCAM to capture the on-screen movements of 

mouse strokes and keyboard actions. However, this study did not capture how 

subjects transferred their mental model into a computer model in order to solve the 

given tasks. Perhaps, by asking subject what they are thinking as they are 

accomplishing tasks may bring out new information that is not captured so far. A 

video camera or a computer camera can be used to capture such details. This 

approach should lead to a mare thorough knowledge of how users conceive of and 

learn to use computer systems based on the information presented. 

Another aspect that needs to be considered in EUC studies is the transition 

between basic and advanced types. Due to operational difficulties, this study 

considered only basic and advanced users. However, it appears that there is an 

'intermediate' category available as a number of textbooks and training materials 

have emerged in the past three years with this category. Therefore, it is possible to 

derive interesting results by considering this category also in EUC research. One 

complication that researchers may encounter is the uniform definition of these 

categories. Various computer societies are trying to define levels to detennine 

competency and hopefully these levels can be sorted out soon. 

Finally, the questions examined in this study should be extended to different 

operating systems. It is commonly believed that end users are familiar with either a 
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PC or MAC system. Recent invasion of Linux. and other operating systems have 

provided new interfaces to users to consider. In addition to the application interfaces, 

systems are driven by voice-activated interfaces also. A number of new training 

methods involving multimedia tcchnoiogy have also started appearing in the 

computing training domain. These new issues have opened up new challenges. 

Therefore, it is necessary to test other applications and interfaces with new training 

methods to detennine the boundaries of the conclusions presented in this study. The 

range of new issues represents an ex.tremely challenging. fruitful and interesting line 

research for those who are inclined to pursue them. 
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APPENDIX 1 - SPSS OUTPUT 

Descriptive Statistics 

rave Interface tralnln I style Mear Std. N 
Deviatlo 

efficlenc Basi ico lnstruc Actlvls 36.509 17.461 
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Theoris 31.427 9.973 

Pranmatis 36.359 9.477 
Tota 35.131 10.435 2 

Exnlor Activis 32.419 14.076 
Reflecto 36.160 13.698 
Theoris 34.881 2.903 

Pranmatis 34.254 4.319 
Tota 34.7091 10.038 1 

Tota Activis 34.976' 15.340 
Reflecto 36.0461 9.615 1 
Theoris 32.578 8.200 
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Reflecto 33.965 4.578 
Theoris 31.633 12.931 

Pranmatis 39.5761 16.204 
Tota 35.929 12.073 31 

ExnJor Activls 52.226 4.601 
Reflecto 43.247 7.569 
Theoris 39.560 11.238 

Tota 44.024 10.361 1 
Tota Act iv is 41.492 11.962 1 

Reflecto 36.2861 6.4511 
Theoris 35.5971 12.344 1 

Pranmatis 39.5761 16.204 
Tota 38.321 12.067 

Tota lnstruc Activis 36.969 13.018 1 
Reflecto 35.113 6.059 1 
Theoris 31.538 11.183 1 

Praamatis 38.074 13.135 1 
Tota 35.565 11.263 5 

E:,mlor"' Activis 43.738 13.737 
Aeflecto 38.185 12.108 
Theoris 38.156 9.548 1 

Pranmatis 34.254 4.319 
Tota 39.367 11.066 2 

Tota Activis 39.122 13.316.: 2 
Reflecto 36.137 8.369 21 
Theoris 34.416 10.806 2 

Prar1matis 37.625 12.399 1 
Tota 36.756 11.274 8 

Advanc lco lnstruc Activis 28.800 1 
RefJecto 47.192 18.5831 
Theoris 41.834 23.035 
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Praamatis 38.4951 24.366 ! 
Tota 40.924 20.733: 1! 

Exnlor Activis 40.012 11.4711 
Reflecto 40.5251 10.151• 
Theorfs 39.402 19.437 

Prai,matis 26.497 11.5611 ' 
Tota 38.026 13.434 2 

Tota Activis 38.891 11.381 1 
Reflecto 42.343 12.2841 11 
Theoris 40.618 20.360 1 

Praomatis 33.162 19.671 
Tota 39.061 16.223 4 

men lnstruc Activis 48.361 24.1771 
Reflecto 44.456 14.209• 1 
Theoris 39.600 1 

Praomatis 47.9161 14.89 
Tota 45.470 14.827 1 

Exclor Activis 28.761 3.672 
Reflecto 48.406 17.355 
Theoris 34.552 19.002 

Praamatis 42.102 18.183 . 
Tota 40.640 16.742 1 

Tota Activis 38.561 18.827 
Reflecto 45.937 15.0151 1 
Theoris 35.814 15.719 

Pranmatis 44.282 16.167 
Tota 43.055 15.764 3 

Tota Jnstruc Activis 43.471 22.030 
Reflecto 45.087 14.505 1 
Theoris 41B15 21.045 

Praamat!s 42.028 20.650 
Tota 43.339 17.689 3 

Exolor Aclivis 37.199 11.137 1 
Reflecto 43.902 13.701• 1 • 
Theorls 37.785 18.2291 

Praomatis 35.166 16.825 
Tota 39.036 14.666 4 

Tota Activis 38.767 13.996 1 
Rellecto 44.473 13.832 2 
Theor!s 39.417 18.9221 1 

Praamatis 38.395 18.454 1 
Tota 40.848 16.038 7 

Tota icon lnstruc Activis 35.224 15.9321 
Reflecto 39.033 11.505 11 
Theoris 36.631 17.7751 1 

PraQmatis 37.249 16.313 1 
Tota 37.250 15.049 41 

Exnlor Activis 38.114 11.979 1 
Rellecto 38.846 11.293 1 
Theoris 37.895 15.600 

Praamatls 29.082 9.998 
Tota 36.948 12.401 4 

Tota Aclivis 37.151 13.018 1 
Aellecto 38.932 11.140 2 
Theoris 37.173 16.4781 21 

Praamatis 34.5271 14.740 1 
Tota 37.101 13.720 81 

men Inst rue Activis 39.774 14.743 1 
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Reflecto 40.522 12.475 1 
Theoris 32.629 12.299 

Praamatis 41.850 15.6001 11 
Tota 39.308 13.753 4 

Exolor Activis 42.1701 13.1301 
Raflecto 47.116 15.134 
Theoris 38.057 13.049 1 

Praomatls 42.102 18.183 
Tota 42.107 14.212 3 

Tota Activis 40.6131 13.895 2 
Reflecto 42.720 13.464 2 
Theoris 35.645 12,6551 1 

Pranmatls 41.929 15.824 1 
Tota 40.385 13.907 7 

Tota Ins true Activis 38.337 14.836 1 
Reflecto 39.916 11.885 2 
Theoris 35.030 15.578 2 

Praomalis 39.449 15.786 2 
Tota 38.360 14.319 8 

Ex[ lor Act iv is 39.608 12.215 1 
Reflecto 41.9971 13.177 21 
Theorfs 37.9811 13.903 1 

Praamatio 35.001 15.115 11 
Tota 39.159 13.358 7 

Tota Actlvis 38.973 13.420 3 
Reflecto 40.826 12.374 4 
Theoris 36.467 14.6681 3 

Praamatis 38.010 15.486 3 
Tota 38.712 13.866 15 

effectivenes Basi lcor Ins true Aclivis 53.600 7.197 
Reflecto 55.875 16.864 
Thaoris 44.666 15.095 

Praamatls 50. 142 23.688 
Tota 51.307 16.937 2 

Exnlor Activis 61.666 10.598 
Reflecto 73.800 17.311 ' 
Theoris 55.666 12.4231 

Pranmalis 47.500 7.776 
Tota 62.769 15.6701 1 

Tota Activis 56.625 8.695 
Reflecto 62.769 16.659 1 
Theoris 46.333 14.534 

Praamalis 49.555 20.7311 
Tota 55. 128 17.269 3 

men1 lnstruc Aclivis 32.300 13.672 1 
Reflecto 33.000 11.661 
Theoris 37.265 13.536 

Pra"amatis 30.500 8.053 
Tota 33.096 11.759 31 

Exc Jar Aclivis 50.500 12.069 
Reflecto 36.500 7.778 
Theoris 37. 142 9.665 

Tota 41.153 11.422 1 
Tota Aclivis 37.500 15.480 1 

Reflecto 33.675 10.412 
Theorfs 37.214 11.3081 1 

Pranmatis 30.500 6.053 
Tota 35.477 12.112 4 
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Tota lnstruc Activisij 39.400 15.701 1 
Reflecto1 46.071 18.532 1 
Theoris 40.692 14.185 1, 

PraQmatis 39.666 19.385 1 
Tota 41.403 16.908 5 

Exnlor Actlvis 55.285 12.0791 
Reflecto 63.142 23.262 
Theoris 42.700 13.300 1 

Praomatis 47.500 7.778 
Tota 51.961 17.464 2 

Tota Activis 44.454 16.229 2 
Reflecto 51.761 21.297 21 
The or is 41.565 13.533 2 

Praomalls 40.588 18.422 1 
Tota 44.710 17.677 8 

Advanc1 icon lnstruc Activis 85.000 1 
Reflecto 66.000 14.933 
Theorls 59.500 23.149 

Praamatls 46.200 23.647 
Tota 58.066 22.349 1 

Exclor1 Activis 55.777 14.703 
Reflecto 48.000 18.134 
Theoris 43.833 17.428 

Praamatis 48.250 10.874 
Tota 49.703 15.781 2 

Tota Activis 58.700 16.660 1 
Reflecto 52.9091 18.587 11 
Theoris 51.666 21.180 1 

Pranmatis 47.1111 18.030 
Tota 52.690 18.572 4 

men lnstruc Aclivis 43.000 3.4641 
Reflecto 38.000 9.249 1 
Theoris 41.000 1 

Pranmatis 47.000 2.000 
Tota 40.6471 7.944 1 

Exrlor Activis 41.666 7.767 
Rellecto 39.666 6.772 
Theoris 50.333 10.066 

Praomalis 35.000 11.022 
Tota 40.529• 9.644 1 

Tota Activis 42.333 5.428 
Reflecto 38.625 8.204 1 
TheorJs 48.000 9.451 

Praomatis 39.500 10.4471 
Tota 40.588 8.700 3 

Tota lnstruc Activls 53.500 21.189 
Reflecto 44.461 15.87 1 
Theoris 56.8571 22.259 

Praamatis 46.500 17.912 
Tota 48.812 18.334 3 

Exolor Activis 52.250 14.454 1 
Reflecto 44.428 14.595 1· 
The or is 46.000 15.025 

Pranmatis 40.888 12.4041 
Tota 46.1591 14.339 4• 

Tota Activis 52.562 15.599 1 
Reflecto 44.44ti 14.928 2 
Theoris 50.750 18.695 1 
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Praamatis 43.529 15.021 1 
Tot~ 47.276 16.080 7 

Tota ico instruc Aclivis 58.833 14.344 
Reflecto 58.63 16.311 11 
Theorls 52.083 20.178 1 

Pranmatis 48.500 22.661 1 
Tota 53.780 19.104 41 

Exolor Activis 57.250 13.592 1 
Aeflecto 57.9231 21.503 1 
Theoris 47.777 16.231 

Praamatis 48.000 9.121 
Tota 53.950 16.791 4 

Tota Activis 57.777 13.440 1 
Aeflecto 58.250 18.896 2• 
Theoris 50.2381 18.2781 21 

Praamatis 48.333 18.889 1 
Tota 53.864 17.887 81 

men lnstruc Actlvis 34.769 12.975 1 
Aeflecto 36.125 10.144 1 
Theoris 37.750 12.601 

Praamatis 35.000 10.276 11 
Tota 35.770 11.093 4 

Exolor Actlvis 46.714 10.734 
Reflecto 38.875 6.599 
Theoris 41.100 11.209 1 

Praamatis 35.000 11.022 
Tota 40.800 10.266 3 

Tota Aclivis 38.950 13.3001 
Reflecto 37.041 9.062 2 
Theoris 39.6111 11.6121 1 

Pranmatis 35.000 10.139 1 
Tot 37.7051 10.994 7 

Tota lnstruc Aclivis 42.368 17.362 1 
Aeflecto 45.296 16.992 2 
Theor!s 46.350 18.604 2 

Praamatis 42.043 18.7701 2 
Tota 44.067 17.695 8 

Exclor Activis 53.368 13.363 1 
Reflecto 50.666 19.558 21 
Theoris 44.263 13.843 1 

Praamatis 42.090 11.674 11 
Tota 48.314 15.704 7 

Tota Activis 47.868• 16.266 3 
Reflecto 47.645 18.159 4 
Theoris 45.333 16.277 3 

Praamalis 42.058 16.618 3 
Tota 45.9371 16.928 15 

ease of us, Basi icon Inst rue Activis 3.528 .868 
Reflecto 3.265 .653 
Theoris 2.845 .983 

Praamalis 3.403 .659 
Tota 3.256 .7741 2 

Exr.1or Activis 3.428 .703 
Reflecto 3.385 .723 
Theoris 3.480 .000 

Praomatis 2.717 .152 
Tota 3.314 .574 1 

Tota Actlvls 3.490 .7 
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Reflecto 3.311 .653 1 
Theoris 3.057 .839 

Praama!Js 3.2511 .648 
Tota 3.275 .706 3 

men1 lnstruc Activis 3.676 .962 1 
Rellecto 3.456 .956 
Theoris 4.266· .6641 

Praamatis 3.551 .990 
Tota 3.734 .915 31 

Exnlor Aclivis 3.790 .841 
Reflecto 3.980 .862 
Theorls 3.819 .670 

Tota 3.835 .684 1 
Tota Activis 3.708 .898 1, 

Aellecto 3.587 .904 
Theoris 4.042 .681 1 

Praamatfs 3.551 .990 
Tota 3.764 .847 4 

Tota lnstruc Activis 3.626 .903 1 
Reflecto 3.347 .769 1 
Theoris 3.610 1.0801 1 

Praamatis 3.482 .8261 1 
Tota 3.516 .880 5 

Exolor Activis 3.635 .745 
Reflecto 3.555 .746 
Theoris 3.717 .571 1 

Praamatfs 2.717 .152 
Tota 3.574 .673 2 

Tota Activls 3.629 .838• 2 
Reflecto 3.416 .749 2_:! 
Theoris 3.657 .8791 2 

Pranmatis 3.392 .814 1 
Tota 3.534 .817 8 

Advanc lco lnstruc Activls 4.585 1 
Reflecto 3.561 9.438E·O 
Theoris 3.571 .499 

Praomatis 2.929 .701 
Tota 3.423 .654 1 

Exolor Activis 3.6211 .565 
Rellecto 3.346 .750 
Theorls 3.506 .613 

Praamatis 3.830 .438 
Tota 3.54 .609 2 

Tota Aclivis 3.717 .614 1 
Reflecto 3.405 .637 11 
Theorfs 3.539 .534 1 

Praamalis 3.329, .737 
Tota 3.501 .620 4 

men lnstruc Activis 4.046 .154 
Reflecto 3.709 .384 1 
Theoris 2.950 1 

Pranmatis 3.245 .759 
Tota 3.6421 .501 1 

Exnlor Act iv is 3.393 .798 
Reflecto 3.563 .723 
Theoris 4.108 .377 

Praomalis 3.602 .617 
Tota 3.640 .641 1 
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Tota Activis 3.720 .626 
Reflecto 3.65"' .518 1 
Theorls 3.818 .655 

Praamalis 3.4681 .645 
Tata 3.641 .566 3 

Tota Inst rue Activis 4.181 .297 
Reflecto 3.675 .341 1 
Theoris 3.482 .512 

Praamatis 3.047 .68 
Tota 3.539 .5791 3 

Exolor Aclivis 3.564 .599 1 
Reflecto 3.439 .7191 1 
Theoris 3.707 .601 

Praamatis 3.703 .5261 
Tota 3.582 .616 4 

Tota Activis 3.718 .5981 1 
Reflecta 3.553 .5711 2 
Theorls 3.6091 .557 1 

Pranmatis 3.394 .677 1 
Tota 3.564 .597 7 

Tota icon lnstruc Activis 3.704 .888 
Reflecto 3.346 .565 11 
Theoris 3.208 .834 1 

Pranmatis 3.205 .689 1 
Tota 3.317 .728 41 

Exolor Activis 3.572 .574 1 
Ref le eta 3.361 .709 1 
Theoris 3.497 .4851 

Praamatis 3.459 .670 
Tota 3.470 .601 4 

Tota Activis 3.616 .671 1 
Reflecto 3.354 .634 2 
Theoris 3.332 .7061 21 

Praomatis 3.290 .674 1' 
Tota 3.392 .6691 81 

men lnstruc Activis 3.761 .851~ 1 
Reflecta 3.614 .640 1 
Theoris 4.101 .771 

PraQmatis 3.468 .906 11 
Tota 3.702 .789 4 

Exnlor Activis 3.620 .782 
Reflecto 3.667 .719 
Theoris 3.906 .5921 1 

Pranmatis 3.602 .617 
Tota 3.725 .656 3 

Tota Aclivls 3.712 .809 2 
Reflecto 3.6321 .652 2 
Theoris 3.9931 .663 1 

Praamatis 3.510 .808 1 
Tota 3.710 .736 7 

Tota Inst rue Activis 3.743 .838 1 
Reflecto 3.505 .614 2 
Theoris 3.566 .907 2 

Praamatls 3.331 .793 2 
Tota 3.524 .781 8 

Exolor Aclivls 3.590 .637 1 
Reflecto 3.4781 .711 21 
Theoris 3.712 .569 1 
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Praamatis 3.5241 .618 11 
Tota 3.5791 .633 

Tata Activis 3.666 .738 3 
Reflecta 3.493 .651 4 
TheorJs 3.637 .755 3 

Praamatls 3.393 .737 
Tota 3.548 .718 15 
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Multivariate Tests 

Effec Value I Hypothesi Error d Sig 

" lntercep Pillai's .971 1381.68 3.00 126.00 .001 
Trac• 
Wiiks .031 1381.68 3.001 126.00• .00< 

Lambd: 
Hotelling's 32.89 1381.68 3.001 126.00• .001 

Trac 
Roy, 32.89 1381.68 3.001 126.001 .001 

Larges 
Roo 

LEVE Pillai~ .02 1.05i 3.00 126.0u .37 
Trac 
Wiiks .97 1.05 3.00 126.00 .37 

Lambd 
Hotelling' .02 1.05 3.00 126.00 .37 

Trac 
Roy, .02 1.05 3.00 126.00 .37 

Larges 
Roo 

INTERFAI Pillai': .27 15.84 3.00 126.00 .00 
Trac 
Wilks .72 15.64 3.00 126.00 .00 

Lambd 
Hotelling'! .37 15.64 3.00 126.00 .00 

Trac 
Ro{, .371 15.84 3.00 126.00 .00 

Larges 
Roo 

TRAINING Pillai'! .00 .06· 3.00 126.00 .97 
Trac• 
Wilks .99 .06 3.00 126.0u .97 

Lambd: 
Hotelling·~ .oo, .O& 3.00 126.00 .97 

Trac• 
Roy', .00 .0<> 3.00 126.00 .97 

Larges 
Roo 

LSTYI Pillar·, .101 1.56 9.00 384.00 .12 
Trac• 
Wilks .89, 1.58 9.0Q, 306.801 , 11, 

Lambd= 
Hotelling': .11 1.59 9.00• 374.00 .11 

Trac 
RoY, .09 4.21 3.oo, 128.00• .00 

Larges 
Roo 

LEVEL Pillai'1 .03 1.52 3.001 126.00• .21, 
INTERFA' Trac 

Wilks .96 1.52 3.00 126.00• .21, 
Lambd 

Hotelling'i .03 1.52 3.00 126.uuu .211 
Trac 
Ro{, .03 1.52 3.00 126.00 .21 

Larges 
Roo 

LEVEL Pillai' .05 2.33 3.00 126.00 .o, 
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TRAININ Traci I 
Wilks .94 2.33: 3.uuu 126.00 .07 

Lambd 
Hotelling'1 .05 2.33 3.00 126.00 .07 

Trac 
Roy' .05 2.33 3.uu 126.00 .07 

Larges 
Roo 

INTERFAI Pillai': .Ou .23 3.00 126.00 .87 
Traci 

TRAIN IN< 
Wilks ,99, .23 3.00 126.00 .87 

Lambd 
Hotelllng'i .oo, .23 3.00 126.001 .87 

Trac 
Roy', .00 .23 3.00 126.00 .87: 

Larges 
Roo 

LEVEL Pillai' .as, 2.95: 3.oo, 126.00 .03 
INTERFA Trac 

TRAININ< 
Wilks .9~ 2.95 3.00 126.00 .03 

Lambd 
Hotelling' .07 2.95 3.00 126.00 .03 

Trac 
Roy', .07 2.95! 3.00 126.00 .03 

Larges 
Roo 

LEVEL Pillai'f .as, .741 9.001 384.001 .66! 
LSTYI Trac, 

Wiiks .941 .74! 9.oo, 306.801 .66• 
Lambd; 

Hotelling'! .05 .741 9.001 374.00 .66 
Trac 
Roy': .04 2.06 3.00 128.00 .10 

Larges 
Roo 

INTERFAI Pill al': .07 1.12 9.00 384.00 .34 
'LSTY Trac 

Wilks .92• 1.11 9.00 306.801 .34 
Lambd 

Hotelling'! .OB 1.11, 9.00 374.00 .35 
Trac 
Roy', .04 2.101 3.00 128.001 .10 

Larges 
Roo 

LE\'i:L Pillai'f .06 .91· 9.0U1 384.0u .51 
INTERFAI Trace 

'LSTY 
Wilks .931 .91 9.00 306.801 .51: 

Lambd 
Hotelling'1 .06 .91 9.001 374.00 .511 

Trac 
Roy' .05 2.47 3.00 128.00 .oo 

Larges 

~FIAININ\ 
Roo 

Plllai'i .03 .49 9.00( 384.00 .87 
'LSTY Trac 
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Wilks .96 .49 9.00 306.801 .87 
Lamb"'' 

Hotelling'~ .03 .491 9.001 374.00 .881 
Trac 
Roy', .02 1.11 3.00 128.00( .34 

Larges 
Roo 

LEVEL' Pillai'f .10 1.514 9.001 384.00 .14 
TRAINING Trac€ 

• LSTY 
Wiiks .89, 1.54 9.00 306.801 .131 

Lambd; 
Hotelling's .11, 1.571 9.001 374.001 .121 

Tract 
Roy', .11 4.76 3.001 128.00 .00 

Larges 
Roo 

INTERFAC Pi11ai's .06: .951 9.001 384.001 .48, 
Trace 

TRAIN IN( 
'LSTYI 

Wilks .931 .954 9.00( 306.801 .471 
Lambd; 

Hotelling' .06 .95 9.00 374.00 .47 
Trac, 
Roy': .06 2.67 3.00 128.00 .05 

Larges 
Roo 

LEVEL Pil1ai'1 .05 1.15 6.00 254.00 .331 
INTEAFAI TraCE 

TRAININI 
• LSTY 

Wilks .94 1.14 6.00 252.UO .33 
Lambd 

Holelling'i .051 1.13 6.00 250.00 .341 
Trac 
Roy': .02 1.23 3.00 127.00 .29 

Larges 
Roo 

a Exact stat1st1c 
b The statistic is an upper bound on F that yields a lower bound on the significance level. 
c Design: lntercept+LEVEL+INTERFAC+TRAINING+LSTYL+LEVEL • INTEAFAC+LEVEL * 
TRAINING+INTERFAC • TRAINING+LEVEL" INTERFAC • TRAINING+LEVEL • 
LSTYL+INTERFAC • LSTYL+LEVEL" INTERFAC • LSTYL+TRAINING • LSTYL+LEVEL' 
TRAINING' LSTYL+INTERFAC' TRAINING 'LSTYL+LEVEL' INTERFAC' TRAINING' 
LSTYL 

S Elf Tests o Between- ubiects eels 
SourcE Dependen Type Ill d Mean I Sig. 

Variable Sumo Square 
Sauare 

Correctec efficienc 4816.531 31 160.551 .BO .751 
Mode 

ellectivenes 18648.481 3 621.61( 2.98 .OD 
ease of us 16.62 3 .55• 1.09 .35 

lntercep elficlenc~ 160774.6 1 160774.61 804.99 .OD 

' ' 
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effectiveness 239068.2 

LEVE 

INTERFAC 

TRAINING 

LSTY 

LEVEL' 
INTERFAC 

ease of us 
efficienc 

effectivenes 
ease of us 

efficlenc 
effectivenes 

ease of us 
efficienc 

effectivenes 
ease of us 

efficienc 
effectivenes 

ease of us 
efficienc 

effectivenes 
ease of us 

LEVEL efficienc, 
TRAINING 

INTERFAC 
TRAINING 

LEVEL 
INTERFAC 

TRAINING 

LEVEL' 
LSTY 

INTERFAC 
LSTY 

effectivenes 
ease of us 

eflicienc 

effectivenes 
ease of us 

efficlenc 

effectivenes 
ease of us 

efficienc 

effectivenes 
ease of us 

efficienc 

effectivenes 
ease of us1 

LEVEL efficienc 
INTERFAC 

LSTYI 
effectivenes 

ease of us 
TRAINING efficlenc 

LSTY 
effectivenes 

ease of us 
LEVEL efflclenc 

TRAINING' 
LSTYI 

INTERFAC 
TRAINING' 

LSTYI 

effectivenes 
ease of us 

effic!enc 

1340.10 
79.06 

493.79 
.37 

' 

701.271 
8484.06 

.76 
1.01 

38.46 
2.274E·O 

363.96 
1848.18 

2.4 
75.63 

410.02 
.99 

589.05 

860.84 
8.241 E-0 

95.21• 

55.891 
5.171E-O 

450.92 

1133.53 
.62 

632.69 

497.70 
.57 

705.26 

337.58 
1.09 

49.28 

1275.87 
1.28 

38.50 

237.67 
1.67 

102.02 

1210.25 
4.55 

319.81 

effectivenes 1160.90 

1 239068.2, 1149.06! 

1 1340.10 
1 79.0 
1 493.79 
1 .37 
1 701.271 
1 8484.06 
1 .76 
1 1.01• 
1 38.46 
1 2.274E-O 

121 .32 
616.061 

.81 
1 75.63 

1 410.02 
1 .99 
1 589.05 

1 860.84 
1 8.241 E-0 
1 95.21 

1 55.891 
1 5.171E-O 
1 450.92 

1 1133.53 
1 .62 

210.89 

165.90 
.191 

235.08: 

: 312.52 
.361 

16.42 

425.29 
.43 

12.83 

79.22 
.55 

a4.oo 

403.41 
1.51 

106.60 

386.96 

2640.26• 
.39 

2.37 
.73 

3.511 
40.77 

1.51• 
.00 
. 18 
.00 
.60 

2.961 
1.60 
.37 

1 .971 
1.95 
2.94 

4.13 
.16 
.47 

.26 

.00 
2.25 

5.44 
1.23 
1.05 

.79 

.37 
1 .17 

1.50: 
.72: 
.081 

2.04 
.84 
.06 

.381 
1. 101 
. 17( 

1.93 
2.99 

.53 

1.86 

.00 

.00 

.53 

.12 

.39 

.06 

.00 

.221 

.94 

.6 

.99 

.611 

.03 

.191 

.53 

.16 

.16 

.08 

.04 

.68 

.491 

.60 

.99 

. 13 

.021 

.26 

.37 

.49 

.77 

.321 

.21 

.541 

.97 

. 111 

.471 

.97! 

.76 

.35: 

.91< 

.12 

.03 

.66 

.141 
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ease of us .88 
LEVEL efflclenc 642.99 

INTERFAC 
TRAINING 

LSTY 
effectivenes 81.41 

ease of us 1.78 
Erro efffclenc 25564.35· 12 

effeclivenes 26630.89 12 
ease of us 64.96 12 

Tota efffcienc 268665.3 15 

eflectivenes1 380804.0 15 

ease of us 2084.07 15 
Corrects efficlenc 30380.88: 15 

Tota 
effeclivenes 45279.371 15 

ease of us 81.59 15 
a R Squared - .159 (Ad1usted R Squared - -.039) 
b R Squared= .412 (Adjusted R Squared::: .274) 
c R Squared = .204 (Adjusted R Squared = .017) 

.29 .57 .63 
321.49 1.61 .20 

40.70 .19 .82 
.89 1.761 .171 

199.72 
208.05 

.50 
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Descriptive Statistics for the variable interface 

Rang Minimun Maxi mun Mea, Std varianc Skewnes Kurtosi 
Deviatio 

interfaci tatisti Statisti Statisti Sta tis ti Std Statisli< Statisli Statisti Std Statistic Std. 
Erro1 ITO "rro 

ico efficienc 65. 11.7 76.8 7.101 1.5245 13.720 188.25 .42 .26 .147 .52 
effeclivenes 78. 15.u 93. 3.864 1.987 17.887 319.9 .08 .26 -.465 .52 

ease of use 3.7 1.31 5.l 3.392 .434E· .6691 .44 -.43 .267 .37 .52 
02 

Valid r 
(list wise 

mem efficienc 59~ ~ 
76.3 0.385 1.5747 13.907 193.40 .66 .27 ·.18 .53 

effectivenes 53. . 64. 7.7051 1.244! 10.994 120.88 -.271 .27 .1 .53 
ease ofus 3.20 1.74 4.91 3.7108 339E .736~ .54 -A81 .27 -.13 .53 

0 
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Descriptive Statistics for the variable training approach 

Rangi Minimurr Maximurr Mear Std . Variance Skewnesi Kurtosi 
Deviatio 

trainin1 tatisti Sta tis ti Statisti Statisti Std. Statisti Statisti Statistic Std. Statisti Std. 
faro Erro Erro 

Instruc efficienc 65.0 11.7 76.8 8.360 1.517 14.319 205.03 .69 .255 .16 .50 
effectiven,.o<:1 82.1 11:]i 93,n 14.067 1.8757 17.695 313.13 .59 .255 .091 .50 

ease ofus 3.6 1.31 4.9 3.524 8.287E .781 .611 -.545 .255 .UU' .50< 
0, 

Valid I 
(listwise 

x.olor efficienc 63.2 13.0 76.3 9.159 1.596 13.358 178.441 .315 .287 • .11 .56 
effectivenes 78.0 15. 93.INl.'18.314 1.8771 15.7043 246.62 .521 .287 .43 .56 

ease ofusi 2.53 2.4 5., 3.579' 7.571E .633 .401 .165 .287 ·.681 .56 
0 
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Descriptive Statistics for the variable category 

Rang. Mini mun 1v1nximun Mear Std Variance Skewnes I\.Urtosi 
Deviatim 

categor; tatisti Statisti( Statistic Statistic Std Statisti Sta1isli Statisti, Std Statis1i Std 
Err Erro Erro 

Basi efficienc 52.7 14.9 67.6 6.756 1.237 11.274 127.12 .37 .2 .031 .52 
effectivenes 82. 11.n 93. l4,7!0 1.941: 17.6777 312.501 .52 .2 .08 .52 

ease ofus, 3.6 1.31 4.9 3.534 .972E .817 .66 -.32 .2 -.33 .52 
0 

Valid r 
(list wise 

Ad vane efficienc 65.0 11.7 76.8 0.848 1.839 16.038 257.23 .38 .27 -.SI .545 
effectivenes 78. 15. 93]iiw1.216 1.8445 16.0803 258.57 .57 .27 .281 .54: 

ease of use 3.2 1.8 5.1 3.564 .854E .5975 .35 -.37t .27 .085 .545 
0 
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Descriptive Statistics for the variable learning style 

Rang1 Minimurr Maximurr Mear Std Variance Skewnesi Kurtosi~ 
Deviatio 

lstylt Statisti Statisti Statisti Sta tis ti Std. Statistic Statisti Statisti Std Statistic Std 
EITo ITO ITO 

Activis efficienc 60.2 14.9 75.2 8.973 2.177( 13.420 180., .28 .38 .063 .75 
effectivenes 74. 11.0 85.0 7.86 2.6388 16.266 264.6 -.04 .38 .545 .75 

ease ofus 2.91 2.0 4.9 3.666 .1199 .738 .54 -.31 .383 -.49 .75 
Reflecto efficienc1 52.07 24.2 76.32 0.826 5 1.7861 12.374 153.12 .984 .343 .41 .67 

effectivenes 78.n 15.0 93.0 7.645 2.6211 18.159 329.76 .6 .343 .125 .67 
ease of us( 3.11 1.9( 5.0( 3.493 3~.404E .6515 .42• -.047 .343 -.08• .67~ 

0 
Theoris efficienc 63.77 13.0 76.8 6.467 2.3488 14.6681 215.15 .571 .37 .097 .741 

effectivenes 78.0 15. 93.0 5.333 3 2.6065 16.277 264.965 .721 .37 .70 .741 
ease ofus 3.6 1.31 4.93 3.637 .121 .7555 .571 -.711 .37 1.131 .741 

Pragmatis efficienc 60.2 11.7 72. 38.010 2.655 15.4865 239.83 .601 .40 -.201 .78 
effeclivenes 64.0 17.0( 81.inw2.058 2.8501 16.618! 276.17 .75 .40 .041 .78 

ease ofus( 2.9 1.7• 4.68 3.3937 .1265 .7371 .54 -.47 .40 -.307 .78 
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Descriptive Statistics for interface and training approach combination 

Range Mini mun Maximum Moa Std arianct Skewnes urtosi 
Deviatio 

interface trainin1 tatisti Statisti, Statisti Statistic Std. Stat is ti Statisti Statisti< Std . Statisti Std. 
Erro Erro Erro 

ico Instruc efficienc, 65.0 11.7 76.8 37.250 2.3511 15.049 226.49 .725 .36 .51 .721 
effectivenes 73.0 20.•i 93.0 3.780 2.983 19.104 364.97 .105 .36 -.955 .72 

ease ofus 3.2 1.31 4.5 3.3173 .113 .728 .531 -.767 .36 .24 .72 
xolor efficienc 44.57 13. 57.6 6.948 1.960 12.401 153.80 -.14 .37 -.85 .73 

effectivenes 78. 15. 93.t Hl'13.95t I 2.654 16.791 281.94 .07 .37 .393 .733 
ease of use 2.5 2.4 5.u 3.470 3 .506E ,601 .361 .33 .37 -.371 .733 

0 
mea lnstruc efficienc 58. 17.I 75.2 9.308 1.9851 13.753 189.14 .72 .343 -.05 .67 

effectivenes 48. IU 59.0 35.770 l.6013 11.093 123.07 -.56 .343 -.298 .67 
ease ofus 3.1 1.7 4.93 3.702 .1131 .789 .623 -.603 .343 -.04 .67 

xnlor efficienc 53.01 23.31 76.3 2.lm 2.5948 14.212 201.991 .62 .42 -.177 .83 
effectivenec 42.11 22.0 64.0 0.8 l.8745 10.266 105.407 .411 .42 .00 .833 

ease of use 2.4 2.51 4.9 3.725 .1198 .656 .43! -.1 .427 -.70 .833 
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Descriptive Statistics for interface and category combination 

Rang, Minimur Maximun Meo Std . Varianc Skewnes Kurtosi 
Deviatio 

interfac level Statisti Statisti Statisli Statisti1 Std. Statisti1 Statisti Statisti Std . Statisti Std 
Erro ITO Orro 

ico Basi efficienc 45.5 14.9 60.4 8 4.990 1.6291 10.174 103.51 .17 .37 .66 .741 

effectivenes 73. 20.r 93.0 5.128 2.7653 17.269 298.22 .20 I .37 -.35 .741 

ease ofus 3.1 1.31 4.4 I 3.275 .113 .7067 .49 -.53 .37 ·"' .741 

Ad vane efficienc 65. 11.7 76.8 39.061 2.503 16.223 263.21 .24 .365 -.54 .717 

effectivenes 78. 15.0 93. 2.690 2.865 18.572 344.951 .03 .365 -.52 .71 
ease ofus 3.2 1.8 5.0 3.501 7 .579E .620 .385 -.18 .365 .58 .71 

02 
mea Basi efficienc 50.5 17.1, 67.6 8.321 1.8192 12.067 145.613 .38 .35 -.421 .70 

effectivenes 53.0 11.0, 64.0 5.477 1.8261 12.112 146.72 .05 .357 .06 I .70 
ease ofus 3.2 1.7 4.9 3.7h< .1277 .8473 .71 -.54 .357 -.33 .70 

Ad vane efficienc 53.01 23.31 76.3 3.055 2.703 15.764 3 248.il .66 I .403 -.66 .78 

effectivenes 42. 19. 61. 0.588 1.492 8.700 75.7 -.51 .403 .62 .78 
ease ofus, 2.1 2.4: 4.5 3.641 5 .722E .566 .321 -.61 7 .403 -.44 .78 

" 
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Descriptive Statistics for Category and training approach combination 

Rang; Minimuri Maximutr Mea, Std . Varianc, Skewnes Kurtosi 
Deviatio 

categor, trainin S:tatistic Statisti Statistic Statisti Std Sta tis ti Statisti( Statisti Std Statisti, Std 
faro rr~ ITO 

Basi Instruc efficienc, 52.7 14,9 67.68 5.565 1.491 11.263 126.86 .50 .31 .468 .623 
effectivenes1 70. 11.0 81.0 1.403 2.2395 16.908 285.88 .47 .3li -.10 .623 

ease of use 3.6 1.31 4.93 3516 .116 .. 880 .775 -A4 JI -.47 .62 
Bxolor efficienc, 43.3 16.4 59.8 9.367 2.1703 11.066 122.47 .14 .45 -.403 .887 

effectivenes! 69.0! 24.11 93. 1.9615 3.425 17.464 304.99 .74 .45i .24 .887 
ease ofus 2.43 2.53 4.9 3.574 .1321 .673 A5 A5 .451 -.60 .88 

Ad vane Instruc efficienc 65. 11.7 76.8 3.339 3.1271 17.689 312.923 .29 .41 -.891 .80 
effectivenes 74.0 19, 93. 8.8125 3.2411 18.334 336.15 .77 .41• .05 .80 

ease ofus 2.7 1.8 4.5 3.539 .102 .5791 .335 -.975 Al• 1.553 .8 
BxpJor efficienc 63.2 13.03 76.3 9.036 2.211 14.666 215.091 .36 .35 -.208 .70 

effectivenes, 65.0 15.11 80. 6.1591 2.161 14.339 205.625 .145 .35 -.03 .70 
ease ofus 2.53 2.4 5.i 3.5823 :J,294E .6165 .38 -.03 .35 -.677 .1, 

~ 
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Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Source Dependeni Type w d Mear l Sig. 
Variable Sumo Squan 

Sauare 
Correcte( efficienc, 4816.531 31 160.551 .80' .75, 

Mode 
effectiveness 18648.481 3( 621.61< 2.98 .. ,., 

ease of us 16.621 31 .55• 1.09 .35 
Intercep efficienc. 160774.6( I !60774.6C 804.99< ,()()l 

effectivenes 239068.2, I 239068.2, ll49.061 .00 
4 4 

ease of use 1340.IIH I 1340.1 2640.2 ·" 
LEVE efticienc1 79.0n< I 79.0 .39 .531 

effectivenes 493.795 I 493.79 2.37 .12 
ease of us .37• I .37• .73 .39 

INTERFA efficienc 701.271 I 701.271 3.511 .06 
effectivenes 8484.0n I 8484.0 40.77 ·" 

ease of us .76 I .76 1.51 .221 
TRAJNJNI efficienc 1.01• I I.OJ .005 .943 

effectivenes 38.46 I 38.46 .185 .661 
ease of us 2.274E-O I 2.274E-0 ·'" .99 

LSTY efficienc 363.96 3 121.32 .60, .611 
effectivenes 1848.18 616.061 2.961 .035 

ease of use 2.441 .81 1.60 .191 
LEVEL efticienc 75.63 l 75.63 .37' .531 

INTERFA' 
effectivenes 4!0.02 l 4!0.02 1.971 .16 

ease of us .99 I .99 1.954 .165 
LEVEL efficienc 589.05 l 589.05 2.94• .08 

TRAIN IN( 
effectivenes 860.Ba. I 860.Ba 4.13 .. ~ 

ease of us '.;.241E.Q I 8.241E-O .16 .68 
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INTERFAC * TRAJNIN, efficienc 
ffecti venes 
ease of us1 

LEVEL* INTERFAC * TRAININ1 efficienc 
ffectivenes 
ease of usr 

LEVEL* LSTv• efficienc' 
ffectiveness 
ease of us1 

INTERFAC * LSTv efficienc 
ffectivenesr, 
ease of us 

LEVEL* INTERFAC' LSTY efficienc 
ffectivenes 
ease of us 

TRAINING ' LSTYl efficienc 
~ffectivenes 

ease of us 
LEVEL ' TRAINING * LSTYI efficienc 

ffectivenes 
ease of us 

INTERFAC *TRAINING* LSTv "'·idenc 
ffectivenes: 
ease of us 

LEVEL* INTERFAC *TRAINING* efficienc 
LSTY 

ffectivenes 
ease of us 

Erro efficienc 
ffectivenes 
ease of us 

Tota efficienc 
ffectivenes 
ease of us 

Corrected Tota efficienc 
ffectivenes 
ease of us1 

a R Squared= .159 (Ad Justed R Squared= ~.039) 
b R Squared= .412 (Adjusted R Squared= .274) 
c R Squared= .204 (Adjusted R Squared= .017) 

95.21 l 95.21 .47~.491 
55.891 l 55.89 l -~605 

5.171E-O l 5.l71E . .99 
0 

450.92 l 450.92 .25 .135 
1133.53 l 1133.53 .44 .021 

.625 l .62 51.23 .26 
632.69 3 210.89' l.05 .37 
497.70 3 165.90 .79 49 

.573 3 .19 l .371 .77 
705.26 3 235.08 l.17 .321 
937.58 3 312.52 l.50 .21 

l.09, .36 .72 .541 
49.283 16.42 .08 .971 

1275.877 425.29 ,,, .111 
l.28 3 .43 .84 .471 

38.50 3 12.83 .0 .97 
237.67 3 79.223 .38 1.76 

l.675 3 .55 l.10 .35 
102.028 3 34.00 .17 .91 

1210.253 3 403.41 1.93 12 
4.55 3 l.51 .99 .03 

319.815 106.605 .53 .66 
1160.908 3 386.96 1.8"' .14 

.88 3 .29 .57 .631 
642.99, . 321.49 l.61 .2ll' 

81.41' 40.70 .19 .82 
l.78 8 '. .89 l.76 1.17 

25564.35 12 199.72 
26630.89 121 208.05· 

64.96 812 .50 
68665.30 15 

380804.111 15 
2084.07 15 

30380.88 515 
45279.371 15 

81.59 15 
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APPENDIX 2 - QUESTIONNAIRE 1 

Pre-test Questionnaire 

Name: 

You will be allocated with a unique number for identification purposes during this 
study. The number will be allocated after assessing your suitability for the study. You 
will be asked to refer to the number later. 

Please fill in the questionnaire by placing a circle on the appropriate number for each 
item as shown below. Use either a pen or a pencil. Circle only one number per item. 

Example: 
The following is a set of computer tenns. Please circle the appropriate number: 

Know Nothing Know 

The following is a set of computer terms. Please circle the appropriate number to 
indicate your level of familiarity. Circle only one number per item. 

Know Nothing Know a 
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APPENDIX 3 - QUESTIONNAIRE 2 

End User Computing Sophistication 

End users are defined as the users who use computer systems and application software 
packages to obtain information without being concerned with the underlying 
processes and procedures of creating the systems and applications (Capron, 1998). 
Please indicate your percentage of the following activities performed in end user 
applications domain on a daily basis by you. 
Type of Application 
Based upon your experience, indicate the percentage breakdown to which the 
following end user activities are performed on a daily basis: 
Producing standard reports: applications that monitor daily activity producing 
standard reports on a fixed schedule 

____ % 

Processing non standard reports: Exception: applications that process detail activity 
reports where the definition of exception conditions is fixed (e.g. budget variances) 

____ % 

Performing various queries: applications that provide a database with flexible 
inquiry capability, enabling users to design and change their own monitoring and 
exception reports 

____ % 

Performing analysis on available data: applications that provide powerful data 
analysis capabilities (modeling, simulation etc) and the appropriate database to 
support user's decision making 

____ % 

TOT AL 100 
% 
Mode of operation 
Indicate among the following statements those which apply to your use of end user 
applications. Please place a ./' or a X in the box provided. 
o I use printed reports generated by a central computer 
a I use a stand-alone PC 
o I use a PC linked to a local area network 
o I use a PC with to the Internet 
CJ I use a PC linked to the central computer 
Usage Intensity 
On an average working day that you use a computer, how much time do you spend on 
the system? 
o Almost never 
a Less lf.z hour 
o From lf.z hour to 1 hour 
o l-2hours 
o 2-3hours 
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CJ More than 3 hours 
On the average, how frequently do you use a computer? 
CJ Less than once a month 
CJ Once a month 
CJ A few times a month 
CJ A few times a week 
CJ About once a day 
CJ Several times a day 

Usage purposes 
In regard to the requirements of your task, indicate the extent to which you use a 
computer to accomplish the following activities: 

No extent Large 
extent 
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APPENDIX 4 - QUESTIONNAIRE 3 

THE LEARNING STYLES QUESTIONNAIRE 

This questionnaire is to find out your preferred learning style(s). There is no 

time limit to fill in this questionnaire. It will probably take you about 15 minutes to 

fill in the questionnaire. There are no right or wrong answers. The accuracy of the 

answers depends on your preferences. 

If you agree with a statement, then place a ./. If you disagree, then place a X. Be 
sure to mark each item. Please mark items in the list or 
l I have strong beliefs about what is rfoht and wromi:, E!ood and bad. 
2' ... ;J-.{)ftei{!thi'O\fc8liti0iftoJhC\Vini:iS'.·;'·\/i ··: ·.:.-i :,:::::·.:.;:''>, ;,. ,_,._ .i :::: .. ·,_ \t :'.',: __ .· . 

3 I tend to solve problems 
'flights-of-fancy'. 

using a step-by-step approach, avoiding any 

T 

' 

4 I believe that forinal.J)rOCedui'eS and.nolicies ,frami> peOple's Stvle. :> .... ·;c.·, .-:! ;.':,'.') ' :: 

5 I have a reputation for having a no-nonsense, 'call a spade a spade' Style. 
6. I often_.firid _that ac~io~~-,bas~d ort_/gut f~l_'.i!ire,~ _s_pipid:~".ttio~e ~~~d·:~~---~~~~}; ' -·1(;. 

thoughtandanalvs1s.·. ·_ - .. -., ,_ !. · .... ,·· ·- . , ._-_ -·-· , . .,__ .· . .-. "···· i<· 

7 I like to do the sort of work where I have time to 'leave no stone 
unturned'. 

8 : 'I I'e1rnlarly,qU.eStion neople:ahOtit their basic assiimntions: ·. ,.'·: ,·:·:···' ~'-;:.· .. · _, __ . __ 

.--.·· ' .. 

9 What matters most is whether something works in practice. 
10 ;1 activelv··seekOut-new:exoedence"S;- ". ~-:,}!,'.-\~:· ... , .'''.:···-.- i~}c.: '' ,, " 

. 
I When I hear about a new idea or approach I immediately start working 
l out how to annlv it in oractice. 

' 

·:1.",~::~;n·i;;~· __ s_e;f-~i-~cip;i~~-:·s~ch; __ j· .. ~_a;~~-(~~1~v:;~~r/);~~-~'/~g~·1:~:t/·~: .. -\f:t 
- ··_. 

I , ... ,. 

-> 2 . exercise; sttckinJ?:.to:a fixed.routine,.etc;.-. -.,,.,.,;.,:.-;~:,,1-·,,.,~i.--::..,.: ... ·- ... -/v, ·1 .-. ,:· -.·y';_·\·,. · ;;;:-.:.:,~ . 
13 I take pride in doinl!: a thorough job. 

.. ,' .... - ' .. -' : -: .. ,. ·-'•. ·. ,. ' .. ::,. ' " ,, .. , :.·.'· ' :: --· ._ :.-.; __ :';·.:·· :,.'_ .. '.:'.'..'':.').(t-:-.,;--·_.~_.\'_:·:,_._,.-·.; ·: ::'-:' "··, .·.-:' :,, 
.,;, -r;-:g~(--~~ .. b~~_t., ·.11t_h 

0
lpzjC'itl/- 3n~rti~,~ --~-~~~!(. ~g/}~~-s:<--~~_p_.:.~_,iif /\}\;::-.-.-! It.' soontaneous. 1rrattonal · peoole. . : · -.:-:. ·<--:,,:'.·, __ :'-·. ,-· "·.-:: ., <<·-..,;. -,.:_-- _ -. 

I I take care over the interpretation of data available to me and avoid 
5 jumping to conclusions. 
16 . ·1 like.to reach' a decisioii' carefullv-after.Wei1rhinj(UJ)_·manv alterilatiVes/:":·; · •;···· ' :,,.·:'. ,_:;:: 
17 I'm attracted more to novel, unusual ideas than to practical ones. 
18 Tdon!t like' 1loosC~ends~·and orefer.'to fit thines· into a·:coherent PB.tteiiiY·.>.,_, .... i_.:-'.:,.;:. ·- ' ' 

I I accept and stick to laid down procedures and policies so long as I regard 
9 them as an efficient way of getting the job done. 
20:' I likC tcfrelate · niv · aictiOn·s _toia, l!Crieriil ·t>ririCii:i te:.:/i'.:<'i{,0t~,;~'l0t-;,: h:_;"J,'.:'/::: -':'.!fi::t,. -:.:i;30'f ,.·., 
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21 In discussions I like to get straight to the noint. 
22 I tend to have distant, rathCr fonnal relationshins with neople at work. 
23 I thrive on the challenge of tackling something new and different. 
24 I eniov fun-Iovino; snnntaneous oeoole. . 

25 I oav meticulous attention to detail before comine. to a conclusion. 
26 I find it difficult to come up with wild, off-the-too-of-the-head ideas ... ' . ' . 

27 I don't believe in wasting time by 'beatine around the bush'. 
28 I am careful not to jump to conc1usions too ouicklv,. 
29 I prefer to have as many sources of infonnation as possible - the more data to 

mull over the better. 
30 Flinnant oeople who don't take thine.s seriouslv enouon usuallv initate me. 
31 I listen to other people's point of view before nuttim, my own forward. 
32 I tend to be onen about how I'm feelin11:. 
33 In discussions I eniov watching the manoeuvering of the other participants. 
34 I prefer to respond to events on a spontaneous, flexible basis rather than plan 

things out in advance. 
35 I tend to be attracted to techniques such as network analysis, flow charts, 

branching programmes, contingencv nlanninP, etc. 
36 It worries me if I have to rush out a niece of work to meet a tiPht deadline; -. . 
37 I tend to judge people's ideas on their practical merits. 
38 Ouiet, thou9ntful oeonle tend to make me feel uneasv. 
39 I often !!et irritated bv oeoole who want to rush headlong into things. 
40 It is more important to enjoy the present moment than to think about the past or _ 

future. 
• 

I . 

41 I think that decisions based on a thorough analysis of all the information are 
sounder than those based on intuition. 

42 I tend to be a nerfectiollist. • • 

. . . 

43 In discussions I usually pitch in with lots of off-the-ton-of-the-head ideas. 
44 In meetine.s I m1.t forward practical realistic ideas. .. 
45 More often than not, rules are there to be broken. 
46 I orefer to stand back from a situation and consider·an the nersn,,.ctiVes. ' 

47 I can often see inconsistencies and weaknesses in other people's arguments. 
48 On balance, I talk more.than I listen. 
49 I can often see better, more practical wa\lS to get things done. 
50 1 think written reoorts should be short, ounchv and to the noint. ·•· 51 I believe that rational, logical thinking should win the dav. 
52 I tend to discuss srwrific things with nt>.oole rather than engaging in 'small talk'. ' .· 
53 I like oeoole who have both feet finnlv on the ground. 
54 In discussions I get impatient with irrelevancies and 'red herrinE!s'. ' ' . 
55 If I have a report to write I tend to produce Jost of drafts before settling on the 

final version. 
56 I am keen to try things out to see if thev work in nractice·. . . 

57 I am keen to reach answers via a logical annroach. 
58 I eniov being the one that talks a lot. -: ... .· .· 
59 In discussions I often find I am the realist, keeping people to the point and 

avoidin2 'cloud nine' speculations. 
60 I like to nonder many alternatives before makin2 Uo mV mind. .. . -
61 In discussions with people I often find I am the most disnassionate and obiective. 
62 In discussions I'm more likely to adont a 'low nrofile1 'than to take'the lead-and .· 
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63 
64. 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 

76 

77 
78 
79 
80 

I like to be ale to relate current actions to a lon,;,:er term bhi:Perpicture. 
When things·20 wrom? I am hannv to shrug it off arid .'vut it down io ex'nerierice'./ :.'-·)'·:· 
I tend to reiect wild, off-the-too-of-the-head ideas as being impractical. 
It's best to 'look before vou Jean'. - · .· · ·. ·. -· 
On balance I do the Jistenine. rather than the talkine:. 
I tend to be toue:h on ""0Dle who find it difficult to adopt a Jooical annI'Qach. '·,·., ·.· ·: . .,:-.· · 
Most times I believe the end iustifies the means. 
I don't mind hurtin1:1: ni>Onle's feelini!s so as the iob e:ets· drine.c·", · ... ; -. ,:, ' 
I find the formality of having specific objectives and plans stifling. 
I'm usually the 'life and soul' of the party. ,. · · 
I do whatever is exMdient to get the iob done. 

".''•?' ·•;··, :·,,., re:•'. . 

I auicklv get bored with methodical, detailed work.- .. .-·· ,_·. :· ,•· 

I am keen on exploring the basic assumptions, principles and theories 
undeminning things and events. 
I'm always interested to find out what other people think. . ..... ·_ . .,_.:,.,·,- " .. , 

I like meetines to be run on methodical lines, stickine to laid down a11enda, etc. 
I steer clear of subiective or ambim 1ous tonics. · .·. . .-.--- .; ... ::·· : · · 
I enjoy the drama and excitement of a crisis situation. 
People often find me insensitive to their feelings. ·· ·.- · · -

Source: Honey & Mumford, 1982 
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APPENDIX 5 - QUESTIONNAIRE 4 

'End User Satisfaction' Questionnaire 
Please fill in the questionnaire by placing a circle on the appropriate number for each 
item as shown below. Use either a pen or a pencil. Circle only one number per item. 
i..:.x.amp1e: 
The following is a set of terms with respect to end user training environment. Please 
circle the approp:iate number to denote your level of agreement/disagreement: 

Disagree 

Disagree 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,, ... ,,,,,,,, ... 1;r~~,, ... ,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,,,, 
: 1. The training environment provided the precise 1 2 3 4 5 : 
~ information I needed ~ " " . . . " . ···--·· " ' 
~ 2._' _Thei training envii'onment,is_ ~ser frie_ndly ·.- i, ._ :: ·2:_ .. _ 3 ~)1;, . .<~ s·: f 
~ 3. The training material provided met the needs of 1 2 3 4 5 : 
' I . ' , earn mg ' 
~ 4. "The.infonnation_Was Presente'ci'jri 3 ~-m~IY:inaDOe~I<.. J 2 3,.· -· .A.. _ -~--~ ~ 
~ 5. The_ system is accm:ate _ . . . . _ .,.. -··" __ . 1 2 3 4 .... 5_ J 
~ 6. The information ·c_ontent_m_et my needsJor,leami,ng - i. '.·. : 2 .3. , .. 4: . .,.~~J 
~ 7. The training materials was presented in a useful I 2 3 4 5 ~ 
' ' , format ' 
~ ' ~(- 1:iie infOnnation .wits P~ieQ_t~d_cl~~IY.;~L:; .:, -~::.-,i .. ; __ -_ '... J .. :.-·_·:.:).·~-:-\.i'\/!1.~::.~:2~~-J 
~ 9. The training materials provided sufficient 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 

[ information ·.·. ·.·· ... ··z·.: .. 4 ....... : .. --,s·. · .. ~ ; 10. JhC comP'i.1ter syStem_.was. e_asyJo ,use .:<:. ' .-., 1 ,3 "· . -,~ 
, 11.Iwassatidiedwiththeaccuracyoftheinformation 1 2 3 4 5, 
~ 12. ThC traiTiing environment provided up-tO~dati:('/-':-: 1 . i'· · 3 ~( · · ._: S '. · ~ 
~ · information ·. .. ·. < .:. ~.'.:" ... · .. '. · ·_·.-., ... }., -·. -.:·, -·/-".;~\/-:J ,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,;,,,,,.,,.,,,,,.,.,,,,,..,,,.,.,.,,,.,,,,.,,,,,.,...,.,,.,,.,,,..,,,..,,,..,,,..,,,..,,,..,,,,.,,,..,,,.,,,.,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,..,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,.,.,,,.,,,,..,,..,,,.;,.,,,.,,,.,,.,,.,,,,.c,;,,,";,:,~ 

Source: lgbaria, 1990 
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Appendix 6 - Questionnaire 5 

Based on the training provided to you in the last session and based on the experiment 
provided to you in this session, please indicate your level of agreement/disagreement 
on the following items by placin.g a circle on the number as shown in the example . 
..... xamp1e: 
The following is a set of tenns with respect to end user training environment. Please 
circle the appropriate number to denote your level of agreement/disagreement: 

Disagree 

f"''l~'Thcttr;J;i~gp;;gr;;i;~~J;y;;1;, ..... , .. ,,, ..... 1;r~~ .... 1 ..... CD ...... :i"' ........ 4,,·A'lr·1 
~ 2. ·Thetrainimrmanualiseasytoullderstand - ·f ·-i :1 .3·:·.:·@,:_· __ .5:-~ 1,.,,., .. .,.,., ........ .,.,,,.,.,y_,.,,,,,,.,.,,,.,,..,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,.,.. .. .,,., ... _,,.,.,.,,.,.,,,,.#.¥ll¥lll:,1,,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,,,.,,..,-.,,,,,.,;,,:J 

Disagree 

, .. 1'.J!!! .. .,,,..,,.,,..,,,..,.,., ............ ,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,.,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,..,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,_.~,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,,,.,, 
: Learning to use computers ~ 
~ a) I find it easy to learn the operating systems commands I 2 3 4 5 : 
~ bj. I fin_d it easy to learn the mouse operations .-. ·· ~-·· .o··· ·- · :·. 1 ' f :~::)i:'~.: ::(.:.'.- f ~ 
: c) I find it easy to learn the keyboard operations 1 2 3 4 5 : 
: d) I find ft easy to learn the Application SoftWai-e.~~>nnnan:c1s~ 1 z' ,·,~:3,-· .. A:'.· 5 . ~ 
~ e) I find it easy to learn the meaning of computer interfaces ~ 
~ Becoming Skillful at using computers ~ 
" ' :: a) It is easy for me to become skillful at using the operating 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 
;; systems ~ 
~ b) It is_easy for me .to_ become skillf_ul ai .usillg the.m.QU§f':·· .1 _ i.-.:' _· "3 ·_ ·4: 'S::::J 
~ c) It is easy for me to become skillful at using the keyboard I 2 3 4 5 ~ 
~ d) It is.easy fOr me to_becorrie skillfu]ai using -~he 3f>plication ·.1- .. z' ... _ 3 ·. -· 4 ·s ... ~ 
~ software· '.. _ .... _ .. ~ 
~ e) It is easy for me to become skillful at using the application I 2 3 4 5 ! 
~ interfaces ~ 
~ Getting work out of computers ~ 
~ a) I find it easy to execute various operating systems commands to I 2 3 4 5 , 
; get my work done ~ 
~ b) Ifinditeasytoexe'cutevariouiiinollseoPtion·s·1Cigei"rl1YwOfk .r "2 ... 3 .'):·' '5,, 
, done. · · ·--: ., 
, <•,-•. ~"-'-'·-··--.,.,. ,·. ., 

; c) I find it easy to execute various keystrokes to get my work done I 2 3 4 5 ~ 
~ d) (find it eruiy ·t.9 eXCCute .. variolls avaiI~b1e·optiOitS)lltfie"·: - ---. . .--i· ·· . 2 3- -- :4 ·; -~ 
! application to· get my work. 4CJ~e. . ~ 
~ e) I find it easy to execute various application interfaces to get my 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 

' :' ~ work done 
~ Operating the Computers ~ 
~ a) I find it easy to use the operating systems commands I 2 3 4 5 ~ 
~ b) _1,fi1i4 it eRSY. to'lise:j_he" If\Olls_e OperauOjiS', __ ?:·:· .:·,.. ;_.;-, --".T :':.~-r-~~:_:{~i'..]::~~~tJ 
~ c) I find it easy to use the keyboard operations 1 2 3 4 5 ~ ,.---. ---·· ·-· ,. ".---··-·· , ...... -----.·--- .. ,--- .. ~~···-.. ,.,, ............... , ... -.. _ ..... , .. , .. , ... ,-~ 

~_d). I find it ~asy to. us~_the_Applicati0:n:Sof~~;comm!!Il~.x .- . , ... '-.;!, .' :,.2 .... .')- .-· ... '4.-... ~:.s . .,., 
LCV .... !fT .. d,~,~~J .. 1!' ... ~~t;.!~~.!11'.Pic.!1!~°,,n ... Yl.t;~a,cJJ,,,,..,, .... #,,,..,,,,,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,,.~,,,.,,.},_,,},,.,,,. ... 1...,,lJ 
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~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,..,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,, 
~ Using the Training Materials ~ 
~ a) The training materials were easy to read 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 
- - ·-.,a., •. -.', • '"• •·. '- --.· .... - ·•' .~. ,,.- ~..-·.;S-:'r>~,,., .•. ,,.,.,.,.,,.,_,.,"_ .... ,,-.,·:·""\"'·~,.,=-"'""-"'"''<":'•·- ... ~ 
~ b) '.;':Qie, tram1pg !Jl.a~en~s,p~Vide~ an easy,tl~w_-)\'.~-*~-"'!"!?f~_ng.9:rv-., '·'\'. Fi(~J}\~?[f~t/{)~-1~ 
~ .. ;-"ii:isks /:. --~ ... > . :_- ·. ; ' s .- • __ ..... '~"~~'~?.·~·-: ;· . . ' . __ ·· .. t:<:-~.-~-~'.~:;:.t:-~&::,).~~t{t·:-·;·~ 
~ c) The training materials were easy to understand 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 
! dj _ The trainitig materials consisted o(ta5ks thllt Were.:easyjp use_ :·) ,'.' --~'2j/).?;::.~Et~:,J 
~ e) The training materials lead me through examples, provided 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 
' ' - answers to by doubts, and solved problems in an easy manner , 
~ t) The training materials demonstrated techniques for the trainees· -· 1 2. ·:: .3 · 4 ::'si ~ 
~ .to follow in an easy manner . ·-. ·,, .. ,.. · · ,. · '· - . ~ 
~ g) The training materials an_swered my questions when necessary, 1 2 3 4 5 ~ 
: in an easy way ~ 
~ h) Thetrainingapproachesprovidedmestep-by-stepinstructions, '1 . 2 · 3· .:4.:---:~) 
~ which were easv to understand ·.· ,_-._ ~. . · · ·-- : '.. ·-. ·~·· .. f<~ t,,,,,.,,,,,,.,.,.,,,,/,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,,..,.,,.,,,,.,.,,,,.,.,.,,J 
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APPENDIX 7 - SAMPLE TRAINING MATERIAL 

TRAINING MATERIAL 
Introduction: 
This materin.l presents the basics of project management such as scheduling using MS 
PROJECT. The material is targeted at both beginners and experienced end users, who 
have very limited project management software knowledge. The material will expose 
project management concepts by creating a simple project. Necessary theoretical 
concepts and infonnation aids will be presented to help the overall learning process. 
Topic(s): 
1. What is project management? 
2. What are the advantages of using project management software? 
3. What are the project management scheduling techniques? 
Objectivef,: 
The learning objectives of this training material are: 
+ To understand the concepts of project management 
+ To appreciate the advantages of a project management software 
• To understand the functional elements of a project management software 
• To create a simple project 
Contents: 
What is Project Management? 
The term Project management refers to managing the activities that lead to the 
successful completion of a project. Project management is the application of 
management principles to plan, organize, staff, control, and direct resources of an 
organization or individual in pursuit of a temporary or one.time specific goal. 
The person who is responsible of the project, called project manager, will plan the 
various actions or tasks that will achieve the project objectives. While achieving the 
project objectives, the project manager will organize the available resources to carry 
out the plan. 
What are the advantages of using project management software? 
Project management software can be a helpful tool in managing a project with the 
following advantages: 

• Develop a better plan 
• Calculate easier and reliable projections 
• Detect inconsistencies and problems in the plan 
• Communicate the plan to others 
• Track progress and detect potential difficulties 
What are the project management scheduling techniques? 
Project management software applications use a number of scheduling techniques 
when scheduling tasks and resources. Gaining an overview of these techniques can be 
useful to coordinai.e a project. The following are Sflme of the most used techniques: 

The Critical Path Method (CPM) 
This is the fundamental scheduling method used in project management. To use the 
CPM method, one must identify all the tasks that need to be completed, stipulate how 
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long does that take for each task (the duration of the task), and define all sequencing 
requirements that govern when one can schedule work on the task. A sequencing 
requirement refers to a requirement that a task canm>t begin until another task is 
completed or at least has already begun. 
The CPM method takes into account all the task data, and calculates the overall 
duration of the project by calculating the combined duration of the tasks when all 
tasks are chained together in the required sequences. 
The tasks can be conducted in a linear or concurrent fashion, or in a parallel fashion. 
The critical tasks are the ones, which determines the completion of the project. All 
the critical tasks need to be finished in order for a project to arrive completion. A 
sequence of critical tasks is called a critical path. 
Certain tasks may contain delay terms in completion. This is called the slack. When 
a task consists of slack, it cannot be critical. If the project needs to be completed on 
schedule, then critical tasks cannot assume slack. 
Resource Driven Scheduling 
Resource driven scheduling is scheduling a ~ask based on available resources. Certain 
tasks, no matter what the resource allocation is, will not be completed before the 
specified duration. On the other hand, allocating additional resources will complete 
certain other tasks. In other words, these tasks will change in terms of duration, while 
additional resources are allocated. Such tasks schedli!ing are called resource driven. 
Basics of Microsoft PROJECT 
The training material will provide skills to understand: 
1. How to interpret and navigate the screen display; 
2. How to use the menu (and icon) commands; and 
3. How to select tasks, resources, or individual task fields. 

To start Microsoft Project program: 
1. Go to START tab on Windows 95 
2. Select Programs 
3. Select Microsoft 
4. Select MicrosoJt Project 

OR 

I. Go to Windows 95 desktop 
2. Double click on MS Project icon 

The Menu Bar 

The Project menu bar is similar to menu bars of 
other Microsoft applications such as Word, Excel and PowerPoint. The following is a 

~ M1c1osolt P1a1ect · Pro1ectl • 
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The Tool Bar 
The MS Project tool bar consists of buttons that can be activated with the mouse to 
provide shortcuts to frequently used menu choices or special functions. 

•• 
lilJ opens a newproJecttle. 

Ii!] Display; lhe Open dlillog bOJC so lhal'fllu can open an eld11ing prnJecttle. 

la sms changes made to the acm project n1e. 

iii PJinls the aet/'te 'ill!W oflhe current prnJecl 

D1 Displays each page oflhe acli¥8 'llew as ltl'llll lookwhen pr1nted. The 
s1a1trs bar at Ille boUom of Ille scrien shows Ille current page numbe1 
and lhe lotal number of pages In lhe ulecled 'llew. 

[;!] Checks the spelling ofwords ln'fllur project 

00 Deletes Ille seleetton and places~ on the CllpbOanl. 

!!ii Coplee Ille seleiion and places iton Ille Clipboard. 

ll Pas1es the contenls ofthe Cipboard to Ille Insertion polrrt. 

[!11 Coplestheformalllng ~the seleeledblds and applies n to the bids )'llU 
speell'f, 

@l Reverses the li1S1 command'fllU chose, ~possible, or deletes the las1 
BM u·· d 

The Entry Bar 

The entry bar is on the line below the 
toolbars. The entry bar performs the following 
functions: 

i Unlinks Ille telnted taSka. 

Ill lnlailts 1111 spl/Cing af;i task. Tbl pQjfl!lrbtcomn a +:,wlch )'QI ltlen 
postttlln ontietaskb1ryouwantlo spilt Drag Ille IHkb1rlo!ht Jig!tlo 
spln!hetask. 

Ii Olsplaysta~ orn1ouru WO!matiGnlhal)'OU can ell/I. 

I [)js,tlays lheNotestab tn Ille rnronn1lonlfiilog bOlofllleliskor 
n1oun:e, wfl11e )'OU tillwlitc • note nlmntla !tie task or resoun:1. 

iil Displays !he RHooo:e Assl<Jnmant dl~og bOl, wflere yoo can acd, 
chillge, ;ind remow resourie asslt111menls. 

II 6hoWs a !miller !me lnc1em1nton !Mtimmale. 

1111 
Showr e larger Im! ln,remenl on !he bmeseeJe. 

Iii Mows 1'l !ho m1 on Ille Oin11Chart eontalning the b11fcr!h1 sel1cted 
las~ 

!l Coples 11l111lec1&a lnforma'don i1i an obJ!d 

II l!tilrts Ille OanltCharMmrf 10 11lal you ean mtomll! Ille appemnet of 
!he 01nttCh1rL llle OanltCharfMmdguldes you lllreu~ a se~1s or 
dl1lo g boxes, IM 1ll en modlll es Ill I O anft Cit.art 1ciord"111g lo rour 
answers. 

Iii Dl1plij11 lhl Ot'llceAsslslant 

1. The left end displays progress messages to let you know when Microsoft Project 
is engaged in calculating, opening and saving files. 

Left end of 
entrv har 

Center of 
P.ntrv har 

2. The center of the entry bar contains an area where data entry and editing talces 
place. 

How to enter data in MS Project? 
To enter data in MS Project, follow these steps: 
J. Choose the field where you want the data to appear by using keyboard or mouse 

and begin typing 
2. In the entry area make any needed changes to data before ou lace the data in the 

field 
3. To enter data, press "ENTER", choose "ENTER BOX" to 

the left of the entry area OR use the mouse to select 
another field 

4. To cancel an entry while typing, press "ESC" key or CANCEL B 
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Opening, $avjng qnd Clo:;jng Files 

Opening an existing 
file 
I. Go to File 
2. Select Open (to 

display dialogue 
box) 

3. Locate the file 
navigating 
folders 

4. Double Click o 

button 

Creating a New 
Project (Opening a New File) 
1. Choose File from menu options 
2. Select New 
3. OK 

Closing a File 
1. Choose File 
2. Select Close 

Using the File Open Dialogue Box to Search for a File 

The file open dialogue box provides advanced search features to locate a file. 
This feature comes handy when a user doesn't remember the file name. Users can 
search files by name, by type, by location or by the date the files were created or last 
saved. Alternatively, if infonnation is entered in the property dialogue box, then this 
infonnation can be used to locate a file. 

The advanced option in the open dialogue box provides advanced features to 
locate a file. Once a file is located, users have the option to place the mouse pointer 
on the located file, RIGHT CLICK the mouse to execute various options such as print, 
rename and view the properties. 
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Saving a file 

When a work is saved in Project, it is initially 
saved as a baseline. This option is provided to track 
certain changes in the future. To save your work, follow 
these steps: 

I. Go to File 

2. Select Save 

3. Check "CANCEL" button in the Planning Wizard 
which appears at this point of time 

4. Provide a suitable name in the File Name box 

S. Click Save 

Examples 

Planning Wizard 

ould you like to save a baselne for 
'Profect1 '7 A baseline is a snapshot of 
your schedule as It Is now, It Is useful 
because you can compare it with later 
versions of your schedule to see what 
changes have been made, 

Voucan: 
~ , .......................... . 

:save 'ProJectl' without a basenne. 

e Save 'Project!' with a baseline, 

e Learn more about this subject. 
(Help) 

D Q.on't tell me about this again. 

(• Cancel ) 

The following examples will provide functional knowledge about MS 
PROJECT. 

How to create a new project 

To create a new project 

1. Go to File 

2. Select New OR CTRL+N or click on 

3. Click OK in the dialogue box 
Prepare Tr!el Balance 

Test ot Transactions 

Ratio AnalysJs 



How to enter data in the project Jonn 

Entry of task names 

1. Select the cell beneath task name 

2. Enter the text "Audit Planning" 

3. Press ENTER Key OR move MOUSE to 
next cell down or click 

4. Enter the details as shown in the screen 
dump 

Entry of Duration 

1. Go to the first cell beneath the duration tab 

2. Double click on the cell to enter a value "2" 

Preliminary Analysis 1 day 

PreJ)fll'e Trial Bstance 3 d1:1ys 

Test of Transactions 3 days ------------+--~-, 
Ratio Analysis 2 days 

3. Press ENTER key or select next cell down by mouse click or PRESS DOWN 
ARROW KEY 

4. Fill in the cells as shown 

Changing Date Fo!1llats 

1. Go to Tools 

2. Click on Options 

3. Select the required date fo!lilat 

Creating tasks in the Gantt Chart 

Enter a task name by following the steps mentioned in "Entry of task names" 
above 

OR 

1. Select a cell in the task name column 

2. Type the task name using a combination of keyboard characters and spaces 

3. Complete the cell entry by pressing the ENTER Key, or by clicking the ENTER 
BUTTON in the entry bar (green color./ symbol), or by selecting another cell. 

Note: Task name can be a maximum of 255 characters including spaces 

Entering Task Duration 

1. Go to Duration column 

2. Type the duration in numbers 
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3. Use the following abbreviation for the time 
units: 

• M or em for minutes 

• H or eh for hours 

• D or ed for days 

• W or ew for weeks 

4. Complete the entry by pressing the ENTER Key or 
by selecting another cell 

Entering Milestones 

1. Open project if not opened already 

2. Choose View, Gantt Chart 

3. Choose Milestones from the filters drop down list on the fonnat toolbar (as 
shown) 

4. Choose View, Zoom 

5. Check Entire Project option button 

6. Choose OK 

Entering Resources 

1. Select the task for which resources need to be entered 

1. Click on the resource assignment button tilJ 
2. Type in the resource name 

3. Type in the unit in terms of 0, 50 or 100% 

4. Click Assign tab 

5. Ensure a ./ mark is placed next to the resource 
assigned 

6. Click close tab 
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Viewing GANIT Chart 

1. Go to View menu 

2. Ensure the Gantt Chart tab is checked 

3. Click on Print Preview icon 

4. When the schedule is big, the print preview would 
span more than one page. MS Project provides 
provisions to contain the GANIT view into one 
page. To do this: 

5. Go to File menu 

6. Go to Page Setup 
option 

7. Select the Page 
tab 

8. Ensure Fit to tab 
is checked with 1 
page wide by 1 
page tall 

9. Click OK 

10. Click on Print 
Preview icon 

11. Once viewed, CLOSE Print Preview 

How to Link Tasks 

1. Select the tasks you want to link 

2. Use SHIFT Key to select multiple tasks by clicking the first task, depressing the 
shift key and then selecting the last task 

3. Click the /riJ icon from the menu 

NOTE: When the tasks are linked, you would notice a 
symbol like this near the left side of the main task. In the 

lfffl!~ 
J.11 13 Raj's Phd Schedule for 1998 -1J 112 daysJ Fri 7tl0f98 Mon12tl4198 

g __ 13 Theo,y Development __ E dilY91 Fri 7tl0f98 Fri 8128190 

r?.m: 13. Learning & Training '1 19days: Frf7flDJ98 Wed815J96 
IBiY;! Si____ Previous Studies 15dav-;J~etioisa Fri 6/28198 3 

Sfi =-t 13 Research Desi!J"____ 29 daysj Mon 911198 Thu10tl5J98 2 

m ~1 Classification of Subjects 15days' Mon9f1196 Frl9/25198 

I[ iEB Needs Identification &Analy, 10days Frl1D/2J9B Thu10nSJ9B 6 

predecessor column, the task priority will be displayed. 

END OF TRAINING SESSION 
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\ : .. 

Exercise 

Create the following schedule using Microsuft Project: 

Task Name Duration Resources 

Survey Forms 3 days Smith (100%) 

Survey Admin 8 days Smith, Jones (50 % each) 

Data Entry 3 days Sarah (100 %) 
Milestone 

Analysis 2 days Smith, Garter (50 % each) 

Report 2 days Garter (100 %) 
Milestone 

Produce the schedule in such a way that a GANTT chart with milestones is 
shown. 

Solution to Exercise (Not given to participants) 

Open MS Project 
I. Go to START tab on Windows 95 
2. Select Programs (a score of Vz unit) 
3. Select MS Project (a score of 1h unit) 

OR 

I. Go to Windows 95 desktop 
2. Double click MS Project icon (a score of I unit) 

Enter Task Detai Is 

1. Select the cell beneath task name (a score of 1 unit) 

2. Enter the text "Audit Planning" (a score of 1 unit) 

3. Press ENTER Key OR move MOUSE to next cell down or click (a score of Yz 
unit) 

5. Go to the first cell of beneath the duration tab (a score of 1 unit) 

6. Double click on the cell to enter a value ((a score of 'h unit)) 

7. Press ENTER key or select next cell down by mouse click or PRESS DOWN 
ARROW KEY 
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Enter Resource Details 

1. Select the task for which resources need to be entered (a score of 1h unit) 

2. Click on the resource assignment button (a score of 1 unit) 

3. Type in the resource name (a score of 1 unit) 

4. Type in the unit in terms of 0, 50 or 100% or use the pull-down scrollbar (a sCore 
of 1 unit) 

5. Click Assign tab (a score of I unit) 

6. Ensure a ./ mark is placed next to the resource assigned (a score of 1h unit) 

7. Click close tab (a score of 1 unit) 
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Hand-On Tasks 1 

Create a task schedule as shown in the diagram. Once the task is created, 
display the task in the fonn of a GANIT chart . 

. 11.1 iB Raj's Phd Schedule for 1998 -1999 i 112 days I Fri 7110198 Mon 12114198 

~2fil B Themy Development _ J 36 days j Fri 7110198 Fri 8128198 

f~ ~i Learning & Training ------i 19 days Fri 7110198 Wed 815198 

~j! ~r ___ Previous Studies j 15 days Mon 8110198 Fri 8~8198 ~--

[;§."(§ : B Research Design I 29 daysl Mon 917198 Thu 10115198 2 

~l:! ~: Classification of Subjects 15 daysj Mon 917198_ Fri 9115198 

i~ ~! Needs Identification &Analysis 1 O days Fri 1012198 Thu 10115198 6 

~Pl----; B Material Preparation 15days Mon 1112319B Fri 12111198 
---L·----- ------1-----f-----f- ----j 

;_9 _ ~ MaterialVerificatlon 10days1Mon11123198 Fri1214198 5 

i5davs[ Mon1217198 Frl11111198 9 Material Refinement 

[ 1_day[Mon12114198,Mon1111419810_ Elhics Clearance 

Hand-On Tasks 2 

In the above task schedule, link tasks 2 through 4, tasks 5 through 7 and tasks 
8 through 11. Enter milestones for tasks 2, 5 and 8. Once the milestones are entered, 
save the file in a floppy under your name. 
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Hands-On Task 3 

Open a new project on to a floppy under your name. Create the following task 
schedule. 

~ 18 Raj's PhdSchedulefor 1998- 1999 112 days Frl7/10198!Mon 12/14198 

ffl!!. ~ Theo,yDevelopment 36days Frl7/1~19B\"' Frl~0/98 
~, 81 ___ Learning & Tralnl(iij·------ 19 days Fri 7/10/98

1 

Wed 8/5198 
__ ,____ -~~---1 

Ii!~- Previous Studies 15 days Mon 8f10/98J Fri 8/28/98 

ff~ _ -if:!~--- El Research_Deslgn __________ 29 days Mon 9/7~- Thu 10/151'98 
f;KB,J:; .13, ClassltlcaUon of Subjects 15 days Mon 917/98 .' Fri 9125/98 

~l.,,f ~ Needsldentificatlon&Analysls 10days Frl10f2/9BI Thu10/15/98 

~ i - B Material Preparation 15 days Mon 11123198; Fri 12/11(98 
. - j ___ -·------"-----··---·· ------------ ---- ---·---.. ·--·r-···---;e,;;, IE3i ______ Material Verification ---·- 1 O days Mon 11123/98; Fri 12/4198 

19.Z __ J___ Material Refinement _ 5 days ~on 12f7/9~~r12J11J98 

~ 9i Ethics Clearance 1 day Mon 12114/99! Mon 12/14/98 

1. Change the name of task 2 to Development of Theory. Change the start date 
fO-·MonJ.l9ctober 1998. Keep the duration as it is. Ensure that the date 
format is cOllsistent with other tasks. 

2. Change the duration to task 9 to 8 days. Advance the finish of task 9 to the 
new date 2 December 1998. 

3. Save the document in your name. Again save the document in your name+ 
backup. For example the document that is saved in my name would be Raj 
Backup. 

Hands-On Task 4 

Use the previous task to display the GANIT chart on a custom page as 
defined below: 

Date Format: Change the date format to Month followed by date as in 
January 31 

Header: MS Project hands-au testing 

Footer: 
center 

<My Name> left aligned, <Date> right aligned, <Page No:#> 
aligned 

Margins: 

Scaling: 

Legend: 
Outcomes" 

Provide margins of 1" on alt four sid~s __ _ -- ---
Scale the page to 81 % of ttfe"-Original size 

Provide a legend of "Assisting a study to determine IT training 
with a legend alignment of center and width of 2" 
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Response Sheet 

Your Name: 

Please mark the column Response with either a (x) or a (v'). 

Processes involved in R Comments ir any 
comnletin" the task es"onse 

I. Did you find the menu-based 
information useful? 

2. Did you find the DMI (icon) 
useful? 

3. Were you able to progress with 
reasonable accurac"? 

4. Were you able to understand 
the concept behind each steps 
nerformed? 

5. Did you backtrack at any point 
of time? 

6. Were the menu items 
meanindul? 

7. Were the icons meaningful? 

8. Did you understand the 
significance of the dialogue 
boxes (where a--Hcable) 

9. Did you use menu interfaces 
predominantly to complete the 
task(s)? 

JO. Did you use the icons 
predominantly to complete the 
task(s)? 

11. Did the instructions provided in 
the training material helped you 
to comn]ete the task? 

12. Did you have a need to explore 
to comnlete the task(s)? 

13. Did you follow the instructions 
provided in the training manual 
to comnlete the tasks? 

14. Did you explore various options 
to comnlete the tasks? 
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APPENDIX 8 - NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PLOT 

10 

0 

Std. Dev= 1371.00 
Mean= 3860.7 

N= 165.00 

-',..o, ,,..., .,,..,, .,....., <l',..o, ,;,...,, ~ v_., ~ d'.>. ~ <I'.>. {:, _....,. 

~o dqo 4/o 't?o 't?o "qo ilqo ~o 'i?o 't?o ~o d??o ~o 't?o 

efficiency 

Picture AS-1 Normal Plot for efficiency 

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 

15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 65.0 75.0 85.0 95.0 

effectiveness 

Picture AS-2 Normal Plot for effectiveness 

Sld. Dev= 17.54 

Mean =46.4 

N= 165.00 
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" 

' 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 

15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 55.0 65.0 75.0 65.0 95.0 

effectiveness 

Picture A8-3 Normal Plot for ease of use 
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APPENDIX 9 - VISUAL BASIC CODE 

Option Explicit 
Sub LSQ_Data() 
• 
I LSQ_Data Macro 
'Macro recorded 27/06/CJ9 by Raj Gururajan 
• 
Dim Row. Col As Integer 
Dim ActTotal, ReITotal, TheTotal, PraTotal As Integer 

'calculate Activist Total 

ForRow=2To 179 
ActTotal = 0 

If Cells(Row, 5).Value = I Then 
ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 

End If 
If Cells(Row, 7). Value = 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 9). Value= I Then 

ActToia!,.= ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 13). Value= 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 20).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 26). Value= 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 27).Value = 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 35).Value = 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 37). Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
Jf Cells(Row, 41).Value = 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 43).Value = 1 Then 
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ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 46).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 48).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 51).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCe!ls(Row, 61).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 67).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 74).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 75).Value= I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 77).Value= I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 82).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 

Cells(Row, 84).Value = ActTotal 
Next Row 
• ----------------------------------------
ForRow=2To179 
Reffotal = 0 

If Cells(Row, 10).Value = I Then 
Reffotal = Reffotal + 1 

End If 
If Cells(Row, 16).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + I 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 18).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
lfCe!ls(Row, 19).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
If Ce!ls(Row, 28).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
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If Cells(Row, 31).Value = I Then 
ReITotal = Reffotal + I 

End If 
If Cells(Row, 32).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 34).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 36).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = ReITotal + l 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 39).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 42).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 44).Value = I Then 

Refrotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row,49).Value= I Then 

Reffotal = ReITotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 55).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = RefTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 58).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + I 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 63).Value = I Then 

RefTotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 65).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Refrotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 69).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + I 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 70).Value= I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 79).Value= I Then 

RefI'otal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 

Cells(Row, 85).Value = Reffotal 
Next Row 
'------------------------------
For Row;:; 2 To 179 
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TheTotal =O 
If Cells(Row, 4).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 7).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 11).Value= 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 15).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 17).Value= I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 21).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 23).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 25).Value= 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 29).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 33).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 45).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 50).Value= I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 54).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 60).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 64).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 67).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 71).Value= 1 Then 
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TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 78). Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 80).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 81).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 

Cells(Row, 86).Value =TheTotal 
Next Row 
'-------------------------
For Row= 2 To 179 
PraTotal = 0 

If Cells(Row, SJ.Value= I Then 
PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 

End If 
IfCells(Row, 12).Value= I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 14).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 22).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 24).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 30).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 38).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + I 
End If 
IfCells(Row,40).Value= I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 47).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + l 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 52).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 53).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
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lfCells(Row, 56).Value = I 'hen 
PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 

End If 
lfCells(Row, 57).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 59).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 62).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 68). Value= I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 72).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 73).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 76).Value= I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 84).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 

Cells(Row, 87).Value = PraTotal 
Next Row 

End Sub 
Sub LSQ_Final() 
• 
1 LSQ_Final Macro 
' Macro recorded 5/28/99 by rgururajan 
• 
Dim Row As Integer 
Dim AF, RF, TF, PF As Long . 

ForRow=4To 189 
AF= Abs(Cells(Row, 84) - 8.6) 
RF= Abs(Cells(Row, 85) - 14.2) 
TF = Abs(Cells(Row, 86) - 12.2) 
PF= Abs(Cells(Row, 87) - 12.7) 

If AF<RF<TF<PFThen 
Cells(Row, 88).Value = "Activist" 

End If 
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IfRF< AF<TF<PFThen 
Cells(Row, 88).Value = "Reflector" 

End If 
IfTF< AF<RF<PFThen 

Cells(Row, 88).Value = "Theorist" 
End If 
If PF<AF<RF<TFThen 

Cells(Row, 88).Value = "Pragmatist" 
End If 

Next Row 

End Sub 

End Sub 
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Option Explicit 
Sub LSQ..Data() 
' 
' LSQ_Data Macro 
'Macro recorded 27/06/99 by Raj Gururajan 
' 
Dim Row, Col As Integer 
Dim ActTotal, Rcffotal, TheTotal, PraTotal As Integer 

'calculate Activist Total 

For Row= 2 To 179 
ActTotal = 0 

If Cells(Row, SJ.Value= 1 Then 
ActTotal = ActTotal + I 

End If 
IfCells(Row, 7).Value= 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 9).Value = 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 13).Value = 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 20). Value= 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + I 
End If 
lf Cells(Row, 26).Value = 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End lf 
If Cells(Row, 27). Value= 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 35).Value = I Then 

ActTotal ::::: ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 37). Value= I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + I 
End If 
IfCells(Row,41).Value= I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 43). Value= 1 Then 

ActTotal ::::: ActTotal + I 
End If 
lf Cells(Row, 46).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 48). Value= 1 Then 
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ActTotal = ActTotal + I 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 51).Value = 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End lf 
IfCells(Row, 61).Value = 1 Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 67).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + l 
End If 
IfCclls(Row, 74).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + I 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 75).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + I 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 77).Value = I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + l 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 82). Value= I Then 

ActTotal = ActTotal + l 
End If 

Cells(Row, 84).Value = ActTotal 
Next Row 

ForRow=2ToI79 
Reffotal = 0 

If Cells(Row, IO). Value= I Then 
Reffotal = Reffotal + I 

End If 
JfCells(Row, I6).Value = I Then 

RetTotal = RetTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, IB).Valuc = I Then 

RetTotal = Reffotal + I 
End If 
JfCells(Row, I9).Value= I Then 

RetTotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 28).Value = I Then 

RetTotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row,3I).Value= 1 Then 

RetTotal = Reffotal + I 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 32).Value = 1 Then 

RetTotal = ReITotal + 1 
End If 
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If Cells(Row, 34).Value = I Then 
RefTotal = ReITotal + 1 

End If 
If Cells(Row, 36).Value = I Then 

RetTotal = Reffotal + I 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 39).Value = I Then 

RetTotal = RetTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 42).Value = I Then 

ReITotal = ReITotal + I 
End If 
lf Cells(Row, 44).Value = I Then 

ReITotal = RetTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 49).Value = I Then 

RetTotal:;; Reffotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 55).Value = I Then 

RetTotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 58).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + l 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 63).Vah,e= I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + I 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 65).Value = I Then 

RefTotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 69).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 70).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + 1 
End If 
If Cclls(Row, 79).Value = I Then 

Reffotal = Reffotal + 1 
End lf 

Cells(Row, 85).Value = RefTotal 
Next Row 

For Row= 2 To 179 
TheTotal = 0 

If Cells(Row, 4).Value = I Then 
TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 

End If 
IfCells(Row, 7).Value= I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
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End If 
lfCells(Row, 11).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 15).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 17).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 21).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 23). Value= I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 25).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 29).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 33).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 45).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 50).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 54). Value= I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 60).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 64).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 67).Value = 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 71). Value= I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 78). Value= 1 Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 80).Valne = 1 Then 
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TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 81).Value = I Then 

TheTotal = TheTotal + I 
End If 

Cells(Row, 86).Value = TheTotal 
Next Row 

ForRow=2To 179 
PraTotal =O 

IfCells(Row, 8).Value = I Then 
PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 

End If 
If Cells(Row, 12).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 14).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 22).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 24).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 30). Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + I 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 38).Value= I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 40).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + I 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 47).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 52).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 53). Value= I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
JfCells(Row, 56).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
lfCells(Row, 57).Value = I Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + I 
End If 
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If Cells(Row, 59).Value = 1 Then 
PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 

End If 
If Cells(Row, 62). Value = 1 Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 68).Value = 1 Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 72).Value= 1 Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 73).Value = 1 Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
IfCells(Row, 76).Value= 1 Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 
If Cells(Row, 84).Value = 1 Then 

PraTotal = PraTotal + 1 
End If 

Cells(Row, 87).Value = PraTotal 
Next Row 

End Sub 
Sub LSQ_Final() 
• 
' LSQ_Final Macro 
' Macro recorded 5/28/99 by rgururajan 
' 
Dim Row As Integer 
Dim AF, RF, TF, PF As Long 

ForRow=4Tol89 
AF= Abs(Cells(Row, 84)- 8.6) 
RF= Abs(Cells(Row, 85)- 14.2) 
TF = Abs(Cells(Row, 86) - 12.2) 
PF= Abs(Cells(Row, 87) - 12.7) 

If AF<RF<TF <PF Then 
Cells(Row, 88).Value= "Activist" 

End If 
IfRF<AF<TF<PFThen 

Cells(Row, 88).Value = "Reflector" 
End If 
IfTF<AF<RF<PFThen 

Cells(Row, 88).Value = "Theorist" 
End If 
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IfPF<AF<RF<TFThen 
Cells(Row, 88).Value = "Pragmatist" 

End If 

Next Row 

End Sub 

End Sub 
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